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Hello Monthly Meeting Clerks and contacts— This rnailing is again duplicating one sent to Continuing Committee
representatives. Here are three additional documents which may help guide the Continuing Committee in our
deliberations at Ghost Ranch, all relating to immigration concerns. One is the report from the working group at our
January07 Continuing Committee meeting which looked at the Monthly Meeting responses to the fall query on
immigration (pasted below), the other two attachments are minutes from Fort Collins Monthly Meeting and New
Mexico Regional Meeting.
Yours in the Light, Eric Wright

Fall Queries: Report of the working group to consider Meetings’ responses to the Border Issues and Concerns Fall
Query, accepted by the Continuing Committee, January 2007.

The group focusing n the IMYM query on Migrant and Border Concerns found three strands of possible unity among
the monthly meetings of the yearly meeting.

First, we heard a strong, deep sense of compassion for the stranger among us, a sense that also held the urgency of
taking a stand in the face of injustice.

Closely tied to this deep desire to act justly, was a lack of clarity about what ‘just action” might require of us. There
was an appreciation of the complexity of migrant and border issues. Many meetings are consciously seeking to
educate themselves, and hope was expressed that IMYM might assist in this educational process.

Finally, there were several areas around which there may be tentative unity developing. These areas include:
Commitment to active study and prayer on issues of immigration and economic justice.
Opposition to militarization of the border.

Commitment to support those in our meetings who feel called to active witness and who
may suffer consequences for such witness.

And finally, support of FCNL attention to this concern and demonstration of such
support with a financial contribution from IMYM.

We found unity in the following recommendation: We accept and encourage Pirna Meeting’s offer to bring a dramatic
presentation addressing the complex issues of the border to yearly meeting.

Submitted by Gretchen Reinhardt, convenor of the working group.



A Minute on Friends’ Concern for Immigrants
By Fort Collins Friends Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers)

Quaker history bears witness to how we have acted upon the belief in the
essential equality of all humanity. From the earliest days, men and women
were equally regarded and equally charged with responsibilities for the care
of others and themselves. Friends have always sought to empower those who are
oppressed and to find ways to improve their lot. Likewise, recognizing the
equality of all people regardless of race, we strongly opposed the inhuman
institution of slavery. We have examined our consciences in the matter of
immigration and immigrants among us by considering the following query:

“Do we search diligently for ways to assure the right of every individual to
be loved and cared for, educated appropriately, to obtain useful employment
and to live in dignity?

Fort Collins Friends Meeting acknowledges that there is a “right” for
everyone “to obtain useful employment and to live in dignity.” In examining
this query, Friends search diligently for ways to assure this right to every
one of God’s children.

Friends have faith that the direct and unmediated experience of the Divine is
available to everyone. That which Quakers call the Inward Light lives in each
human being. We agree that living a life of dignity is a right and, further,
that the means of reaching that life will be decided by every adult,
following the Inward Light, “that of God” in everyone. If the options a
person sees before him/her in one situation do not seem to lead to a life of
dignity, the Inward Light may lead her to leave one locality and go to
another.

We see this as a difficult choice for people to make. We have seen that many
risk their lives to leave a situation in which they cannot meet their needs
in favor of one in which they may face hostility and great challenges in
regularizing their status. And many have lost their lives. We view this as a
tragedy.

We commit to continuing to educate ourselves on the issue of economic and
social displacement leading to immigration and to participating in this
important national discussion following the lead of the Inward Light, seeking
truth in seasoned discernment of the Meeting. As a Monthly Meeting of the
Religious Society of Friends, we commit ourselves to a diligent search for
ways to assuring a life of dignity to every human being, to becoming a
society that values all cultures for the richness they add to our collective
lives, and to finding ways to welcome the stranger in our midst. We recognize
that Friends will interpret this moral commitment in different ways,
according to the Inward Light. Our traditional testimonies—truth, equality,
peace, simplicity, and community—are outward and visible signs of our faith.
The testimonies point the way as we put our faith into action. Communal and
individual concerns and actions are weighed in the light of these
testimonies.



New Mexico Regional Gathering of Friends Minute on Migration

NMRG 04-07-#3: New Mexico Regional Gathering of Friends minutes a strong feeling
of rising awareness and deepening concern for those who suffer from migration of
people. We recognize that we are all enmeshed in a system in which some, including
ourselves, benefit from the suffering of others. We recognize that many legal and
legislative aspects are available for our action. We seek actions led by love. We unite
with the four principles outlined by Friends’ Committee on National Legislation for
legislative action:

• Creates an orderly, equitable and efficient system for admitting new immigrants,
legally incorporating respect for civil and human rights.

• Establishes a fair and reasonable path to permanent residency and citizenship for
all immigrants, whether they arrived initially as immigrants or temporary
workers, or whether they have been living and working here without legal
documentation.

• Supports families divided by immigration laws and realities.
• Enforces fair labor laws and health and safety standards in the workplace,

regardless of the immigration status of the workers.

We call for individual meetings to continue to study, to seek right action and to write
their own minutes on this issue.
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State of the Meeting Report for 2006
Albuquerque Friends Meeting

Much has happened for our Meeting this past year to remind us of our commitment as Quakers to
being ‘in the world, but not of it,’ of our trust in tested Quaker processes, of our intention to be guided by
the leadings of the Spirit and our gratitude for the support of a loving community.

In the spring of 2006 after several years of planning our building expansion, we came to the
realization that we were not in unity over the plans and means. This led to distress, even discord, and
some loss of trust. Several meetings were held seeking information on our divergent views. With the
support of the Friends General Conference (FGC) Development Committee, meeting with the Fund
Raising and Building Planning Committees, and with the Meeting, we were led to suspend consideration
of expansion until early 2007 and to concentrate in the meantime on community building.

This reflection led us as a Meeting to increased participation in existing and new opportunities to
be together: mid-monthly potlucks followed by informative presentations, worship sharing, a film series
based on the life of Jesus, ajournaling group, a group on spiritual deepening, a group called “Speaking
our Losses”. Two offerings of Quakerism 101 had an expanded participation including new and
experienced members and attenders. Our own follow-up, Quakerism 102, continued. A study group
considering the Intermountain Yearly Meeting (IMYM) Draft Faith and Practice took place, as well as a
couple of ZIP-Code groups holding neighborly gatherings for fellowship.

Visitors and newcomers, many of whom are finding a spiritual home with us, strengthen us with
their gifts and vitality. We have a new worship group, Bonito Valley in Lincoln County, New Mexico.
New participants are supported by the Nominating Committee and finding opportunities for leadership.
Elders have gently passed on some of the central responsibilities.

The New Mexico Area office of American Friends Service Committee (AFSC) moved into our
building. We look forward to deepening our connections.

The building has been in use for all these activities in addition to weekly dances, meditation,
healing, and other outside programs. On occasion we have borrowed space in the nearby Wells Park
Community Center.

The Children’s Program is following a curriculum based on Quaker Testimonies called SPICES:
Simplicity, Peace, Integrity, Community, Equality, and Stewardship. The children bake treats as a pot
luck contribution for Meeting for Business and planted a productive vegetable jungle, both much enjoyed.
The children learned about a service project in Zimbabwe developed by one of our members and
supported by the Meeting. They have also made connections with children in Chihuahua, Mexico through
members of the meeting who participated in the AFSC-IMYM Joint Service Projects.

The Peace and Social Concerns Committee has been an energizing force in the Meeting, seeking
to carry out Quaker testimonies in our community and world. This year we reviewed and renewed our
commitment to four priorities of particular interest to member/attenders as follows: peace literacy and
action, caring for the earth and ourselves, economic justice, and civil liberties. Peace and Social Concerns
has led in formulating an expression about our concerns on immigration, on withdrawal of the New
Mexico National Guard from Iraq, and on elimination of nuclear weapons. Under their guidance we held
threshing sessions on priorities for Friends Committee on National Legislation (FCNL), later hosting
meetings with state legislators and a congressional candidate. We collaborated with other congregations
and groups on common concerns, including Rabbi Michael Lerner’s presentation on the Network of



Spiritual Progressives, Al Gore’s Inconvenient Truth with Interfaith Power and Light and a panel on civil
liberties issues with the American Civil Liberties Union.

Ministry in Meeting for Worship has reflected our concern with war and poverty, with dealing
with hope and despair, and with connecting our gifts and callings to greater needs. We remember also
members of our Meeting who are suffering debilitating illnesses, and their caregivers. We record our
continuing desire to increasingly rely on the Light Within.

Boulder Monthly Meeting
Annual Report on the State of the Meeting: Committees

April 1, 2007

In accordance with the draft version of the IIvIYM Faith and Practice, the Boulder Meeting of the
Religious Society of Friends has completed an annual review of concerns and activities. Even as a
relatively large meeting, our responsibilities to the Meeting community and the larger community loom
large in these difficult times. We continue our weekly silent peace vigils, with the end of war still eluding
us. Joanne Cowan was released from federal prison for her act of “crossing the line” at the School of the
Americas to protest US torture training. We await, in the coming months, the arrival of the two Sudanese
women who will be supported by many in our Meeting as they adjust to new lives in a new country. To
better meet the complex needs of the Meeting, this year we divided our Ministry and Counsel committee
into two separate committees: Ministry and Worship attends to the spiritual life of the community, while
the Membership and Oversight committee oversees the personal needs of members and attenders. This
year, we grieved the loss of our beloved Friend, Gilbert White, who asked after the health of the meeting
at regular intervals. The health of meeting is strong. As a community of seekers we continue to support
one another in our efforts to lead lives of spiritual integrity and purpose.

The Adult Education Committee coordinated Program hours, which included three Spiritual Journeys
and programs on border and immigration issues (Dannielle Short/Barbara Kelly), Quaker higher
education (Richard Sours), Peace Prayers (Sarah Hartzell), the structure of our Meeting, proposed
legislation on a Department of Peace (Charles Elliston), climate change and the Quaker response (Dan
Murphy), our Mystery of Silence program (Lee Quinby), and FWCC (Jerry Peterson).

The Building and Grounds Committee is responsible for the care and maintenance of the Meeting’s
facilities. This includes regular inside and outside repair and maintenance. Friends of all ages contributed
labor for two spring and fall workdays for periodic cleanup and yard work. The meeting hires out some
services, including roof maintenance, snow plowing, interior cleaning, fire sprinkler and extinguisher
inspections, carpet cleaning and fence repair. With the new Boulder water department billing rates we
need to carefully use water resources and expect higher summer water bills. Future projects may include
carpet replacement, a retaining wall along the driveway, and researching the feasibility of an alternative
energy system. We researched liability insurance and our contractual/legal relationship with New
Horizons Preschool, and have requested the formation of a separate committee to create a new contract
with the school. We determined that New Horizons does carry its own $1 million in insurance.

The Board of Trustees discovered that our bylaws were woefully out-of-date, hired an attorney and
worked to draft a document that conformed to Colorado law while still accurately reflecting the peculiar
structure and ways of Friends meetings. We went through many drafts, consulting with our attorney as we
went, and finally agreeing on a document that we felt was ready to present to Business Meeting. Our
attorney has also drafted restated articles of incorporation that will be submitted to Business Meeting.



Because our attorney pointed out that by law we are not “trustees,” as we hold nothing in trust, our
committee will suggest laying down the Board of Trustees. We will, however, suggest the creation of a
new committee to review legal documents annually and perfonn any other overview tasks that the
Meeting may require.

The Fellowship Committee provided drinks and, at times, light snacks for the fellowship time following
Meeting for Worship. Coordinated Potlucks included: The Love Breakfast (Feb), Easter “Green Eggs and
Ham” (April), and Christmas Breads (Dec.). These have been well attended and enjoyed.

The Finance Committee assisted the Meeting in developing the budget for fiscal year 2006-07. A new
budget-building process, in which discretionary line items were left open to encourage committees to re
evaluate their priorities, continued during the most recent budget process. The Finance Committee once
again sent an annual-donation appeal letter encouraging Friends and attenders to contribute on a regular
basis. This appeal letter has proved successful over the past two years and alleviated some of our
previous ongoing budgetary concerns. We made transfers from our “Available Excess” fund to the
Building & Grounds Reserve Committed Fund, and recommended raising the building insurance
deductible. We decided to engage a person to review and make recommendations on our accounting
procedures. This will take place by the beginning of Fiscal Year 2008.

The Grief & Bereavement Committee: Gilbert White died on October 5. A lovely candlelight service
was held at the meetinghouse on October 8 for Friends and close friends. A larger service was held for
the general public on November 11, including more than 300 people from around the world.

Bea Ruvin (Sadie Walton’s and Ruth Waskey’s sister), a former attender, also died this year but we were
not involved in her service. Many Friends suffered losses of parents and other loved ones, and members
of our committee expressed sympathy in person and with cards.

The Library Committee continues to serve the meeting as the repository of archival materials, current
and relevant periodicals, and both newly published and long-treasured Quaker books.
We are currently addressing the ongoing problem of disappearing books, both in attempting to track down
those long overdue and in acting proactively to educate people about our borrowing policies. Our
responsibilities also include stocking the (free) pamphlet rack for visitors and new attenders outside the
meeting room, and providing a recycling area for past issues of various Quaker periodicals.

Ministry and Worship Committee was created after the Meeting divided the functions of the former
Committee on Ministry and Counsel into two separate committees. Our attention was focused largely on
the quality of Sunday worship. In this realm, we considered how individual ministry contributes to the
whole, and mentored several Friends about how they might enhance their vocal ministry. We explored
the closing of Meeting for Worship, and the Committee will meet with new closers in April to discuss
their important role in the quality of worship. We instituted a request that late-corners gather in centered
silence in the foyer until the children leave the Meeting Room at 10:15; this practice is not yet widely
carried out. We reviewed and revised the handout for newcomers and visitors. We provided oversight to
the IIvIYM Spiritual Formation Program conducted at our Meeting, which included about 40 Friends from
Boulder and Mountain View Meetings. We are grateful to have demonstrated this program for IMYM.
We hosted seven potlucks on the topic “How Are You Led?” in the Spring of 2007. We consulted with
the Religious Education Committee on its Mystery of Silence sessions to teach children about stillness.
We continue to confer with representatives from REC to jointly explore ideas to better connect young
people and their families into the worship, community and spirit of the Meeting. Our committee is the
liaison with the Roaring Fork Worship Group, and works with the Roaring Forks Oversight committee,
which has been providing visitation and oversight. We began discussions of the Boulder Meeting Queries



that were adopted in 1982 and decided to wait until resolution of the IMYIVI Faith and Practice to see if
our Meeting desires to have its own queries. We also discussed augmenting queries with a list of twelve
“virtues” such as humility, patience, generosity, diligence, which could also be considered by Friends. We
had a joint meeting with the Oversight and Membership Committee in October. Both committees found
this to be a very useful exchange and we plan to do it annually.

The Native American Concerns Committee works with Native Americans, with a goal of building
ongoing relationships and understanding. Most of our projects are at Pine Ridge Reservation in South
Dakota, with a recent focus on activities at Loneman School in the town of Oglala. Our members have
visited the school, met with the Principal, published a book of children’s poetry and drawings, offered a
music therapy session for special-needs children, and taught art and music classes focused on integrating
the arts with core curriculum during summer school sessions. Teachers at Loneman School found this
valuable and asked for training on how to incorporate art and music into the academic curriculum. Three
teachers from the NAC committee led the training, March 26-29, 2007. We worked with a group from the
University of Colorado Architecture Department in which students are renovating a donated mobile home,
making it more energy-efficient. To increase awareness of Native American concerns within IMYM, we
are arranging an Interest Group on land and water issues among tribes in the southwest at the June, 2007,
IMYM gathering. In addition, we are strong proponents of the IMYM-AFSC Joint Service Project within
IMYM and Boulder Meeting.

The Nominating Committee again used its “open signup” method of filling the committee rosters, after
discerning who might be Associate Clerk and other new officers of the Meeting, and selecting candidates
for the Ministry & Worship and Oversight & Membership committees. Calls to active members and
attenders helped to establish contact with people new to the Meeting. The many committees of the
Meeting for the most part filled readily. We are grateful to the many committed members and attenders
who answered this year’s call and who give so generously of their time and dedication to the smooth
running of Boulder Meeting.

The Oversight and Membership Committee duties have evolved more toward the Oversight dimension
than the Membership portion. We have found that we have spent much of our time discussing the welfare
of individuals within our community and facilitating assistance where it is needed by coordinating with
the Service committee or the Fellowship committee. We have been watching for those who have been
absent from Meeting for Worship, telephoning or otherwise contacting those about whom we have been
concerned. We have formed several clearness committees to help members find clarity when they are
having difficulties in their lives. We revised the Membership packet to reflect the changes in the
committees. We formed a Clearness Committee for Membership for Liane Pedersen-Gallegos and
approved her for membership. We approved the transfer of membership for Elsa Sabath and Uintah
Shabazz. We also approved Tadgh Parks for Junior Membership. Finally we are working on updating the
Membership list, contacting absent or inactive Friends.

The Peace and Social Justice Committee distributed $8,800 of Meeting funds to 25 organizations
engaged in peace and social justice work. The categories: a) projects run by Boulder Friends; b) Boulder
area organizations; c) anti-militarism and counter-recruiting programs; d) programs in Latin America; e)
Quaker organizations. Scholarships for students in El Salvador, Guatemala, and Nicaragua were also
funded. Each request for a funds release was informed by an updated description of the organization
published in Miscellany. We raised $2,315 for AFSC-Denver through weekly and monthly sales of
grocery certificates. PSJ members provided a core presence for the weekly peace vigil. The Committee
maintained an information rack and bulletin board in the Meetinghouse foyer. Committee members
personally invested many hours in a number of the organizations we funded including: Rocky Mountain



Peace and Justice Center, AFSC-Colorado, Colorado Peace Studies Endowment, Sign Up for Peace,
Quaker Earthcare Witness, FCNL. The Committee laid down the Peaceful Careers project after several
successful years of bringing information to young people in Colorado about alternatives to military
service.

The Religious Education Committee has undertaken several changes to the First Day School content,
organized numerous special events, and responded to concerns and interests expressed by parents, young
Friends, and teachers. We have been using a new curriculum based on Quaker themes and trying to
incorporate queries into the classroom. Also, teachers have incorporated awareness of other religions into
their class discussions. The REC continues to be tremendously grateful to the inspired and inspiring FDS
teachers. During the summer months the young people had many informal gatherings, led by Friends and
attenders. The REC extends a very warm thank you to Bud McMullen for thinking of this idea and
overseeing its smooth implementation. Under the leadership of Lee Quinby, the REC has started a new
class, The Mystery ofSilence, held twice a month for young Friends. This is a directed worship time
intended to introduce children to the practice of worshiping in silence. It has been tremendously
successful and the REC is very grateful to Lee for his leadership, perseverance, and creativity. Special
events for the Young Friends included a Peace Party, the annual CROP Walk, a Halloween party, church
visitations, a Christmas program, a Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. celebration, and an Earth Day celebration.
REC also organizes special gatherings for teachers and REC members. We had a teacher orientation in
August and mid-year retreat in February. One recurring issue for REC this year has been how to respond
to the very diverse needs, interests, and abilities in each class. Although there is no clear path forward,
we feel the discussion has been fruitful.

The Right Sharing Committee works on international issues of poverty, economic development, and the
fair distribution of resources. This year, we have begun working with other religious groups to assist
women refugees from the Sudan who are relocating to the Boulder area. Boulder Meeting will provide
material and social support for two refugees who are expected to arrive in the coming year. Sarah
Hartzell and Abby Geffron are coordinating the effort involving approximately 20 volunteers, Mary
Downton continues to serve as liaison to Right Sharing of World Resources, a national Quaker
organization.

The Roaring Fork Worship Group Oversight Committee worships with the Carbondale WG as
regularly as possible, provides advice, counsel, and educational programs to them as needed, and
encourages their attenders to worship with Boulder Meeting, as well as other Quaker gatherings such as
IMYM, in order to deepen their understanding of Quaker faith and practice. We regularly report to
Boulder Meeting about our activities and about Roaring Fork’s progress as a worship group. The Roaring
Fork Worship Group meets every first and third Sunday of the month at the Carbondale Community
School. The Worship Group has between four to ten regular attenders with about three to six children in
their educational program. The group is increasing in appreciation and understanding of Quaker practice
in their worship. In the future we would like to offer a specially tailored version of Quaker Studies, an
exchange with key members of our Religious Education Committee, and special programs as they request.
Our sense is that they are a healthy, but somewhat delicate, worship group.

The Scholarship Committee is grateful to the Boulder Monthly Meeting for continuing to support the
development of our Quaker community with a generous budget of $5,000 each fiscal year to provide
scholarships to Quaker gatherings. During the period of April 2006 to March 2007, 26 scholarships have
been awarded to Friends attending Peace Jam, Friends General Conference gathering of Young Adult
Friends, the Spiritual Formation Program, the Fall Gathering of Colorado Regional Meeting, and
Intermountain Yearly Meeting.



The Service Committee helps the Meeting identify and respond to service needs both within the Meeting
and in the Boulder County community at large. Several committee members regularly work with the
Emergency Family Assistance Association’s (EFAA) food distribution program and Echo House,
EFAA’s shelter for families needing transitional housing. As a committee, we look after housing unit #3
at Echo House and deliver monthly supplies for these families. To support this we have an annual
fundraising meal at Meeting in October. Service Committee coordinates a monthly meal serving at the
Boulder Homeless Shelter, which serves meals to 30 — 135 homeless clients. Our Community Emergency
Fund is used to provide small amounts of cash to people of the community in emergency need of limited
funds. In 2006 we typically received referrals from Safe House, EFAA, or Carriage House regarding
individuals in need. Although our donation to these individuals is small, usually no more than $50, it
appears to be a critical, and largely unmet, need in the community. The Service Committee released funds
to the Boulder Homeless Shelter, EFAA, Echo House, St. Thomas Aquinas food bank, Safe House, and
the Community Emergency Fund, the Parenting Place Peace Circle work and other community aid. In
addition to working with community organizations, we also help to look after members of Meeting,
providing rides to Meeting, and assistance to members who are ill or who otherwise need aid.

Report of the State of the Cascabel Worship Group, to Pima Monthly Meeting
Religious Society of Friends, 2006

2007 Third Month

Dear Friends,

The Cascabel Worship Group sends greetings to Friends everywhere.

Seeking harmony with all creation in both spirit and action are central to the existence of the worship
group. For many in our worship group, this is expressed in restoration of health of the land through
involvement in Saguaro-Juniper and the Cascabel Hermitage Association. We continue in our
commitment to a whole and healthy earth.

The Worship Group. Our worship group continued to hold a rotating meeting for worship among
attenders’ homes in Cascabel. Each month’s first meeting for worship continued to be held with a potluck
at Pat Corbett’s home and was most often the meeting for visitors from the MM. Our meeting’s
hospitality is important source of contact with a variety of F/friends who acknowledge the reciprocal
nature of that hospitality.

During this past year we were joined by new attenders: Virginia Tench is a new resident of Cascabel who
had lived in Hawaii. James Callegary and Christopher Eastoe live in Tucson, but have purchased and are
working on weekends and holidays on their land here in Cascabel. Mick Meader of Pima Mlvi has also
purchased land and has visited our Worship Group. Their presence has brought new vitality to our
meetings. We are sorry to report that Eariham College’s Southwest Field Studies program is no longer in
existence and we will not have their company. We have hosted youth from Southside Presbyterian who
are interested in nature, ecology and the San Pedro, though these have not been attenders of the WG per
se.

The aging of our community brought opportunities for helping with health concerns of a number of
individuals. Providing transportation (a major concern because of our location) as well as actual aid and
care for individuals of the Cascabel community are an issue for continuing concern.



Jim Corbett’s Sanctuaryfor All Lfe continues to interest F/friends. Daniel Baker led a discussion of the
book at EMYM.

2006 was another year for new people, new experiences and new endeavors as well as a continuation of
our commitment to exploring our relation to the environment, the land and all creation.

In peace and respect for all beings.

STATE OF COCIIISE WORShIP GROUP, 2006-2007

This isolated Worship Group manages to maintain itself in spite of abruptly-changing numbers due to the
annual snowbird migration and spotty attendance as people travel, get sick, or have visitors.

We continue to have a potluck lunch after every first First Day Meeting. This Fall we had a two-day
Alternatives to Violence retreat led by Jane Kroesen and her helper, Paula. People from Friends
Southwest Community and from the Elfrida Sembrando Salud Project attended along with a few regulars.
In January we had four sessions with Meredith Little and Jane Kroesen to study the Quaker Testimonies.
Considerable depth developed in some of these while striking value differences were disclosed in others.
This help from our “mother” Meeting, Pima of Tucson, acts as the glue in holding us together as an entity.
The other regular community-building activity is the Third Sunday worship sharing which has focused on
the new Faith and Practice. One session, led by Judy Plank of Iowa YIVI, was devoted to an article from
the Friends Journal critical of unprogrammed Friends.

We have a plan to hold Fifth Sunday Meetings for worship at the home of the Fritszches in Sunsites. Both
have had poor health and hospitalizations. A Thanksgiving feast, which lived up to its usual gourmet
standards even abetted by a “chef’ visiting from Alaska whose marinated turkey was sublime, and a
festive though sparsely-attended Christmas party were held.

The Worship Group is inextricably linked to Friends Southwest Center which means that their joys (two
new members and several delightful visitors) and their sorrows affect us. Who gets to rent or buy into the
community and who is excluded has caused conflict and sorrow this year. One valued attender, the only
birthright Friend we have, attempted suicide and the fall-out from that has been painful. Our beloved Alda
Irons, at 92, is gradually finding it harder and harder to attend and is currently in a nursing home.

Seven attenders were able to go to Pima Meeting’s welcoming potluck lunch in Tucson. Other outreach
has included gifts at the holidays to orphanages and an old people’s home in Agua Prieta. Marybeth
Webster and José Ramirez have done presentations for Pima as well as AZ Half-Yearly Meeting and
UVIYM about their self-sufficiency and migration- prevention project in Agua Prieta, Sonora. Marybeth
led workshops on the new Faith and Practice for Pima Meeting and for Cascabel Worship Group. Paul
and Judy Plank have done musical presentations at Douglas nursing homes, at a tea honoring people over
80 from the Elfrida Project, and at a comniunity potluck in Elfrida. FSW is loaning the Elfrida Wellness
Project its community center once a month for the Over-80 Teas, thereby putting the Quakers on the map
in the valley as never before!

Respectfully submitted, Marybeth Webster
Convenor of Cochise Worship Group



Colorado Springs Friends Meeting State of the Meeting Report
April 2007

How the Truth has prospered among us since the last yearly meeting?

Once again, Colorado Springs Meeting is able to report small advances in growth, both physical
and spiritual. We accepted two new members this year — Blaise Larmee and Jonathan McPhee. Blaise, a
student at Colorado College has moved away and goes with a Minute of Introduction from Colorado
Springs Friends Meeting to his new meeting, wherever that will be. Jonathan has been a faithful attender
for some time and it is with joy that we welcome his decision to become a member of Friends. He is
especially devoted to the health and progress of our tiny First Day School. We have 24 adult members
and six birthright children. We have also been blessed with a new regularly attending family, Mary
Stewart and her daughters Morgan and Madeline. We have several Colorado College students who attend
on an irregular basis.

We sense our maturation in many ways. The number of Friends who regularly attend worship and
participate in Meeting for Worship for Business is slowly growing. Some members who have been absent
for years have begun to attend again. The quality of worship and spiritual ministry varies, as with all
meetings. Silence is often deep and responsibility for spoken ministry is taken seriously. The regular
attenders are very close to one another.

This year, our regularly scheduled adult education program was to season the new IMYM Faith
and Practice Manual. We met monthly all winter, with each participant taking responsibility for a section
of the Faith and Practice to lead the discussion. We plan to compile our notes, including affirmations of
parts we particularly like, suggestions for changes we believe will improve the manual, and questions
about places where we’ve discerned lack of clarity, and present them to the Faith and Practice Committee
at Yearly Meeting. First Day School, coordinated by Jonathan McPhee and taught on a rotating basis by
parents of the participating children, is lively and workable considering the less than adequate space
available for their activities. Four children regularly attend and report on their lessons to the full meeting.
Adults comment that they often learn from these reports. We regularly hold people in the Light and share
joys and sorrows at the rise of Meeting; and Peter LeVar has begun offering short inspirational readings at
that time as well.

The ways in which our members and attenders witness to Friends testimonies are too numerous to
list in this brief report. In spite of our smallness, it’s possible to say that we (through various members
and attenders) are involved in the work of Christian Peacemaker Teams, Friends of Sabeel of North
America, the Pikes Peak Justice and Peace Commission, Colorado Springs Chapter of ACLU, Women’s
Development and Earth Foundation in the Philippines, Adopt-a-Silo, peace in space issues, migrant and
immigration issues, Gay and Lesbian issues and the environment. Also, through the spouses and friends
of members and attenders, we have close connections with Catholic, Unitarian, Protestant, Buddhist and
Pagan spiritual communities.

Our intension to eventually acquire a home of our own has been sorely tested this past year. It has
caused conflict in our Meeting and we believe we have lost some clarity, direction, and unity in this
effort. Fundraising proceeds slowly. Consequently we held a Threshing Session to address several
queries about our process and goals. The clerk’s sense of that session’s results was that there is a desire to
move forward with the search for a permanent Meeting home; and that we must move forward together, in
a maimer true to the process and true to each other’s concerns. We still recognize that being Quakers in
Colorado Springs means being a Light in the Wilderness. We live where the marriage between
militarism, empire-building, and the Christian Right is celebrated every day so we believe we have a



special responsibility to reach out in witness to our Quaker testimonies. We look forward to the day when
we have a house to which we can invite the larger community for the furthering of such witness and
dialogue.

In the Light
Colorado Spring Friends Meeting Ministry and Oversight Committee
Ann Martin, Clerk, Genie Durland, Linda Seger

Durango Friends Meeting
State of the Meeting, April 2007

Our meeting continues to be a source of peace and strength. We gather as a community to acknowledge
and respond to a Loving Presence that guides and sustains us, and leads us to consider the condition of
our community, our nation, and the world.

Our meeting is relatively small, and the work of the meeting is parceled out among its members and
attenders. We are blessed by the commitment and care of those who serve tirelessly and faithfully for the
benefit of all.

Many Durango Friends attended IMYM in June, an experience that nurtures us throughout the year. In the
fall we held a thy-long retreat on the topic of “Spiritual Renewal through Silence”, guided by Gail Taylor
from Albuquerque. Our Friendly discussions before meeting for worship continue to provide
opportunities for us to learn from one another and wrestle with serious topics of spiritual concern. A
group met to discuss Testament of Devotion, and we are exploring the possibility of offering the Spiritual
Formation Program here. The draft of IMYM’s Faith and Practice is receiving considerable attention in
committees and in discussions. We continue to enjoy times of fellowship, both after Meeting for Worship
and at Friendly dinners.

Friends have supported several special projects. The Meeting provided industrial-grade woodworking
tools and other support for the DouglaPrieta Works community center (Agua Prieta, MX) and is
contributing funds and labor to the Torreon (NM) Community Store project. We also assembled
emergency food boxes for distribution in Durango’s Latino community, and collected postage stamps for
Right Sharing. In addition to ongoing financial support of Quaker and community service organizations,
the Meeting helped buy water containers for the local college’s Engineers without Borders Thailand
project, served lunch for a Habitat for Humanity workday, and supported the travel of a younger Friend to
the AFSC China Workcamp project. Witnessing to our concern for earthcare, we passed a minute on the
Care of Nature, and several members attended the QEW annual meeting last fall.

Our children delight us with their presence and inspire us with their contributions. Last spring,
Young Friends studied the Quaker testimonies and Friends whose lives epitomized those testimonies.
This study culminated in a “Let Your Lives Speak” puppet show, in which the children enjoyed quizzing
adults about the identity of some well-known Quakers. In the fall, they studied peace-building and
Friends’ peace-building projects around the world. The proceeds from a successful “Peace Market” of
hand-made goods were sent to AFSC and Right Sharing projects as determined by the children in their



own business meeting. Adults make a special effort to join the circle of the First Day class on Sunday
mornings.

Mancos Valley Worship Group has been rejuvenated and now meets twice a month. There is a small core
group with some additional interest from both regular and sporadic attenders. We hope to encourage
fellowship in this group by sponsoring some local service projects. Members of the Worship Group
continue to be involved in Durango’s Monthly Meeting as well.

Membership has changed with two new members, three resignations, and two Friends lost due to death:
member Sally Stovall and summer resident Norma Price (Tempe Monthly Meeting). We joyfully
celebrated a marriage and a renewal of marriage vows, and welcomed an adopted child. Memorial
meetings have provided comfort to family and friends, while also contributing to our sense of community,
both within the Meeting and beyond.

We are thankful for the health and strength of our meeting and for the support it gives us. May our lives
speak.

Approved, April 1, 2007

EL PASO MONTHLY MEETING
State of the Meeting Report

El Paso Friends continue to meet at 2821 Idalia on the first and third
Sundays of each month at 10:00 AM. This yeartsnews is bittersweet. Three
long-treasured members of the meeting have left El Paso for wonderful jobs.
Their loss would be felt in any group, but the small size of ours
emphasizes their importance. Nevertheless, we rejoiced with them about
their new opportunities for work and service.

State of the Meeting Report — Flagstaff Friends Meeting
April 15, 2007

As we make preparations for co-sponsoring the Eyes Wide Open to the Human Cost of War display, there
is a sense of clearness of purpose. We are joining other inter-faith and inter-community groups to bring
the display to Flagstaff with the hope of opening dialogue about the war in Iraq. We maintain that war is
contrary to the spirit of Christ, and that there is that of God in every person. We must deny wars and
strife. We must keep our hearts and minds open to the possibilities of peace.

For much of this year, our Meeting has turned inward as we mourned the loss of Mary Minor. Mary was a
founding member of the Flagstaff Monthly Meeting. Her commitment to Quakerism and willingness to
live her life as a reflection of Quaker values serves as an example for all of us. We also hold in the Light a
number of Friends who are supporting family members with serious illnesses.

We struggled with a number of controversial concerns over the course of this year. As we considered
these issues, a few of our participants felt that they had to leave the Meeting because their expectations
did not align with the meeting or our beliefs. We recognize our failings as humans and strive to be open to
the Light and work to discern true leadings as we consider changes that may make each of us
uncomfortable. We have found unity on two issues. We now have a Building Steward who coordinates



work and repairs on our meetinghouse. Secondly, Peace and Social Concerns will meet as an ad-hoc
group, as it has been difficult to find committee members or a clerk.

Adult education this year began with a March retreat. Eleanor Dart of Pima Meeting facilitated the retreat
on the topic of “How the Spirit Does Business.” The participants explored Quaker process in conducting
meeting for worship for business. We have an active discussion group that has considered many Pendle
Hill pamphlets. Many in the discussion group wanted to expand the format, and recently a small group
has started meeting one Monday afternoon a month to meditate, write, share, and reflect together. First
Day School has explored different religions and beliefs, has studied Quaker process and testimonies, and
held an ice cream social, the proceeds of which went to the IMYM-AFSC Lakota Joint Service Project.

Hunger in our community has continued to be at the center of our service work. We collect food each
month for the local food bank and join with Unity Church to serve dinner at the Flagstaff Family Food
Center. In September, we received a note from a local homeless man. We invited him to talk with us and
enjoy a potluck meal. The information he presented was both alarming and informative. We also hosted a
representative from Coconino County who shared additional information about the resources that are
available for the local homeless population.

We continue our ties with Verde Valley Worship Fellowship Group. Although we do not have a formal
oversight role, we stay in regular contact and share activities. The group has been meeting at Joan Forest’s
home while looking for a new location to hold Meeting for Worship.

In November, we incorporated a Meeting for Healing into our regular Meeting for Worship. A deep
worship and sense of understanding emerged from this Meeting. We found this to be an effective way to
hold friends in the Light in a very focused and personal way. Many participants found this a helpful
process for healing.

In December, we celebrated together with a Christmas party. In addition to a wonderful meal, we feasted
our minds as we asked friends to bring a short poem or reading that was meaningful to them. As we
listened, we laughed, we cried, and enjoyed ourselves immensely.

We close the report this year with queries that speak to our concerns about openness, attracting new
members, participation in the life of the meeting and the changes these bring about. These seem to be at
the center of our ability to grow and function as a monthly meeting. Do we each take an active part in the
ife ofour Meeting? How do we recognize the varied skills and spiritual gifts ofour members and
attenders? How do we nurture their use and growth? How are newcomers made tofeel welcome? How do
we encourage attenders to share in Meeting activities and responsibilities and to consider membership
when they are ready?

Charlotte Minor, Clerk
Flagstaff Friends Meeting

State of the Meeting Report
Fort Collins Friends Meeting, April 2007

Our Meeting continues to grow in the Spirit with a number of new attenders and members. At the same
time, however, a few faithful attenders have recently moved away from the Fort Collins area. In the past
year, we welcomed Shari Blackman, who transferred her membership from the La Jolla Meeting in
California, along with the junior memberships of her sons, Eric and Cole. Our membership roll, which



was updated this year by Ministry and Council and more accurately reflects our membership, is, however,
lower this year than last year with 48 adult members. This number includes 8 members of the Rapid City
Worship Group in South Dakota, a worship group that operates under the care of the Fort Collins
Meeting.

Attendance at the Meeting for Worship remains at approximately 20-35 Friends with approximately 6-10
of our 18 children attending on any given First Day. The number of children attending First Day School
has precipitated the need for more space, separate groups, and more assistance with the program. These
needs are being addressed by the Religious Education Committee and by the Buildings and Grounds
Committee. Plans are underway to convert and join an existing structure on the Meetinghouse property to
the current First Day School, thereby facilitating the growth of our children’s program.

As in previous years, our Religious Education Committee continues to be active. This committee provides
ongoing support for our First Day School program and for the First Day School teacher, who develops the
children’s curriculum and submits it to the committee for further input. In addition to developing
programs and activities primarily for the benefit of young Friends, the Religious Education Committee
provided opportunities for adults in an adult education series—Quakerism 102—and in the establishment
of Friendly Eight groups, which served to strengthen our social bonds with other members and attenders,
thereby facilitating our spiritual development as a Meeting. The Religious Education Committee also
organized two gatherings for the Meeting that have now become annual events—a weekend camping trip
up Poudre Canyon and a day-long ski trip to Snowy Range Ski Resort. In addition to these trips, Religious
Education organized a trip to Elitch Garden for the children in June 2006.

Our Buildings and Ground Committee has also been very active this year. This committee has
commissioned architectural plans for our new First Day School building, has facilitated, along with the
tenant liaison and the treasurer, the First Day School rental to River Song Waldorf School in the summer
of 2006, and has worked with the coordinators of the Community Garden Project and with the coordinator
of the Rice test plot (involving intensive cultivation of rice and other crops by the Indonesian Aid
Foundation). Plans to remodel and adjoin a garage to the current First Day School are ongoing as are
plans to continue our support for the development of the Community Garden, a project spearheaded by a
volunteer organization from Colorado State University that is working in conjunction with a local school,
Irish Elementary. The Meeting continues to be enthusiastic about this project, which provides us with the
opportunity to use our Meeting property in a manner that benefits the surrounding community.

Our Ministry and Counsel Committee, like Religious Education and Buildings and Grounds, has been
very active this year. This committee has processed several requests for memberships and is currently
handling several requests from the Rapid City Worship Group. Ministry and Counsel also established a
committee to help two attenders, Derek Esposito and Monica Harry, plan for their wedding, which was
conducted in September 2006 in the manner of Friends. In addition to establishing clearness committees,
this committee has also updated and released an information pamphlet about the Fort Collins Friends
Meeting, provided a new sign-in book for the Meeting foyer, and initiated minutes concerning our
Meeting’s position on the ongoing war in Iraq, our response to the death of Tom Fox, and our support of
Referendum I: The Colorado Domestic Partnership Act. As mentioned earlier in this report, this
committee also worked diligently to verify memberships thereby updating our membership roll to meet
the requirements of the ongoing IMYM census.

For two or three years previous to this year our social activism as a corporate body has been primarily
limited to financial support of various social concerns. In the last year, however, our Faith and Action
Committee has actively pursued the development of a minute documenting the position of the Fort Collins
Friends Meeting on immigration concerns. Faith and Action researched this topic, held two meetings to



work on this issue, and developed a minute that was later modified and approved by the Meeting. This
minute will be sent to IMYM as an indication of our unity on this issue. The Meeting also collected funds
and sent them to the Catholic Church in Greeley for families affected by the December raid at the Swift &
Co. meatpacking plant.

In addition to the social activism of the Faith and Action Committee, individuals from the Meeting
continue to live their social convictions by participating in a variety of projects that benefit those who are
less fortunate in our local and world communities. Various members and attenders have been active in
organizations and projects such as Center for Justice, Peace, and the Environment; Loveland
Peacemakers; Youth and Militarism; Not in Our Town Alliance; AFSC/IMYM Joint Service Project;
Alternatives to Violence; Hour for Peace; Strength Through Peace; and the Northern Colorado
Multicultural Corporation.

Various other committees and individuals have provided support for the Meeting in the past year. The
Library Committee has inventoried the library, organized the publications, and solicited Meeting help in
restoring our collection to its normal size. The Historian, Jeanne Nash, has worked diligently to develop a
system for acquiring and maintaining Meeting documents, and the ad-hoc Directory Committee has
updated and released a new directory, an effort greatly appreciated by the Meeting. Finally, our treasurer,
David Zimmerman, with the help of the finance committee, has ensured that our Meeting remains fiscally
sound, keeping us on track with regular and thorough reports on our income, expenses, investments, and
other financial concerns.

One of the many joys of Quakerism lies in the community we find among Friends. This is true not only
for our monthly Meetings but also for our regional and yearly meetings. In the past year, Friends from our
monthly meeting have attended various Quaker gatherings including the Gathering of Friends General
Conference, Intermountain Yearly Meeting, Colorado Regional Meeting, and the Quaker Women’s
Retreat. Friends attending these meetings typically returned spiritually renewed and inspired to a new
level of activism.

Friends from our Meeting continue to serve in various capacities at these larger Quaker gatherings as well
as serving in organizations in the local community. Charlotte Miller is currently serving as Clerk of
Colorado Regional Meeting and serves, along with Shannon Harker, as our Meeting’s Representative to
Continuing Committee for IMYM. Karen Fleming serves at the Colorado Regional Representative to the
AFSC/IMYM Joint Service Project Oversight Committee. Another Friend, Rich Hatter, serves as the Fort
Collins Friends Meeting Liaison to AFSC. Rob Werge serves on the board of the Geller Center for
Spiritual Development, an interfaith community with outreach to students at Colorado State University.

In summary, the Fort Collins Friends Meeting has experienced a surge in participation in the last year.
Through this participation our community continues to grow spiritually. We have been blessed as a
Meeting and look forward to experiencing continued growth as a spiritual community in the coming year.

Gila Friends Monthly Meeting
State of the Meeting Report 2006-2007

Gila Friends Monthly Meeting has enjoyed several new, regular attenders this year. We average
12-14 people each Meeting for Worship. Our Meeting is active in such projects as: “Alimento para los
Ninos,” which was initiated and monitored by Sharman Apt Russell. Her involvement has given us a
deeper insight into the needs of this program. Other programs, such as “Blanket The Borders,” have



members: Bill Charland, Mary Burton Riseley, Sophia Brugman and Cheryl Speir-Phillips, actively
involved.

In the coldest period of winter, rumors in Palomas, MX, indicated drug activities in the Sierra
Madre Occidental had pushed some residents, including the already poor Tarahumara, out of the
mountains and into the towns. There were also reports of shortages of wood along the border for people
to have even the simplest fires to heat themselves. We felt compelled to buy blankets for those in need in
Palomas: the blankets we bought at a Military Surplus Store originally had been used for military
purposes: we used those wool blankets to help those in dire need in Palomas, just 75 miles away.

Religious Education meets 4th Sunday and there have been a variety of topics considered,
including a review of the new IMYM draft “Faith and Practice.” Our Education sessions have provided
more insight into the practical use of “Faith and Practice” itself.

Attempts to answer the question as to whether Gila Friends Monthly Meeting was prepared to
conduct a statewide retreat were explored. When a consensus for GFMM alone to conduct a retreat only
supported an exploration of this, we contacted several “loner” friends scattered in eastern New Mexico
and West Texas, as well as the Las Cruces Friends Monthly Meeting, and the Socorro Worship Group. A
consensus for such a project did not exist among southwestern New Mexico Friends in general. Bad
weather prevented an attempt to meet with the Socorro Friends Group, but there were clear indications
that the majority of southwestern Friends were not led to host a retreat. We hope to visit Socorro Friends
this year. We also had one request from a loner to write her or contact her on the phone more often.

It was clear, through various discussions though, that Friends in Southwestern New Mexico
believe their separation from larger groups of Friends poses unique difficulties. Some GFMIvI members
and attenders, for instance, live as far north as Cruzville (Catron County) and as far south as Deming
(Luna County). Our alternate recording clerk drives more than 200 miles round trip when she attends
Meeting for Business on Second Sunday. A number of other GFIVIIVI participants travel 50 miles or more,
each time they attend Meeting for Worship. A family of distant Friends and others meets every third
Sunday in Pleasanton, 50 miles away.

Our commitment to Friends services and work is strong, but we believe there are additional
burdens for us to share if we host a retreat for all of New Mexico, west Texas and eastern Arizona
Friends. Nonetheless, GFIVIIVI will continue to consider this leading in the Light.

Four former attenders applied for and were accepted as new members in GFMM. Nancy and Jim
Coates were accepted, as were Diana Edwards and Laurie Anderson. It has been wonderful to have such
motivated Friends join us. The Coates’ conduct a “Distant Friends” meeting for worship every third
Sunday in Pleasanton, 50 miles away. Several from Gila, Cliff, Glenwood and Cru.zeville often attend
that meeting to lend support. We now have 26 members assessed by IMYM,

It was with great sadness for our meting that Clifford Pine died, at home, as he so much desired,
on October 3, 2006. Cliff was an attender for many years. It is with equal sadness that we contemplate
the departure of our wonderful Clerk, Polly Walker, who has lived in San Lorenzo for 16 years. Polly
will move back to Oregon, where she will be closer to her daughter, son-in-law and grandchildren.

Our Gifts and Leadings Group worked diligently to find matches between positions and
personalities. Dorothy Pine accepted her nomination as Clerk; Bill Charland chairs M & 0; M & 0 has
retained several previous members and gained several new; the same is true for Education Committee.
Marilyn Gendron shares the responsibility of Recording Clerk with Claire Leonard. Our Business



Meetings are attended, on average, by 6 to 8 individuals. Business Meetings are always lively, energetic
and have a great sense of accommodation of others views.

Cheryl Speir-Phillips, our FWCC representative as of last year, is highly motivated to attend
additional meetings as our representative. Jim Coates, is our liaison with IIvIYM and Mary Burton
Riseley is our Continuing Committee convener. As the result of one of our meetings for business, GFMM
supports IMYM’s proposal to affiliate with FGC. We are also in the process of reviewing our financial
support for various programs that provide humane assistance to those in need, always focused on the
balance between needy programs overseas, and those close to our own backyard.

Jerry Eagan — For Ministry and Oversight Committee

Dorothy Pine — Clerk, Gila Friends Monthly Meeting.

State of the Meeting Report, 2006
Las Cruces Monthly Meeting, Religious Society of Friends

As the year began, we were developing a minute and a guideline to deal with conflict in Meeting. These
remind us that we sit in the Light, and that we are all responsible for the right order of Meeting. We also
assembled a list of the responsibilities of officers and committees.

We have been active in our community and the wider world this year. One of us has been doing draft
counseling for potential COs. Another gave an “Alternatives to Violence” workshop. We have supported
a local group, the Desert Humanitarians, who give help to migrants. We developed a schedule for making
donations to 24 selected charities. Two of us were able to attend Quaker Earthcare Witness at Ghost
Ranch in September. Two of our attenders suffered serious damage to their house in our local floods, and
we supported them with labor and funds. Two members worked with a neighborhood Weed and Seed
youth program. Some of us have participated in the ongoing weekly Peace Vigil in town.

We are happy to have shared our meetinghouse this year with three groups, the local NAACP, Living
Locally on Less Oil, a local group working on sustainable living, and Las Esperanzas, a neighborhood
association.

We considered the queries from IMYM and agreed that we supported IMYM affiliating with Quaker
Earthcare Witness and Friends General Conference. We did not reach clearness on the immigration
minute, but are largely in agreement and continue to work on this issue.

Building and Grounds reported a problem with one of our adobe walls. After much discussion we were
led to replace the wall with a wood frame and stucco wall. At this time we also generated a list of other
necessary or desirable work on the building. We sent a letter explaining the situation to our members and
attenders, who responded generously, enabling us to pay for the construction, which is nearing
completion. We are delighted to have gained a big new window in the process.

We had the opportunity to meet several times with Gila Friends, to discuss the possibility of hosting a
regional meeting. Although we agreed that we did not have the people or energy for this, the meetings
were rewarding and we did agree that we would like to see more communication among southern New
Mexico Quakers.

The year ended with an enjoyable and well-attended Christmas party at the house of one of the clerks.



Logan Monthly Meeting
State of the Meeting meeting

Present: Pat E, Maria, John, Sarah, Lori, Mark, Glen, Brenda, Calliope, Quetzel, Cecilia, Oliva

The current state of our meeting is small but growing. New people in our meeting have been warmly
welcomed.

We have been delighted to welcome new children to our meeting. The addition of a new family with
young children has challenged us to begin a new era of First Day School with an organized plan,
schedule, and set of willing volunteers. The First Day School children did a Young Friends service project
for the Children’s Justice Center.

The last of our Senior Young Friends graduated from high school and left for college, so our new college-
age attenders, Christopher, Melissa, and Martin, are especially warmly welcomed. We will encourage
their attendance at IMYM.

Special Events:
• Eyes Wide Open Exhibit, 3 times in Utah (Logan, Salt Lake, St. George)
• Commitment Ceremony for Lori & Mark at the Stokes Nature Center in Logan Canyon.
• Peace March in 2006, planned again in 2007 around 4th anniversary of beginning of the war in

Iraq.
• Kiwanis Club invited a presentation given by Kurt, Peggy, Pat BT, and Mark.
• Participation at the Utah State University SOAR orientation in August for new freshman.
• Utah Friends Fellowship (TIFF) Mid-Winter Gathering hosted by Logan Monthly Meeting this

year.
• 90th birthday party for American Friends Service committee (AFSC) at TIFF gathering January 7.

Regular Events:
• We meet about once a month for Light Group meditation
• We meet several times a year for Book Group
• We sing occasionally and plan to sing on 2’ Sundays with First Day School children.
• We regularly have 3i Sunday worship sharing with queries from Ilona.
• We happily provide rides for Alice who continues to enrich our meeting.
• We are doing well being a Fragrance Free Meeting.
• We join Friends at IIvIYM every year in spite of the long distance to travel.

People Events:
• Torn leads Cache Community Connections, a group of local religious leaders who began

meeting after 9/11.
• Tommy, a youth in residential treatment locally, has been attending our meeting.
• Alene and Drauzio Rangel moved to Brazil.
• Cathy moved to the Washington, DC area.
• We helped Cathy move out and Maria and John move in.
• Jo Lillis, Sojourning Friend from our meeting, has visited often this year.

Ministry and Oversight committee has been discussing how to grow our meeting with more visibility,
signs, phone numbers, and possibly a pay as you go cell phone.



As a meeting, we are working through complex issues regarding the Joint Service Project and plan a
Threshing Meeting (currently not addressed in the IMYM Faith and Practice document).

Moab Monthly Meeting
State of the Meeting

April 2007

This year we have become involved with the Utah group promoting a Department of Peace on the
national level. After one of our meetings they gave us a report, so now we give some financial help and
are being kept informed of their activities and needs. The group facilitated the showing of the AFSC Eyes
Wide Open exhibit in Salt Lake City this fall.

We are having a monthly adult education meeting to discuss the new Intermountain Yearly Faith &
Practice document. Using that as resource material, we are framing a statement concerning Quaker values
and how that leads to actions to reduce poverty. This statement has been requested from all faith
communities in Moab by a local Coalition formed to address the lack of ?laffordabl& housing.

Members of our group attended Yearly Meeting last June. One member was able to attend the Mid
Winter Utah Friends Fellowship gathering in Logan. We are looking forward to having Utah Friends
travel to the Moab area in April for our spring gathering.

Last year our member Lori Wright died, so we now have nine members and seven junior members. New
attendors this pass year have brought us renewed energy and joy.

In the first part of the year we were taking intergenerational hikes and exploring other activities to interact
with the children in our Meeting, since we were not having First Day School very often. We have now
found a member of our community, who has volunteered to lead our First Day School the first Sunday of
the month and some times more often. We are very grateful for her time and energy.

We continue to have potlucks most months and during the summer held several outdoors. Our new
newsletter editor has kept us informed and entertained with one newsletter entirely in rhyme. Our monthly
worship sharing helps us explore our values and our spiritual journeys. Our regular weekly meeting draws
together the energies of our
small gathering in creative, dynamic sharing.

MOUNTAIN VIEW FRIENDS MEETING
State of the Meeting 2006-2007

“A few years after its founding, The Religious Society of Friends realized that, to assess the health and
progress of their Society, certain information was needed. Focused questions were formulated to gather
that information. The first set of questions posed to each monthly meeting was as follows:

Which Friends in service to the Society, in their respective regions, departed this lfe since the last
Yearly Meeting?



Which Friends, imprisoned on account oftheir testimony, died in prison since the last Yearly
Meeting?

How, among Friends, did Truth advance since last Yearly Meeting and how do theyfare in
relation to peace and unity?”

Intermountain Yearly Meeting Faith and Practice (draft)

As have Friends responded since 1770, Mountain View replies as follows:

Two beloved Friends “departed this life” in 2006... Art Warner and Bill Byrnes. Royce Forsyth joined
these friends in early 2007. Over their time with us, each was a significant member of our community.
Each is sorely missed. We added 6 new members and two Friends transferred to Mountain View from
other meetings.

None of us was imprisoned on account of a testimony, nor did any die there. Our testimonies before the
world have, however, taken us into many realms...

• In response to Denver’s mayor’s initiative to end hornelessness, we worked with Metrocaring
Community Agency in the homeless prevention program. We assisted one family in locating
community resources. Although our relationship has ended, our meeting is open to helping other
homeless families as way opens.

• Monthly letter writing sessions help many of us respond to a variety of causes by contacting those in
office. A small number of individual members involved in our Peace and Justice Committee
continually provide assistance to a wide range of projects around the world; two weekly peace vigils
are held in different locations each Saturday; the Meeting will soon be hanging a “Torture is Wrong”
banner along the south wall of the meetinghouse. Chuck Fager, from Quaker House near Ft. Bragg S.
Carolina spent a weekend with us last fall teaching us more about his work at Quaker House near Fort
Bragg and Quaker witness provided there.

• Our Senior Young Friends’ group took part in PeaceJarn — a weekend conference at the University of
Denver during which twelve Noble Peace Laureates presented their views on peace. As part of that
experience Senior Young Friends are now raising money for Clinica Tepeyac, a health care clinic for
the uninsured in Denver.

• As regards Intermountain Yearly Meetings query “What is your Monthly Meeting’s response to the
spiritual issues concerning Immigration, Migrant and Border Concerns, and what unity do you have in
your Meeting regarding these concerns?” We reply that many in our community continue to witness
and work on immigration and migration concerns in social services, in policy advocacy for fair
comprehensive immigration reform, in organizing roles, and in humanitarian relief. During 2006 and
early 2007, we held three threshing sessions, several First Day School programs, published a number
of newsletter articles, and provided panel members and other support to Colorado Regional Meeting
on immigration topics. A few within our community continue to express their reluctance to join in
unity on these. Mountain View Friends have not been able to respond in any way to the query posed
by the Yearly Meeting. We do not fare well in peace and unity on this issue.

In seeking the advancement of Truth and our relationship to Peace and Unity, much has occurred... We
have seen growth in attendance in our First Day School and in our 10:30 meeting for worship. Our
oversight of Three Rivers Worship Group in Delta, Colorado continued into early 2007, yet difficulties in



meeting led to their laying themselves down in April. We continue oversight of West Side worship group
in Lakewood. In further advancement of Truth, our meeting has been veiy active...

• Our committee on Oversight provided clearness for marriage for two couples; clearness
committees for several of our members; and support committees to others. After long work and
collaboration with other committees, a document describing how to approach leadings and callings
was presented by the Oversight committee to the monthly meeting for seasoning.

• Our religious education programs are doing well. The Committee on Children and the Life of the
Meeting is having a six month trial by having a defined time for the children to meet in classes
followed by their joining the meeting for worship during the last fifteen minutes. The children
then take part in our joys & sorrows and in our announcements. For adults, a discussion group
meets faithfully each First Day at 9:00 A.M.; several adults are participating in Intermountain
Yearly Meeting’s Spiritual Formation program; and Quaker Studies continues to draw
participants.

• Our meeting is blessed by having a large, active group of Young Adult Friends most of whom
have participated in the Quaker Studies program. A number of them traveled to South Carolina
last fall to witness against the . vperatiop (formerly
known as the School of the Americas). Five others recently attended a national gathering of
Young Adult Friends sponsored by Friends General Conference and Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.
Just recently, one was selected to attend the Friends World Committee for Consultation Meeting in
Dublin, Ireland, in August 2007, as an observer. This group meets together regularly outside the
meeting and enriches the rest of us with their energy, activism, and participation in our
community.

• At our annual School of the Spirit In March, 2006, Patricia Lonng spoke to us about living a more
spiritually centered life. In February, 2007 Benjamin Lloyd helped us to understand vocal
ministry. Each was well attended and appreciated.

• On the first Sunday of each month during the academic year, a Spiritual Journey presentation is
given by one of our members. These help us to know one another in a very personal way.

Basic maintenance and improvements to our building and grounds continue to be made so that all of us
will feel more welcome and at home. The library has been renovated and upgraded making our use of it
more appealing and available; a donation of historic Quaker books has added to our resources. Our
meeting house is used by committees and several rental groups.

We care for and about one another in a variety of ways. Eager to know one another, we seek opportunities
to meet. Committee work, special programs and informal groups such as book club, bridge, Friendly 8
dinners, and 4th Sunday potlucks; intermittent special events such as folk dancing, spaghetti dinners, and
holiday parties provide a variety of ways for us to connect. We care for each other as well, visiting those
who may be house bound, or who may be unable to get to the meeting; transportation to Meeting for
Worship is provided for others.

We persist in our work toward peace and unity aware that wherever people gather, friction occurs now
and then. Our community continues to work on those issues which separate us. Though not perfect by
any means, most of us feel quite blest with the bonds of love that bind us.



Committee on Worship and Ministry, May 2007

State of the Meeting Report for Phoenix Friends Meeting, May, 2007.

Phoenix Meeting has experienced the illness or grave injuries of some members; the appearance of
several new attenders; the difficulty of finding people to accomplish all tasks, and the closeness of our
ongoing book discussion group, our faith and practice discussion group, the children and the meeting
community as a whole.”

Respectfully sent,
Nancy Marshall

PIMA MONTHLY MEETING: STATE OF MEETING REPORT, APRIL, 2007

Pima Monthly Meeting has had a busy year, with many high moments and some low. We have all
been distressed by global problems, wars, ominous news about global warming, and dire catastrophes
seemingly everywhere. Our committees have exercised due diligence with respect to several troubling
issues involving personal conflicts, But in our community we have been blessed with many welcome
events. Visitors have come and worshiped with us and brought word of their widely spread Meetings in
many states.

We have lost five members who have moved away and transferred their memberships to other
Meetings. We have been blessed by six new members, one of whom has transferred from another
Meeting, and one of whom is a newborn. Friends Dorothy Livingston and Robert R. Solenberger have
died, and memorial services with warm memories of their lives of engagement were shared with family
and friends in the Meeting House.

Following threshing sessions on the environment last year, an ad hoc committee continues to
consider ecological concerns, deliberating what we can do to live in harmony with the earth in these times
of great risk, and bringing suggestions to the Meeting. Several of our members and attenders are activists,
voicing in various ways their leadings regarding peace, ecological awareness, migrant and border issues,
gender and racial equality, capital punishment, and other concerns. There has been outreach to schools to
counter their permissive attitudes toward the presence of military recruiters. Our concern with migrant
and border issues has led to intense periods of discernment during our Meetings for Business as well as at
a presentation on the topic by Rick Ufford-Chase, who has had much experience on the border along with
other faith-based and humanitarian groups.

In April, 2006, in our Meeting for Worship with a Concern for Business, we reaffirmed our
commitment to the Quaker Peace Testimony with a minute that expressed anguish over so many deaths in
ongoing wars, making a plea to elected officials to consider other ways to seek peace. Following a leading
of a concerned Friend, there has been an outdoor Meeting for Worship with a Concern for Peace held
weekly at the Veinte de Agosto Park in downtown Tucson. Although attendance varies, the prayerful



presence of Friends visible in the community may help in the search for the peace our nation and the
world so desperately need.

The new draft of the IMYM Faith and Practice was discussed in a threshing session. Several
friends are meeting regularly to further this work and will gather responses and suggestions to forward to
the IMYM Faith and Practice Committee. A course of study on “Nonviolence: Theory and Practice” has
been offered both at the Meeting House and for one of the Worship Groups under our care. Two of our
members teach a course on spiritual discernment for the Redemptorist Renewal Center at Picture Rocks.
Our lives were enriched by a weekend retreat at Triangle Y Camp, with the theme of ‘Spiritual Gifts” led
by Marianne Lockard, a distinguished Friend from Arkansas.

First Day School has faltered sometimes with lack of young participants, but recently has
established a new curriculum and schedule of volunteers. On each fourth First Day we have our potluck
lunch, when the collective culinary talents always prove that “loaves and fishes” is a reliable, grand
tradition. Our Quaker University Organization is growing and offers connection and support to young
adults. Ministry and Oversight Committee attempts to make contact with Friends throughout the year,
inviting them to share spiritual and other concerns. The Meeting is well served by the sharing of these
concerns, and grateful for them. These exchanges remind us of how complex is the structure of our
Meeting, with its various committees, interests, leadings, and other contributions. We seek and find the
simplicity of unity in the Spirit as we worship, work and play together.

Salt Lake Monthly Meeting
Sate of the Meeting 2005 for IMYM 2007

May 9, 2007

The central theme this past year for the Salt Lake Monthly Meeting can be called “Building Community
Connections.” As we entered our second year in our new Meeting House, our attention turned from
interior issues of funding, cleaning and remodeling, to reaching out to the community in many large and
small ways. One of our first acts of community was to hold an open house that established our presence in
the neighborhood. We put up a large banner proclaiming “Torture Is Wrong” outside our Meeting House.
In addition, we opened the Meeting House for music recitals, other religious groups’ meetings and
activities, drumming circles, and meetings of peace and community service groups. Early this spring, we
organized a community-wide fund-raiser and silent auction to help with remodeling costs, an activity that
received significant media attention.

We continue to maintain our regular community connections. Members of our Meeting are active in the
Salt Lake Interfaith Roundtable, the Council for Religious Communities as well as a multi-organization
project, called Seasons of Non-Violence. We continue to lead monthly vigils against the war. Members of
our meeting oranize peacekeeper activities at anti-war demonstrations and the SLMM was a co-sponsor
for the Aug 30 Peace Rally. One of our members, Alan Stockbridge, has a calling for Quaker Outreach
and has brought significant energy and insight into enriching our ability to reach out to others.
Throughout all of these activities, we have seen our relationship to the larger community deepen and
become more satisfying.

We have also been active and productive in deepening the spiritual connections among us. Many of our
members participated in a “Focusing Seminar” to help us enrich our spiritual life. We organized rotating
“Quaker Dinner Groups” that meet bi-monthly. Our Peace and Social Concerns Committee is leading us



in an exploration of the issues of sustainability. Our Ministry and Council started a quarterly Introduction
to Quakers for Newcomers Seminar. We had modest attendance at our first meeting, but felt like it was a
good beginning. Finally, we continue Bible Study and Book Club activities.

Our membership has remained stable. Several of our members have suffered illnesses or accidents and the
spouse of one our members died suddenly. These events have brought us together in new and unexpected
ways. We continue to seek the source of compassion collectively in our weekly Meeting for Worship and
occasional Worship Sharing.

State of the Meeting
April 2006 to April 2007

Santa Fe Monthly Meeting of Friends

During this year the Santa Fe Friends Meeting has quietly expanded its community, gathering in
new attenders and seeking new ways to seek truth, give comfort, share joy, and do the work of the
Meeting. Three Spiritual Formation groups continue their close ties; a Sunday morning singing group fills
the garden and meetinghouse with joyful music; six Friendly 6 groups come together monthly for potluck;
three discussion series focused on faith and reason, Genesis, and myth using Bill Moyers’ tapes, and other
discussions used the new Faith and Practice. Our 9:00 Meeting for Worship has begun a Lucretia Mott
lunch once a month. An ever larger group of young adult Friends add their viewpoints and ebullient
vitality to our Sunday mornings, and have begun to plan their own gatherings and service projects. Two
older young Friends are overseas, in Ghana and Brazil. Our membership stands at 98, with 50 to 60
Friends gathered on a Sunday for worship.

Three worship groups continue under our care. We mourn the passing this year of dear Taos Friends
Eddie Richardson and Daniel Neifert. Taos Clearlight Worship Group meets every Sunday with 10 -15
people. This has been a hard year for them, with serious illnesses and deaths, but has brought them closer
together. The Las Vegas Worship Group continues to meet on Second First Day and has seen an increase
in attendance to about 12. Friends are kept apprised of local actions and activities through a moderated
email list and Friends who are active members of the Las Vegas Peace and Justice Center and the local
chapter of Amnesty International. Los Alarnos, already a small (but faithful) group, faces further
challenge as members may be moving away from Los Alamos. We continue to ask ourselves how we can
best carry out this relationship, primarily depending on occasional visits to keep a connection with each
other.

Some Friends have experienced difficult decisions, medical problems, and loss of beloved family
members in the Santa Fe Meeting this year. Closer ties were created as we shared their burdens.

We are pleased to have our new Resident Peg Martin and her active spiritual life, humor, and
energy. With her help, the Building Committee undertook a major refurbishing of the ramada and guest
apartment, as well as an enormous amount of other repairs of our building. Other committees have been
especially active in helping us make decisions and resolving differences this year, drawing in a larger pool
of Friends in the work of the Meeting. The Communications Committee provided improved
communication through email, directory, and website. The Resident, Garden, and Fellowship Committees
worked long hours to provide guidance for our life in the Meetinghouse. The Nominating Committee was
tireless in calling all Friends to fill positions in the Meeting. The Finance committee worked overtime to
give us a stable framework for giving and spending. Santa Fe Friends sometimes struggled to resolve
differences on issues such as responsibility for the physical care of the building and the display of a Hopi



tableta. Not everyone was completely satisfied, but in many extended discussions we sought respect and
tenderness for each other. Our new Earthcare Committee is putting to practical use their concerns about
the degradation of the environment. We are already benefiting from carpooling, collaborative composting
in the garden and communal recycling. Many Santa Fe Friends hold positions in llvIYlvI and are active in
national Quaker groups.

Our heritage from the Quaker artist Olive Rush (1873 - 1966) came to the fore this year. We
celebrated her life with a large gathering that featured newly catalogued documents, sketches, photos and
other historical materials that were tucked around various shelves in the Meetinghouse. This archive,
completed by a skilled undergraduate art historian with active assistance from Friends, is available in both
paper and computer format.

The First Day School is a lively part of our Meeting, with participation from about 15 young
Friends. Quaker faith and testimonies are experienced by our children, toddler through middle school, in
stories, song, food, art, field trips, gardening, ceremonies, monthly service projects, and other activities.

Wanting to deepen the spiritual experience of the Meeting, we turn frequently to readings from the
draft IMYIVI Faith and Practice and other Quaker works, bringing our Quaker heritage closer into our
present life. For the first time, we held an evening meeting in the fall of officers, Ministry & Oversight
members, and committee clerks to share concerns, questions, and insights, and it may have helped us
communicate with each other more effectively this year.

We continue to carry deep concerns about our troubled world, and have added our voice to the call
for peace and social justice. A steady stream of letters and telephone calls poured out of our meeting, and
we worked with other local groups in organizing many actions and events. We lovingly supported
members arrested for sitting in here in Santa Fe and in Washington. The Northern New Mexico
Alternatives to Violence Program matured this year, offering hope to women prisoners in Grants through
ongoing workshops there. One Friend traveled to Colombia, South America, under our care to provide
workshops there for AVP facilitators, a courageous group of peacemakers working under an oppressive
government. Another Friend is developing workshops that address racial and cultural tensions. An
unresolved problem for our Meeting occurs Meetings for Worship, as Friends feeling a pressing need to
bring these concerns to their worship, and other Friends feel discomfort as the world presses too much on
their worship.

Our historic building continues to be a treasure and a challenge. We are knee to knee Sunday
mornings, and still spill out into the library. Groups struggle to find a quiet place to meet. Despite the
enormous amount of repair work already done, we face even more extensive renovations. A thoughtful
gathering in the fall to envision our future began what will be a long process to make decisions about our
life as a Meeting and our Meetinghouse. We hope to find a largeness of spirit and commitment to proceed
with unity in this uncertain venture.

Tempe Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends
State of the Meeting Report

Submitted 2007

The year 2006 brought us trial, anxiety, faith and hope. Norma Adams Price passed from this life. Ann
Hardt was trapped in Athens, Greece during the final illness of her longtime beloved and new husband
Tony Nikachos. A much-loved Friend suffered a debilitating infection that has consigned him to long
term care, and mysterious internal bleeding put his wife into hospital several times. A firm and faithful



Friend was forced out of his job, and we made efforts to support him and his family spiritually for the
months of his job search. Once-strong Friends are facing the diminishments of age and infirmity. Once-
dedicated members and attenders are now strangers to the Meeting. One of our pastoral caregivers is
facing clinical depression. One fiercely independent and monumentally intelligent Friend now has only
long-term memory. One steadfastly supportive Friend is herself now confined by bodily weakness. A
tender but reserved Friend was severely ill all last summer, and no one in Tempe Meeting knew for
months. A homeless man suffering with schizophrenia has encamped on the rneetinghouse property
intermittently for months, to the dismay of neighbors and Friends.
We’ve seen a substantial influx of new attenders, brought to the Meeting by a variety of motives, desires,
and aspirations. One faithful attender from the Meeting’s early years returned after a long absence,
bringing her new husband. A Quaker couple retired to Tempe from Wilmington, Delaware, bringing their
energy and experience. A new attender and ASU faculty member announced intentions to be married and
to work toward a committed relationship with the Meeting. Ross Meagher & Dave Wells became
members. Geoffrey Stun & Kenneth Edmonds wrote letters requesting membership, and several others
have expressed interest. A remarkable number have joined our fellowship as a way to renew their own
early connections to Quaker tradition.
The Quakerism 101 curriculum has revived the adult religious education committee’s work. The
children’s religious education committee has provided opportunities for our children to explore the Bible,
investigate the foundations of the world’s maj or religious traditions, and learn about and practice Friends’
testimonies. Family worship/sharing meetings bring adults and youngsters together monthly with
opportunities to worship and to give the children encouragement to share their deeper thoughts in a
Quaker worship setting. The Counsel & Oversight Committee, Finance Committee, and Nominating
Committee are undergoing earnest reevaluations of their responsibilities to the Meeting.
Peace & Social Concerns activities included participating in an interfaith housing/feeding program for
Tempe homeless, demonstrating for immigrant rights, writing, speaking, and lobbying against oil
exploration in Alaska and the wars in Iraq & Afghanistan. Outreach activities, and Worship & Ministry
activities (most notably a retreat on the Gospels led by Gail Thomas) have taken great reserves of time
and energy, but have generated more community, more concern, and more awareness of living our lives
under divine guidance.
Our standing committees have been asked to prepare responses to specific queries from the new IMYM
Faith & Practice, and though not all have done so formally, we have heard more deep replies during our
monthly business meetings. Committees have also been charged to exercise more care and more prayer in
the preparation of their annual budget requests.
It seems that our community has discovered that the building of the community is itself important work.
With over 40 active households, and nearly 150 in the Meeting Directory, we have grown large enough to
need attention paid to knowing each other’s names and faces, much less knowing one another in that
which is eternal.

Approved by the Meeting on 4/8/2007
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MEMORIAL MINUTE FOR CLIFF PINE
(Gila Friends Meeting)

Clifford John Pine, a long time peace activist, died at home on October 3, 2006, two
weeks shy of his 89th birthday. He was born in Duluth, Minnesota where he grew up and went
through the public schools. In 1942, he was drafted into the U.S. Army. After serving in
England, he received a medical discharge in 1944. He enrolled in Hamline University, St. Paul,
Minnesota, where he met Dorothy Kerr. They were married in June, 1950. After graduating
from Hamline, he enrolled in the luff School of Theology, in Denver, and graduated with a
Master of Theology degree in 1954.

Cliff was ordained as a Methodist minister and served churches in Colorado, Iowa,
Washington, and California. In 1964, Cliff and Dorothy moved to Eureka, California where he
served a church and continued teaching English and speech at local high schools and at Redwood
Community College. He retired in 1978.

The Pines spent the next seven years caring for their parents in Minnesota. Active in the
Sanctuary Movement, they moved to Tucson, AZ, in the early 1980’s. After spending several
summers in Silver City, they moved permanently to this area in 1993. Cliff attended the Gila
Friends Meeting in Silver City throughout his years here and was active in various local peace
organizations.

He is survived by his wife, Dorothy, son, Patrick, and wife, Debbie, of Hilisboro, OR,
and grandchildren, Courtney and Kelsey; Margaret Pine Otake and husband, Yuichi of Sakura,
Japan, and grandchildren, Megumi, Kenta, and Yuya; and daughter Pamela Pine-Petthong and
husband, Boon, and grandchildren Narongchai (P0k) Petthong and Pailinn Pine-Petthong of
Bangkok, Thailand; brother, Floyd Pine, of Lakeland, Florida, and six nieces and nephews.



MEMORIAL MINUTE FOR GILBERT FOWLER WHITE
(Boulder Meeting)

Gilbert Fowler White, Quaker leader and worid-renowed geographer, died October 5, 2006 at his
home, at age 94.

Gilbert grew up in Chicago and received his BS, MS, and PhD degrees from the University of
Chicago. After receiving his Master’s degree, he joined the administration of Franklin Roosevelt
and worked for the National Resources Commission and the Bureau of the Budget while
pursuing his PhD, which he received in 1942.

During his undergraduate days, Gilbert attended a talk by Rufus Jones and became interested in
the Society of Friends. He found that he was strongly attracted to Friends tenets and joined the
Florida Avenue Meeting in Washington in 1939. After Pearl Harbor, his work in the Executive
Office of the President was classified as “of national importance,” which allowed him in 1942 to
go overseas for AFSC. He spent 1942-43 doing relief work in Vichy, France, and then was
detained in Germany and interned in Baden-Baden until 1944. Upon his return to the States, he
married Anne Elizabeth Underwood, a fellow member of Florida Avenue Meeting with whom he
shared a passionate dedication to peace.

In 1946 Gilbert became president of Haverford College and the youngest college president in the
country. He served there until 1955, when he returned to the University of Chicago to chair the
geography department. Gilbert and Anne moved to Colorado in 1970, when Gilbert joined the
University of Colorado geography department and became director of the Institute of Behavioral
Science. He founded the university’s Natural Hazards Research and Applications Information
Center and was its director during 1976-84 and 1992-94.

His scientific life was dedicated to flood plain management, natural hazards research, and the
world environmental movement. He was instrumental in the establishment of the National Flood
Insurance Program. Reflecting his commitment to national and international cooperation,
Gilbert served on numerous professional and scientific committees and advisory groups, for
organizations such as the National Research Council, the UN, and UNESCO. He was a member
of the National Academy of Sciences, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the
American Philosophical Society, and the Russian Academy of Sciences. Among his many
awards, Gilbert was bestowed the National Academy of Sciences’ highest honor, the Public
Welfare Medal.

Concomitant with his prolific scientific activity was Gilbert’s Quaker service. He led AFSC’s
China program and organized American Relief for India to raise funds to support work after the
Bengal famine. He was Assistant Executive Secretary of the AFSC with Clarence Picket and a
member of the mission to study relief efforts in occupied Germany. He became the chair of
AFSC’s Committee on College Programs, then chair of the Chicago Regional Office, and finally
in 1963 chair of the National Board. He believed in the importance of behind-the-scenes quiet
diplomacy and was devoted to the ideal of consensus building, which he tried to follow also in
his non-Quaker activities. With Harold Snyder, he organized and moderated Washington
Seminars for DC officials, as well as the first International Seminar for Diplomats. During the



Vietnam War, he headed a White House vigil with 1,400 sympathizers, including most board
members and East Coast staff on the AFSC. Gilbert and four other vigil participants eventually
met with Henry Kissinger, using the opportunity to tell him about AFSC efforts to alleviate
civilian suffering on both sides of the conflict. After stepping down from the AFSC Board and
moving to Boulder in 1970, Gilbert served as clerk of Boulder Meeting and was instrumental in
the establishment of InterMountain Yearly Meeting, serving as one of its first clerks.

Gilbert mentored young people in Friends groups and as a professor. His genuine regard for
people and commitment to cooperation taught us by example. He practiced what he said he
learned early on as part of the New Deal Administration: “The servant role begins and ends with
listening.”

A few months before his death Gilbert asked friends at a dinner, “What do you think the purpose
of life is?” As his turn came to answer, he said in a strong voice, “To be useful, to be of
service.” His life has been a faithful testimony to that belief This is the legacy he leaves us as
Quakers and as human beings.

Gilbert is survived by his second wife and long time friend Claire Sheridan of Boulder, his
children William White, wife Olivia White, children Lydia and Gilbert Edward of Ithaca, new
York; Mary White of Boulder, partner Jerry Sears, his children Ian and Seth Sears of Berkeley,
California; Frances White Chapin, husband Day Chapin, children Arthur Chapin and Anne
Chapin of Edmonds, Washington; and stepchildren Monika Proffitt of Seattle and Daniel Proffitt
of Boulder.

A Meeting for Worship celebrating Gilbert White’s life was held on Sunday, October 8, and a
large service attended by friends from all over the world took place on November 11th



MEMORIAL MINUTE FOR LORI LYNN WRIGHT
(Moab Monthly Meeting)

Lori was born in Memphis, Tennessee on March 17, 1959, and she died September 8, 2006 in
Moab, Utah.

In her younger years Lori was a dedicated member of her swim team and achieved
championships many times. Lori enjoyed the outdoors, music and most of all laughter. She
wrote poetry and shared many of her poems with her friends. She loved working with children.
After moving to Moab, Lori became an active volunteer to Seekhaven and later to the Interact
Clubhouse.

Lori and her daughter, Rainy, started attending the Moab Worship Group in the early 1990s. It
was very important to her that Rainy was exposed to non violent ways of living and settling
conflicts. She was a faithful attender and helped with the First Day School programs. Lori
joined the Salt Lake Monthly Meeting and in 2002, when Moab Monthly Meeting was formed,
she transferred her membership here.

Lori and Rainy attended Intermountain Yearly Meeting faithfully for many years, so they could
experience the wider circle of Friends and Rainy could meet more Quakers her age.

A memorial service was held for Lori at Old City Park in Moab on September 12, 2006. Lori is
loved and will be missed dearly by family and friends.
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AFSC/IMYM Joint Service Project
Clerks Report to IMYM 2007

First of all, from all of us involved with the Joint Service Project, we would like to give heartfelt thanks to
the F(f)riends of IMYM for your clear support of this program, not only in words and involvement, but
also by your positive action of the significant fmancial commitment to increase support through the
IMYM budget from $10,000 to $23,670 in 2007. The three AFSC regions continue their annual
contribution of $20,400 plus the staff and committee member’s travel and time.

The Joint Service Project was the focus of much activity in 2006. Because of that, the Oversight
Committee appreciates how much we learned regarding process and management. As Clerk of the
Oversight Committee to the Joint Service Project, it was a constant reminder to me that this is a perpetual
evolution and while specific refmements can be achieved and celebrated, changing focus continues to
require meeting new challenges in these areas.

We would like to re-affirm our confidence in Mike Gray as the coordinator. We feel that the following
spirit-led note from David Perkins to the Oversight Committee presented September of last year is worth
summarizing:

“JSP represents core testimonies of Friends: Peace/Harmony; Spirit of Love; Community. Participants
form a Community of Service within the Community of All Creation [the Blessed
Community/Peaceable Kingdom] We are all flawed and in need of Community to sustain us and heal
us. This should be seen in the Light of Love, not Judgment; Understanding and Healing; Harmony
must come first. JSP are community projects; not directive or hierarchical.
The Coordinator is paid personnel but more importantly acts akin to a Released Friend; a key member
of the JSP but still subject to the discipline of the community. We must see ourselves as members of
all of these communities enumerated above. We have a responsibility to represent all members of all
communities. We do this with group prayer and discernment.
Our work must be centered in the JSP meetings for worship for business; this is not optional but
required. Especially when there is conflict or brokenness. We are all under the leadings of the Light
and the Power; this must be our only authority; we all have this responsibility. We must help the whole
conmiunity to see this particularly in the light of our own brokenness and addictions. We have all
disregarded and made light of this; this is part of our problem.



Specifically we must not ignore the mores and customs of the communities we serve. The hannony of
the community comes first. We must deal with that and the other problems can be resolved by
Consensus.”

One of the results from 2006 was the decision by the oversight committee to support a deserved and
overdue sabbatical for our Coordinator Mike Gray this coming year. Another result is that the structure
and business of the oversight conuuittee has been more clearly defmed. The AFSC Central Region
associate director is the coordinators supervisor, dealing with personnel issues. That representative will
necessarily work closely with the Clerk of the Oversight Committee as has been occurring. The role of
the body of the Oversight Committee is to work on guiding program planning and execution. Now we
hope it will become even more clear to IMYM members, JSP participants and others with concerns or
suggestions regarding JSP that these can be expressed through participants’ project evaluations, or
directly to the Coordinator or female assistant facilitator. Programmatic concerns can also be addressed to
the Clerk of the JSPOC (hylaeus at cc.usu.edu) and personnel concerns can be addressed to the JSP
Coordinator’s supervisor at the AFSC Central Office (moetien at afsc.org) either through your
representative or directly.

Given the geographical area covered by IMYM and the current organizational structure of AFSC, the
makup of the Oversight Comnuttee seems to be appropriate and well representative of both organizations.
We are in process on teleconferencing once every other month for improving frequency and efficiency in
communication among the far flung members of the Oversight Committee. Some of those items we are
discussing by teleconference are: the job descriptions and selection process of the coordinator and
assistant; the process of post-project debriefmg by the coordinator and assistant with the supervisor; long-
range planning for JSP’s project sites, community relationships, marketing and further clarifying the
project decision-making and evaluation process.

We are not doing a project during early days this year [07] because of the timing of Mike’s sabbatical and
the generally low participation during early days. During IMYM, we plan to provide an interest group, as
usual, and also schedule times with SYFs (discussion group) and JYFs (movie and discussion group) to
present the JSP to them and receive their input on how the JSP could best meet their needs in the future
(to boost IMYM participation in general as well as resolving early days participation). Some possibilities
we have considered so far regarding future early days are - to work more closely with JYF coordinators
on planning, or perhaps a project for JYF and parents before early days In ‘08. Also considered - possibly
connect the early days project with Dougla-Prieta Works, the Migrant Center in Agua Prieta, etc. We are
in process of possibly adding a “Border” project which would provide an opportunity for IMYM youth
and others to learn about the immigration and border issues first-hand, and to make a contribution to
humanitarian and enviromnental efforts on the Border. We will talk with SYF and JYF ‘ers during IMYM
to see if the interest level (i.e. likely participant numbers) is high enough to pursue these ideas.

Glen Trostle,
Clerk, JSP Oversight Cormnittee

IMYM — AFSC Joint Service Project
Coordinator’s report to IMYM 2007

The JSP planned nineteen weeks of projects in 2006. Four of those weeks were later canceled after they
failed to fill. We had 94 participants for those 15 weeks that we did. That total annual number is down
slightly from last year, but it should be noted that over half of those participants were on a project of two
weeks in length.



Our percentage of youth dropped some. Youth comprised 45% of participants in 2006. And the
percentage of participants from IMYM dropped to a new low, about 20%.

We did projects in all of the usual locations last year. We reached our fundraising goal last year. IMYM
formally increased their contribution to the JSPOC. And we added in one major success to our year.

Our project in Louisiana was pulled together quickly after grant money was made available by AFSC. A
grant from the Canadian Friends Service Committee and our own fundraising more than matched AFSC’s
grant. These funds did not help our annual budget at all. Since it was earmarked for Louisiana, it had to be
spent there. About 40% of our participants went to Louisiana, even though the four weeks there, were less
than 30% of our offering. Many participants expressed interest in returning to Louisiana.

I believe that our project in Louisiana was successful, by any measure. Even so, the JSPOC chose not to
return for another project there at this time. The need and interest are still there, but it is a long way from
home, which is one reason that we had such a low turnout from IMYM. It would also be prohibitively
expensive without the subsidy from grants. Our eannarked fundraising competed against our annual
fundraising. And the timing limited youth participation.

One lesson I drew from that project is that many of our regular participants are eager to go to new
locations for a project. For that reason, and because I am always trying to fmd a way to involve more
IMYM participants, I will be looking at some new project offerings closer to home in the coming year.

Coincidently, as the JSPOC is rethinking some of our work, I have become eligible for a sabbatical this
year. I have been ten years now, full time at this task, and everyone agrees I am ready for a break. We will
still be doing some projects this year, but not as many. And I hope to come back in the fall with some
fresh ideas to address some of the problems that have vexed us in the past.

Spring 2007 projects

The Joint Service Project has a need for adult female co-facilitators for all projects. We are developing a
job description for the website to better explain this position. We may need one or two co-facilitators
before the description is finalized. If you have some experience working with intergenerational groups
and would like to participate in a project in this way, contact Mike Gray.

We will be doing projects in Mexico this spring. We are currently recruiting participants for a project in
El Desemboque de los Seris, April 7 — 14, 2007, immediately following a workshop at South Central
Yearly Meeting on our work in Louisiana.

We will not be going to Pine Ridge this summer. I will be taking an extended Sabbatical instead, working
in Mexico.

Ifyou would be interested in joining us for experiential service learning along the border, please let me
know so we can detenuine if there is enough active interest for this sort of project in the future.

Proposed Fall projects

• End of October fDay of the Dead - bean harvest in the Sierra Madres of Mexico
• Thanksgiving — TBA (probably Desemboque)
• 1st weekend Dec — celebration of Native American Arts and Foods at the Heard Museum

in Phoenix



In service,
Mike Gray
Coordinator of Joint Service Project

Mike Gray
2852 W. Gamez Road
Benson, AZ 85602 phone:
520-907-6321 (cell)
520-212-4696 (home)
mgray(afsc.org

REPORT TO INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
FAITH AND PRACTICE COMMITTEE

APRIL 20, 2006

Members of the Committee
Phil Brewster, Salt Lake City
Jim Coates, clerk, Gila
Phyllis Hoge, Albuquerque
Diane LeResche, Santa Fe
Gusten Lutter, Mountainview
Ginger Morgan, Colorado Springs
Roland Pool, Santa Fe
Martha Roberts, Mountainview
Leslie Stephens, Boulder
Kathi Sutton, recording clerk, Durango
Doris Tyldesley, Tempe
LaDonna Wallen, Tempe

Monthly Meetings and Worship Groups of the Yearly Meeting have been using the draft of the
Intermountain Yearly Meeting Faith and Practice since it was presented at the IMYM
Annual Gathering at Ghost Ranch, NM in June 2006. It has been a period of silent reflective
seasoning during which individuals, Monthly Meetings, and Worship Groups have incorporated
the IMYM Faith and Practice into their worship, business, and spiritual education practices.
Committee members have visited Monthly Meetings and Worship Groups to encourage this use
and seasoning.

A Threshing Session for the 1MYM Faith and Practice will be held during the IMYM Annual
Gathering at Ghost Ranch in June 2007. During the business session at 4:00 p.m., Thursday,
June 14, the Meeting will speak to its concerns about the draft. The Committee will take these
comments, suggestions, and responses into consideration and report back to the Meeting, during
its 4:00 p.m. Friday business session, its thoughts about proceeding with the development of the
IMYM Faith and Practice.

Dependent upon the comments received at the Threshing Session, the Committee will gather and
consider further comments, suggestions, and concerns from the wider IMYM community during



the period of June 2007 through January 2008. If possible, based on the number of revisions
needed, a published book of IMYM Faith and Practice may be available by June 2008.

The Committee wishes to thank all those who have made this work possible including its former
members, the Monthly Meetings that have served as hosts for Committee Meetings and have
used and seasoned the IMYM Faith and Practice, and all the members and attenders of
Intermountain Yearly Meeting who have contributed ideas or suggestions, or held the Committee
in the Light as it worked. We hope that Friends find the IMYM Faith and Practice to reflect
our community and its beliefs and practices and it has served as a valuable resource for
individuals, Monthly Meetings, and Worship Groups during the seasoning period. We
respectfully request Friends provide their thoughts to the Committee during the Threshing
Session and continued seasoning period with the anticipation that Intermountain Yearly
Meeting Faith and Practice will find a valuable place in the life of Friends and our Yearly
Meeting.

Jim Coates, clerk

Report for the Committee to Revise the Guide
April 20, 2007

NOTE: People serving the Yearly Meeting in an appointed position may find helpful information
on the appropriate page(s) of the 2007 Guide to Operations posted on http://imym.org.

The Guide. The Guide to Operations describes procedures for the operations of Intermountain
Yearly Meeting. As an administrative tool for operating the Yearly Meeting, the Guide stands in
a supporting relationship to the Faith and Practice, which describes the fundamental principles of
structure and practice for the Yearly Meeting. Overall, the Guide attempts to provide a
description of what people in the Yearly Meeting have grown to expect from its officers and
committees.

Oversight by the Executive Committee. In 2005 the Yearly Meeting transferred direct
oversight of the Guide and its upkeep to the Executive Committee, in recognition of the Guide’s
administrative nature. All matters of principle and the general evaluation of Yearly Meeting
operation remain the responsibility of Continuing Committee and the Yearly Meeting, and
should be directed accordingly to those bodies by the Executive Committee.

Progress on Guide Revision.
This June marks the end of four years of work by the present co-clerks and largely the current
committee. In 2004 the Yearly Meeting approved transforming the printed (1998) Guide into an
online web guide on a website provided by Jonathan Cartland, both to improve access by IMYIVI
Friends and to make it easier to keep the Guide updated. By August 2005 most of the Guide was
web-posted, updated for procedural changes approved since 1998 and for current practices, and
noting procedural questions and conflicts. Since August 2005, emphasis has been on creating



Guide awareness among IMYM workers through an active consultative presence at Continuing
and Executive Committee meetings as well as the annual sessions, and revising job descriptions
in consultation with recent and current workers. Although substantial work remains ahead, we
have indications that IMYM Friends are finding today’s Guide accessible and useful.

General Observations.
1. The Guide work over this period has fallen short of being the committee project intended by

the Yearly Meeting. We identify several possible reasons: the detailed nature of the work,
the inadequate number of extended working sessions together, that several members were
also heavily committed to the Faith and Practice project during much of the period, and the
leadership style of the co-clerks. At one point, the committee questioned to what degree
maintaining a procedural manual is indeed suitable work for a representative committee.

2. The utility of the web-based Guide of course rests heavily upon the presence of a durable
website.

3. The business of the Guide enterprise is to assist with the organizational infrastructure of a
dynamic, widespread Quaker community operating with limited time and money, and to a
substantial degree preferring an oral, experiential approach to learning about expectations
and procedures. We perceive that Guide work is less a matter of writing procedural text
and more a matter of offering active ongoing procedural guidance to those people
attempting to administer the Yearly Meeting.

Major Topics of Current Interest.
1. The current Registrar function. This is presently in the hands of a task group named in

January. We look forward to their recommendations.
2. The ways in which our representatives to AFSC, FCNL and FWCC can most effectively

coordinate their work at the Yearly Meeting level without impractical burdens.
Discussions are underway with AFSC and FCNL representatives on this.

3. The archival function in the face of electronic technology and a corresponding shift in the
nature of Yearly Meeting documentation. This consideration is intended to assist the
Historian-Archivist in her work.

4. The ongoing challenge to adequately maintain current information on IMYM Friends in a
manner that permits effective, timely communications while minimizing duplicative efforts
by IIvIYM workers. The present practice is to maintain emailing lists for Monthly Meeting
clerks and the Executive and Continuing Committees through the Web Clerks, and
distribute the Annual Gathering Directory electronically upon request. More sophisticated
mechanisms may lie ahead, but should be carefully considered for practicality and
economy.

5. An improved name and perhaps a reconsidered structure and function for the Committee to
Revise (Review) the Guide. The name Committee on Procedures has been suggested.

Submitted on behalf of the Committee
Ted Church, co-clerk
Jim Mills, co-clerk

Other Committee members



Phyllis Hoge (NIVIRM)
Cynthia Smith (UtFF)
Barb Stephens (C0RM)
Leslie Stephens (Liaison from Committee on Faith and Practice)
LaDonna Wallen (AzHYM)

Spiritual Formation Offerings at IMYM

April 20, 2007

Dear LMYM Friends

Early Days Opening Retreat: This is to update you about the plans to provide a home-grown
Spiritual Formation program across the Yearly Meeting beginning this Fall. We’d especially like
those who are “far-flung” Friends or part of a small worship group, if you are already registered
for IIvIYM Early Days, please consider signing up for the Spiritual Formation Opening Retreat
during the early days ofthis year’s IMYM 2007.

The Opening Retreat will be held at Ghost Ranch Mon. evening, June 11 (7-9m), Tuesday, June
12 (9-5), and Wednesday morning, June 13 (9-11 :45am). All are welcome, but this Opening
Retreat is especially for Friends in IMYM who live in more isolated areas or who are part of
small worship groups who would like to make the commitment to participate fully in a Spiritual
Formation program (see below). Friends are invited to sign up with 2 or 3 others who would
become a small Spiritual Nurture and Accountability Group that would meet monthly during the
course of the upcoming year. If a Friend would like to sign up but does not have that small group
already figured out, that’s OK. The facilitators would hook those individual Friends up with each
other during the Opening Retreat so that they could meet by phone during the year.

We also welcome Friends to sign up who are part of a Monthly Meeting that is thinking about
hosting their own Opening Retreat and Spiritual Formation Program beginning this Fall, and who
would like to get a “hands-on” understanding of the Program.

Interest Group: We will also offer an Interest Group on Thursday afternoon of IMYM, “How to
Set Up a Spiritual Formation Opening Retreat,” for anyone who is interested in bringing the
Program to his/her Meeting this Fall. We will be available throughout Yearly Meeting to answer
questions and help plan for an upcoming year of creating deeper connection among Friends and
Meetings in IMYM, and promoting spiritual growth, individually and across the Yearly Meeting
as a whole. We urge you to take advantage of the opportunity and we welcome you as fellow
Friends on the journey. If you aren’t totally convinced yet, just wait until you hear this year’s
IMYM plenary speaker, Margery Mears Larrabee on this year’s theme “Deepening our Spiritual
Connections!”



(Just print page 1 for a 1-page description of IMYM offerings for the Spiritual Formation
Program.)

Plans for Spiritual Formation Programs this Fall

Already several meetings are beginning to make plans to host Opening Retreats and Spiritual
Formation programs this Fall. So there should be an opening somewhere near most Friends in a
few months.

Choosing to participate in the IMYM Spiritual Formation program is not a decision to make
lightly. There are three ongoing parts, (not including the Opening and Closing Retreats), and
participants are expected to commit to all three for the approximately nine-month program. The
first is a 15-minute daily spiritual practice—a practice that can change over the course of the
program. The second is a small Spiritual Nurture and Accountability Group of three or four
people that would meet monthly to reflect and pray. The third is a Reading Response group
(composed of two or three Spiritual Nurture and Accountability Groups) that would meet
monthly to reflect on assigned readings. If you did choose to make participation in the Spiritual
Formation program a top priority in your life, we hope and believe that these three parts would
assist you in expanding and deepening your spiritual life, as well as deepening and strengthening
your ties with other Friends in your Meeting, worship group, andlor in IMYM.

The IMYM Ad-Hoc Spiritual Formation Committee is finishing up the coordination of a pilot
Spiritual Formation Program with over 30 Boulder Meeting Friends. The year has gone
remarkably well and reports coming out of Boulder have been very positive. The Ad-Hoc
Committee, in addition to planning responsibilities, turned itself into a phone based Spiritual
Nurture Accountability Group to see how well that could work for Friends who don’t live near
each other. It has been a very successful experience—even silent worship works, once you get
used to it.

Sincerely,
IMYM Ad-Hoc Spiritual Formation Committee

Bruce Thron-Weber, Ruth Montague, Andy Bardwell of Mountain View Meeting
Wyn Lewis of Santa Fe Meeting
Peter Anderson, a far-flung Friend in Colorado
Kitty Ufford-Chase of Pirna Meeting

April 20, 2007
Report of Web Clerks to the Yearly Meeting

Brief History.
The website imym.org was created in 2004 by Jonathan Cartland and offered to the Guide Committee for
posting a web-based Guide to Operations. By early 2005 imym.org was ready for more general use and
registration and annual gathering materials began to appear along with the Guide. In June 2005 the
Yearly Meeting approved the development of imym.org “with the hope that it will lead to a stable,
sustainable website that is both accessible and useful to Yearly Meeting Friends, especially those



active in Yearly Meeting service.” (IMYM 05-06) The development was assigned to the Guide
Conmiittee co-clerks Ted Church and Jun Mills, under the general oversight of the Executive Committee.
In August 2005 the Executive Committee approved a new position of Web Clerk and appointed the Guide
co-clerks to this position. 2006 saw continued development for posting administrative and archival
materials, experiments in utilization by committees, and the creation of email service for communication
with the Monthly Meeting Clerks and the Executive and Continuing Committees. Bob Gaines agreed to
serve as an additional Web Clerk. In September 2006, the site was moved to a commercial host and
software was updated with the help of Jonathan Cartland.

About the Site.
Technically classified as a content management system, imym.org is designed to manage access to
documents and files that can easily be posted by the non-technical user. Its Plone software is open source,
meaning the Yearly Meeting pays no licensing fees. All development and management work has been
done by IMYM Friends, so the only financial investment to date has been the annual hosting cost of about
$260. The site presently contains about 400 pages, documents and links, including archives back to 2003,
and email service to about 75 Friends who serve the Yearly Meeting in some manner. Statistical software
reports an average of about 25 visitors per day.

Current Work.
The Web Clerk work currently takes two directions:

1. Custodial — maintaining irnym.org by promptly posting submitted materials, trouble-shooting
and providing an updated email service.

2. Developmental — creating websites designed for monthly meeting use. This project is using
the same host and software to provide sites for Albuquerque and Santa Fe Monthly Meetings
on a pilot basis. (Santa Fe Meeting’s site (sf.imym.org), which has newsletters and many
committee documents posted, had 31 visits this month.) With more volunteers (minimal
training), we could host at least 10 more meeting sites without increasing the current $260
annual cost. Importantly, this development work is allowing the Web Clerks to add to their
knowledge of the website software.

Current Issues:
1. Volunteer efforts by the web team, working separately from the Web Clerks to develop a

central web-based database ofyearly meeting participants linked to an online registration
process, have halted. We do not anticipate further work without specific direction and
commitment from the Yearly Meeting.

2. The Spiritual Formation and JSP Oversight Committees have experimented with imyin.org to
support their work, but have migrated to other forms of electronic communication. We
encourage IMYM Friends to use those online tools and services that best support their
activities with the greatest efficiency. It is hoped that imym.org will serve an archival
purpose for committee activities.

3. We anticipate that the current software and hosting platfonn will remain functional for the
next two years, and that with the present Web Clerk capacity, the Yearly meeting can expect
inexpensive website service at the current level through 2009. The Yearly Meeting should
become aware, however, that to the degree that it grows to depend on a website for
administrative well-being, a nine will come when substantial new expertise and/or cost may
be required. The Web Clerks will attempt to anticipate such developments.

4. We eagerly seek indications of interest from IMYM Friends for assisting with the web
clerking function or other aspects of the Yearly Meeting’s online needs. With a little training,
the work is not difficult.

Web Clerks Ted Church, Bob Gaines, Jim Mills
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Annual Report from the Board of
Friends Bulletin

This has been an extraordinary year for Friends Bulletin. We published our third book,
EarthLight: Spiritual Wisdom for an Ecological Age, at a time when concern about the environment
is on the rise among Western Friends as well as the American public. A reviewer in Yes! Magazine
described our new book as a “beautiful collection of essays, interviews, and poems about spiritual
ecology, [many] originally published in the Quaker magazine, EarthLight.”

This book project was undertaken in collaboration with the EarthLight Corporation. Using a
collaborative approach enabled us to produce a high quality publication at significantly reduced cost
and also helped ensure a wider circulation beyond the Quaker community. To fund this project, we
received a grant of $5,000 from the Chace Fund and we raised nearly $10,000 in donations. We are
launching another campaign this summer to help raise funds for our next special publication project.
The sale of our books and pamphlets continue to help us meet our budget. We welcome your ideas
about new book projects, and we also need your financial support.

In June 2006 we partnered with Quaker Earthcare Witness to produce an issue about Quaker
environmentalism, which has been a recurrent theme of the magazine this year. We also published
issues on “Quakers in the Blogosphere,” Border Concerns, the Legacy of Jim Corbett, and Honoring
our Elders and Shirley Ruth, editor of Friends Bulletin from 1978-199 1 who died January 2006.

Shirley’s thirteen-year tenure was the longest of any editor in the history of the magazine.
Peace activist, social worker, poet and mother, as well as editor, Shirley left her mark on the
Religious Society of Friends. Her memory lives on in our magazine and in our hearts.

In December 2006, Friends Bulletin underwent a physical transformation in the interests of
the environment and cost savings. Our magazine is now printed on a lighter paper stock, which
means that each issue weighs one ounce less. This translates into 1,250 fewer pounds of paper used
each year. (To put this in perspective, we are saving three quarters of a tree per year since the
average Douglas fir produces about 1,660 pounds of wood pulp. See
http://www.spiritone.comkbrucemlsavetree.htm). In addition, our printer uses recycled paper and
eco-friendly soy-based ink. Our new printer also charges us around half as much as our previous
printer. This reduced cost has enabled us to print half of our issues in full color and still save
approximately 25%.

Most Friends have responded positively to the new look of our magazine. We are now able to
include pictures of people and artwork in color. We plan to publish the fall issues in full color to
highlight the activities of yearly meetings. We also plan to devote the December issue to Quaker
visual artists whose work must be seen in color to be fully appreciated.



The Board is also considering changing the name of the magazine. The current name dates
back to the time of Anna Brinton, who said that the name Friends Bulletin was a “temporary” one.
Friends Bulletin is not descriptive of the magazine’s regional focus, and often leads to being
confused with Friends Journal. We are considering changing the name of the magazine to The
Western Quaker,The Western Friend, or Friends in the West. We will seek input from Friends
before making this change.

For the past three years, the Board of Friends Bulletin has met only twice a year. This past
February the Board decided to go back to three meetings a year. The increased amount of Board
business and recent turnover of Board members (new Board members require some time to learn
Board history and process) are the primary reasons for this change.

The Board sincerely appreciates the monetary support of the three yearly meetings. Without
this support, the magazine could not exist. Yearly meeting are reminded of their responsibility to
provide three board members and to provide sufficient funds for these members to travel to Board
meetings.

Meeting sites generally alternate among the three sponsoring yearly meetings. The Board met
at Multnomah MM (Portland, OR) in February 2006, at San Francisco (CA) MM in September
2006, at Phoenix (AZ) MM in February 2007, and at Davis (CA) MM in May 2007. At this last
meeting new officers were chosen: Stephen Matchett (San Francisco MM), clerk; Sandy Farley
(Palo Alto, CA, MM), recording clerk; and Tom Vaughan (Mancos, CO. WG), treasurer.
Appreciation was also expressed to Norm Pasche (University MM, Seattle, WA) for his six years of
faithful service to Friends Bulletin as board member and clerk.

2006 REPORT TO IMYM FROM THE REPRESENTATWES TO THE GENERAL
COMMITTEE OF THE FRIENDS COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL LEGISLATION

Despite a political climate in the 109th Congress that was inhospitable to the concerns of FCNL,
several accomplishments were achieved by grassroots and staff lobbying. Some “successes”
prevented undesirable actions from being taken, others involved desirable legislation, and yet others
raised the profile of ongoing issues.

“Preventive” results included stalling legislation to authorize domestic spying, blocking
confirmation of John Bolton as ambassador to the UN, and placing conditions on the legislation to
provide nuclear fuel and technology to India. “Desirable” legislation involved barring funding for
permanent U.S. military bases in Iraq, increasing funding for peacekeepers in Darfur, drafting
measures for economic and political pressure on the government of Sudan, preserving native
American languages, and renewing the Voting Rights Act.

Important initiatives that were not passed by the end of the session, but highlight important issues
and may gain more support in the current Congress, include a ban on new landmines (FCNL is the
current coordinator of the national campaign to ban landmines), increased funding for programs to
safeguard nuclear weapons materials, and establishing green environmental and energy efficiency
standards for the thousands of federal buildings across the country.

In line with our longstanding concerns with respect to immigration and border issues, Friends in
LMYM will be pleased to learn that FCNL now has two people working in this area: Ruth Flower,
Senior Legislative Secretary, and Emiko Guthe, intern. They work with AFSC on lobbying, and are



part of the Interfaith Immigration Coalition, which in turn is part of the Coalition on Comprehensive
Immigration Reform. A sunmary of the elements that FCNL wants to be part of immigration
reform can be found at the website (www.fcnl.org).

The legislative program of FCNL can grow as our finances and numbers of activists grow. Our new
building is paid for, with over $500,000 on hand for maintenance and repairs. Our budget has
increased from $1-2 million in 2001 to $4 million in 2007, with numbers of staff increasing in that
period from 25 to nearly 40. FCNL now has 10 interns helping with different parts of the program.
Much effort is going into increasing the involvement of Friends and others in the educational and
advocacy work of FCNL. To direct this growth in the years ahead, a Futures Committee has been
established, to consider how best to empower the Quaker witness. They will survey Meetings as to
what balance Friends want in FCNL between lobbying and education, how inclusive FCNL should
be with respect to non-Friends, and what additional steps can be taken to become more effective.

At the Annual Meeting we were told that we have a window of opportunity to effect a dramatic
change in our country, perhaps lasting only for about the first six months of this year, before the
2008 campaign gets into high gear. Such an opportunity may not come again for many years, and
we must take advantage of it.

We IMYM members noted progress in involving Senior Young Friends in FCNL. At least two have
been sponsored to come to the Annual Meeting, and we will continue to encourage nominating
committees to find possible representatives from among them. We planned to encourage Senior
Young Friends to undertake letter-writing directed towards a legislative concern during Yearly
Meeting, and hope that they will organize this to involve all those attending.

Bill Hobson, Arizona, Nominating Committee
Paula Van Dusen, Colorado
Susan Worthman, Colorado
Mary Burton Riseley, New Mexico, Policy Committee
Bob Pearson, New Mexico, Field Committee
Elaine Emmi, Utah,
DeAnne Butterfield, At-Large Member, Development Committee
Hal Wright, At-Large Member, Assistant Clerk of General Committee, Executive Committee,
Futures Committee

Friends Peace Teams: Report to IMYM 2006-07
“Everyone in the workshop became the medicines of his brother’s wounds.”

--participant in AGLI workshop in Rwanda

Introduction Founded in 1993, Friends Peace Teams is a Spirit-led organization working in
Africa and Latin America to develop long-tenn relationships with communities in conflict in order
to create programs for peacebuilding, healing, and reconciliation. FPT’s programs build on
extensive Quaker experience combining practical and spiritual aspects of conflict resolution.

Intennountain Yearly Meeting continues to support Friends Peace Teams both financially
and with advisory and facilitation personnel. This year has seen changes in FPT—expansion of its
work in Latin America and consideration of adding peacework in Indonesia—all the while
continuing projects in central Africa.



FPT activities in Africa Because AGLI is so well established, the greatest activity of the past year
was through FPT’s African Great Lakes Initiative in Burundi, Rwanda, Kenya, Uganda, and Congo.
Although peacebuilding in the African countries takes many forms, the most prevalent is
workshops, Alternatives to Violence Project (AVP) workshops and Healing and Rebuilding Our
Communities (HROC) workshops.

HROC workshops were developed by AGLI especially for traumatized communities in
need of healing and reconciliation. Communities torn by genocide and civil war benefit from
sharing experiences and beginning healing. These workshops are literally self-perpetuating, since
many participants who undergo their transformative power go on to become facilitators,

Additionally, AGLI also contributes to health and education facilities and sponsors
workcamps that build homes and community structures. While last summer’s workcampers was a
small group, this year’s numbers have more than doubled.

FPT in Latin America AVP workshops facilitated by Audrey Miller (member, Santa Fe Monthly
Meeting) and Val Liveoak led to the training of facilitator teams in Bogota and on the north coast of
Colombia. Participants in these workshops, many of whom have been displaced by violence, have
already begun to facilitate community workshops. These workshops prove to be especially
important for IDPs (internally displaced persons), “reinserted” paramilitary personnel, and others
traumatized by Colombia’s violence. Plans for the coming year include 23 workshops in Colombia.

This past spring, FPT also contacted peace groups in Guatemala and El Salvador and, as a
result, plans have been made to train more AVP facilitators in these two countries. As AVP
facilitator Roger Kiuck recently commented, despite peace accords in both nations, the remnants of
war (especially an abundance of weapons) coupled with poverty and street gangs have created a
culture of fear and violence. Joining their Guatemalan and Salvadorian counterparts, FPT
peacebuilders are determined to make a difference.

Cross-fertilization of Latin American and African peacework Alba Luz Arrieta, AVP
facilitator and coordinator in Colombia, recently traveled to Africa with FPT coordinators to
observe HROC trauma-healing and reconciliation workshops. Colombian families displaced by
war and demobilized ex-combatants would, she believes, benefit from similar workshops. Plans are
in the works to initiate HROC in Latin America.

Discernment: Indonesia peacework FPT is currently in a discernment process about taking under
its care the Indonesian peacework of Nadine Hoover, a member of Alfred Friends Meeting
(NYYM). Nadine has for many years—well before the tsunami struck—conducted AVP
workshops and overseen efforts to build schools and homes in Indonesia. While she has also
worked elsewhere in Indonesia, she has more recently concentrated her efforts in Aceh province, as
known for the devastation of internal warfare as for that of the tsunami.

FPT opportunities for Friends and Meetings Fluent in Spanish and versed in AVP? Consider
joining a Latin American facilitation team (see contact information below). Also, young andlor
vigorous Friends may consider applying to be a member of an AGLI workcamp this summer in
Rwanda, Burundi, Kenya, or Uganda. Information and application materials are available at the
FPT website. Finally, in addition to staying abreast of FPT news through accessing the website
(www.friendspeaceteams.org), Friends can financially support ongoing peacework in Africa and
Latin America. Contributions can be made to “Friends Peace Teams” and mailed to the FPT office,
Friends Peace Teams, 1001 Park Avenue, St. Louis, MO 63104.

Margaret Willen, IMYM Friends Peace Teams Representative



Friends World Committee for Consultation (FWCC)
Report to IMYM Annual Gathering 2007

FWCC was set up at the 1937 World Conference ofFriends in Swarthmore, Fennylvania, USA, “to
act in a consultative capacity to promote better understanding among Friends worldwide. “FWCC
consists offour sections: Europe and Middle East Section, Section ofthe Americas, Africa Section,

Asia-West PacfIc Section.

The Section of the Americas (S0A) annual meeting was held in Providence, Rhode Island on
March 15-18 2007. The theme was: “God is able to provide you with every blessing in
abundance, so that by always having enough of everything, you may share abundantly in every
good work” (2 Corinthians 9:8) and “The rendering of the ministry not only supplies the needs
of the saints but also overflows with many thanksgivings to God” (2 Corinthians 9:12). Bernard
Lafayette provided our keynote discussion, drawing on his experiences in the Civil Rights
movement during the 1950s and 1960s working with Martin Luther King, Jr, and many others.

Over two hundred Friends were present, representing our unprogrammed, pastoral and
evangelical traditions. Central and south America had a small contingent, with Friends from
Mexico, Jamaica, El Salvador, and Peru. Friends from Ireland were also present. Intermountain
Yearly Meeting was represented by Jerry Peterson, Mountain View-Denver (term as FWCC
representative ending 12/2007), Cheryl Speir-Phillips, Gila Meeting (term as FWCC representative
1/2006 — 12/2008), Chris Viavant, Salt Lake City (term as FWCC representative 1/2007 — 12/09),
and Cathy Amanti, Pima-Tucson (1/2006 — 12/2008).

Reports on the business of the Section were presented, along with presentations on the good
work of Quakers around the hemisphere. The Quaker United Nations Organization (QUNO) has
been reorganized to provide both greater continuity and a governance structure that is more
reflective of the Quaker support. QUNO has offices in New York and Geneva, with our Section
involvement more focused on New York. We also have a Board seat on the Geneva governing
board. The governing Board for New York is now composed of equal representation from FWCC
nominated members (from all sections) and AFSC nominated members. Our efforts are directed at
bringing parties in conflict together in a safe and non-political environment where issues can be
discussed outside the formal frameworks of the UN. Ron Callard, a career diplomat with the US
Department of State, has taken on the role of Director. Ron brings extensive knowledge of both
international issues, and of the often arcane processes of international diplomacy. We are engaged
in the larger UN-related conflicts, such as Iraq, Sudan, Israel-Palestine and others. Particular
attention is focused on less high-profile conflicts including northern Uganda, the Congo, Chechnya
and Zimbabwe.

Friends Peace Teams work is expanding around the African Great Lakes, Colombia, and on
going with our presence in Palestine. The Section is again sponsoring the second Quaker Initiate to
End Torture (QUIT) at Guilford College in early June through the Peace Issues Working Group.
The Committee of Latin American Friends (COAL) conducts workshops and visitation for Spanish
speaking Friends in many venues around the hemisphere, and these workshops are well attended
and very well received. We also continue to expand the Spanish language written materials that are



essential to deepen our connections with friends outside the United States and Canada. Our Quaker
Youth Pilgrimage in 2006 introduced young Friends to history, current activities and service in the
Midwest United States. The QYP for 2008 will be in England, and anyone interested is encouraged
to make plans and set aside their time either as leaders or participants (generally aged 16 — 18 in
2008). Many other activities and reports were included, and they are available for review at the SoA
Website, www. fwccamericas.org.

Co-clerks for the Southwest Region of FWCC are Cheryl Speir-Phillips (IMYM-NM)
and Anne Boone (PYM-CA). A committee meeting was held with representatives from
IMYM, PYM and WARSF (Vestern Association of the Religious Society of Friends). The
primary focus was to decide if a regional meeting could happen for FWCC interaction with
Evangelical Friends, FUM, and others Friends Church’s and Meetings in the Southwest
Region. There was much sharing and information and fellowship with a sense of what may
occur. We will continue to pursue this during the upcoming months.

Section finances continue to be a topic of much interest and concern. Our overall operating
deficit at the Section level is declining, but we use reserves each year and have done so for many
years. This affects the World Office as well, since the bulk of World Office financing comes
through the Section of the Americas and Britain Yearly Meeting. The World Office is now
operating with a minor surplus after restructuring, but as support from the SoA has declined their
ability to expand programs and services is constrained. The Development Committee reported that
our Campaign has raised almost $1.9 million, and this is exciting news. However, we have much to
do to meet even our basic goal of $2.5 million by the end of 2007. Friends are encouraged to
contribute generously.

Plans are well under way for the 2007 Triennial in Dublin, Ireland. IMYM will be
represented by Cheryl Speir-Phillips, Jerry Peterson and Becca Wright. Tia Smilack will be
attending as an observer. The World Office Executive Committee has confirmed their decision to
postpone the subsequent Triennial, probably to 2012. This decision is partly financial, but more
importantly the delay will provide time to season and find guidance regarding growing concerns
and difficulties for Friends from developing nations who face increasing barriers to traveling to the
United States and Europe.

The IMYM Committee for FWCC notes the progress that the Section of the Americas has
made in improving our financial outcomes each year, and of the significant efforts of the Section
Staff and Development Committee in raising both the profile of FWCC and fund for operations. We
are also mindful of Intermountain Yearly Meeting’s own financial needs. We are requesting that the
IMYM Meeting for Worship for Business approve the following action. The IMYM Finance
Committee will include our historic practice of budgeting $1,500 each year for FWCC. However,
rather than keeping these funds in reserve to support travel costs for our representatives to attend the
next Triennial, the Treasurer will remit this amount directly to the Section of the Americas office as
an annual contribution. We ask that this continue until we are three years out from the next
Triennial, at which time these funds will again be held in reserve as has been our practice. The
Committee anticipates that this would be in effect for 2008 and 2009 at the minimum. We also
recommend that Finance Committee continue to budget $500 per year to be held in reserve until the
next Triennial to be sent directly to the World Office to support the travel costs of Friends whose
own Yearly Meetings have fewer financial resources than ours.



Respectfully submitted,

Jerry Peterson j r. pete(2licomcast.net
Cheryl Speir-Phillips cspap@zianet.com
Chris Viavant cviavant(l),msn.com
Cathy Amanti cbamanti@msn.com

FWCC Western Field Staff Activities for 2006

Nancy Yarnall, Western Field Staff
FWCC Section of the Americas
800 NE Tenney Rd., Ste. 11OLPMB 340
Vancouver, WA 98685
503-970-2512
nancyv@fwccarnericas.org

January — Margaret Fraser, Executive Secretary, and I traveled among Fnends in Northern
California and Oregon. A highlight of this trip was an overnight with Cilde Grover, former
Executive Secretary.

February Estudio espaflol para ir a Chiquirnula con todos los Amigos!
March — I attended WARSF (Western Association of the Religious Society of Friends) and then

Berkley Heritage Day, “God’s Agendafor us; Will we cooperate?” then off to Guatemala for
Annual Meeting.

May — I took the train to Vancouver, BC, then drove with Friends to Sorrento, BC, for Western Half
Yearly Meeting, Canada where I gave a report on FWCC and Annual Meeting in Guatemala.

June — I attended Evangelical Friends Church Southwest in Southern California, “God’s Story, Our
Story. “At the end of the month, I attended North Pacific Yearly Meeting in Tacoma, WA.
“NPYMHistoiy”

July — I started the month at Friends General Conference in Tacoma, WA then attended Northwest
Yearly, “Celebrating Jesus, “at the end of the month.

August — Pacific Yearly Meeting met at the University of Redlands where they considered a year of
discernment; a sabbatical year. Loida Fernandez and I traveled among Friends.

October — Margaret Fraser and I visited Friends in Washington State, after which I sat in on
meetings of Quaker Youth Pilgrimage and Finance Committees in Seattle.

November — We started planning for the Northwest Regional Gathering which will be March 2-3,
2007 at Reedwood Friends Church, Portland, OR.

December — We sent out flyers for the Northwest Regional Gathering. Theme: Poverty, Compassion
and Economic Justice. Speaker: Cohn Saxton, Superintendent, Northwest Yearly Meeting.

March 2007— We had an incredible FWCC Northwest Regional Gathering in Portland, OR with 17
workshops and over 130 Friends in attendance.

Special Travel
In August, Loida Fernandez, Secretary of COAL, and I traveled among PYM and WARSF

Friends in Southern California. We then flew to North Carolina to visit with Friends. We had
several visits with Friends at Friends Home, the Quaker retirement center in Greensboro. We also



enjoyed an enactment of North Carolina Quaker Women’s history at the North Carolina United
Society of Friends Women.

Financial Campaign
As Western staff I am on the Campaign Committee, providing an additional Western

perspective for the Campaign. I have had the opportunity to meet with Friends in their homes and
find out what is important to them. And Friends have been so generous in their support of the work
of FWCC.

Office/Staff
I continue to work out of my office here in Vancouver, WA. My office often becomes a

center of communication among Friends in the west as Friends seek information about each other.
While at a distance from the Section office, I met with staff at Annual Meeting and at a staff retreat
in the Poconos in August. We’re also in frequent communication by conference calls, individual
conversations, and e-mail.

I receive Newsletters from Meetings and Churches throughout the west. Monthly or every
other month, I compile a summary of events from those Newsletters and distribute these summaries
to my western (U.S.) distribution list. Let me know if you’d like me to add you to the list.

Personal
I’ve moved to a small apartment in east Vancouver (WA) and share custody of our cats with

my ex-husband.. I (aka GramJam) and Sophie (my almost 3-year-old granddaughter) have weekly
visits. My travels are balanced by my membership at Bridge City Meeting (Portland, OR) (where I
am recording clerk), and my sense of deep fellowship with these Friends. Last month I returned to
the Olympic Peninsula, the place where my heart is and the scene of many camping trips, to
celebrate being “officially old” with my children and grandchildren.

Quaker Earthcare Witness
A Look at 2006

We want to make sure that all our activities support the following Vision and Witness Statement:

We are called to live in right relationship with all Creation, recognizing that the entire world is
interconnected and a manifestation of God.

We work to integrate into the beliefs and practices of the Religious Society of Friends the Truth that
God’s Creation is to be respected, protected, and held in reverence in its own right, and the Truth
that human aspirations for peace and justice depend on restoring the Earth’s ecological integrity.

We promote these Truths by being patterns and examples, by communicating our message, and by
providing spiritual and material support to those engaged in the compelling task of transforming our
relationship to the Earth.

Quaker Earthcare Witness is a spiritually-centered network of Friends and like-minded people who
carry a deep concern for the earth and the human-earth relationship, and who work to integrate
those concerns with Friends testimonies of peace, equality, integrity, and simplicity. If you carry
such a concern, then you are already kindred with QEW and we’d like to know more about you.



Our goal is to build an online network of Friends with Earthcare concerns so that we can find one
another and learn from and build on each other’s strengths. Please let us know who you are.

Our work during 2006 included:

Publishing QEW’s bimonthly newsletter, BeFriending Creation, which includes news about
projects, activities, and visions from Friends around the globe. It is received by mail or read on the
web site. We invite you to share news of your ministries, concerns, or projects via brief articles or
letters to the editor. Go to our website www.quakerearthcare.org for ideas, inspirations, and more.

We also offer many fine publications, used for adult and children’s religious education.

QEW is now a member organization of FCNL. We encourage all monthly meetings to participate in
FCNL’ s legislative priority setting process (opportunity again in January 2008) and the review of its
Policy Statement, which take place periodically. Through the efforts of QEW and many Friends,
FCNL added a priority in 2004 calling for “long-term protection of the environment” and
“reduction of dependency on foreign oil, and in 2006 that priority was expanded to call for “long
term protection of the environment “ And today FCNL hires a full-time lobbyist working on
environmental issues.

In an effort to reach out to concerned Friends who are doing earthcare work at the monthly or YM
level, but who are not currently involved on the QEW Steering Committee, QEW planned for a
gathering for clerks andlor participants in YM earthcare and FUN groups to be held in Chicago in
the spring of 2007. Out goal is to listen to their needs, their successes and their challenges in this
work and to explore how QEW can more effectively lend support. The report of that gathering will
be posted on QEW’s web site as soon as it is completed and published in an upcoming BFC.

QEW’s Finca Ia Bella Project is an example of earth and social justice at work, providing 3-5 acre
parcels to formerly landless farmers in Costa Rica. The farmers agree to work as part of a
cooperative and to move toward farming sustainably. They have formed an association in order to
govern themselves and manage their land, which is held in trust. QEW’s Ann Kriebel/San Luis
Committee raises funds for training the farmers and for legal services related to land protection.
Work projects for visitors are available at the farm.

Seeds of Violence Seeds ofHope: Economics in an Ecological Context by the Friends Testimonies
and Economics (FTE) project, is now available online at www.FGCQuaker.org. FTE - a joint
project of QEW and Philadelphia Yearly Meeting’s Earthcare Working Group - designed this guide
for study and workshop use.

Do you know of Green Building examples? *QEw’ s Sustainability Faith and Action group is
compiling data on Friends “green” or sustainable building practices and practitioners. Let us know
if you have examples to add.

Friends representing QEW attended a number of Yearly Meetings, the FGC Gathering, and Monthly
Meetings, facilitating workshops and lending support to work being done all over North America.



RIGHT SHARING OF WORLD RESOURCES
REPORT TO YEARLY MEETINGS

2007

God calls us to the right sharing ofworld resources,from the
burdens ofmaterialism andpoverty into the abundance of God’s
love, to workfor equity through partnership with our sisters and
brothers throughout the world

Through the faithful support of many Friends, RSWR highlights the following accomplishments in
2006:

• $216,2700 in grants was provided to 41 projects: 1 in the Philippines, 2 in Rwanda, 6 in
Sierra Leone, 11 in Kenya, and 21 in India. 14 (34%) of the funded groups are Quaker.

• Developed a format, called the “Best Practices Conference”, by which project partners meet
with and learn from each other. The first such conference was held in Kenya, February 5-6,
2007 with 105 participants from 29 current and past Kenyan partner groups.

• Developed an intern program for Eariham College students. In 2006, five students
participated; two as volunteers, two as Bonnor Scholars, and one as a paid intern.

• Jackie Speicher, RSWR Field Staff focuses her ministry among Friends in the United States
on deepening Friends’ understanding and experience of our testimony of simplicity. Using
life experience from project partners as well as Friends, she has developed the program,
Simplicity as a Spiritual Discipline.

• Moved the office from the campus of Eariham College to office space in the Friends United
Meeting building.

In 2006 RSWR was blessed with a 6% income increase over that of 2005:

• Income of $429,590. 66% came from individual households, 8% from monthly meetings
and churches, 2% from yearly meetings, 4% from special events (Simple Meals etc), 3%
from interest (interest-free loan program), 17% (primarily from individuals) restricted to
program expense.

• Expenses of $359,009. 9 1.6% program, 6.9% administration and 1.5% fundraising.

RIGHT SHARING OF WORLD RESOURCES
101 Quaker Hill Drive

Richmond, IN 47374-1926
765.966.0314 - phone

765.966.0325 - fax
rswrrswr. org - Roland Kreager
jackie@rswr.org- Jackie Speicher

www.rswr.org



InterMountain Yearly Meeting
Religious Society of Friends

September 2006

Greetings to Friends in all the Monthly Meetings of InterMountain Yearly Mountain:

We are pleased to send this fall letter with several queries we want to lay before
Friends for discussion, seasoning and discernment in your Meetings and Worship
Groups. Some of these questions were brought before the Business sessions at the
Annual Gathering and are now referred to you for wider consideration. Others arose
from conversations among Friends at Ghost Ranch and further seasoning at the
Executive Committee meeting the last weekend in August.

We ask that Meetings share these queries and accompanying background
materials in whatever ways work best in your local setting, and prepare responses to
send to the Continuing Committee meetings to be held at Mountain View Meeting in
Denver this coming January 26 and 27. Each query suggests possible actions that
could be taken by the Yearly Meeting and also within individual Monthly Meetings.

1. Affiliation with Friends General Conference
Several Meetings in Arizona Half-Yearly Meeting have asked that our Yearly

Meeting give consideration to affiliating with Friends General Conference. Background
documents are posted under “Fall 2006 Queries” on the Yearly Meeting website
httr//imym.orq that provide information about FGC, define what it means to formally
affiliate with FGC and describe the process of mutual discernment that takes place
when a Yearly Meeting or Monthly Meeting expresses interest in affiliation.

Query: How does your Meeting respond to the requests that IMYM explore
affiliation with Friends General Conference?

2. Immigration, Migrant and Border Concerns
The Yearly Meeting asked that issues raised in the report from its committee on

Migrant and Border Concerns be given further seasoning by Monthly Meetings. The
committee’s report is posted along with other materials at imym.orq. The Executive
Committee felt challenged by the following minute proposed by the Peace and Social
Concerns Committee of Iowa Yearly Meeting (Conservative)—(lowa Conservative
Friends are still seeking unity on these issues.):

There once was a frame of reference in this country that said, “Slavery is a reality.
The best we can do is hope to regulate it and work for the just treatment of slaves.”
John Woolman stepped out of that frame of reference and said, “Slavery is wrong.”

Today there is a frame of reference in this country that says, “Illegal immigration is a
reality. The best we can do is regulate immigration.” We step out of that frame of
reference to say, “All are worthy of a decent life.” Our vision is the recognition of
immigration as a human right. Iowa Yearly Meeting (C) urges other Yearly Meetings
to join us in this vision. We open ourselves to discuss God’s way of achieving that



goal. We hope members will use this statement to help change the discussion
currently happening throughout our country. As Quakers, this speaks not only to our
Testimony of Equality, but to our deeper call to “love one another.”

Query: In light of the minute on immigration that was considered this year by
Iowa Yearly Meeting (Conservative), what is your Monthly Meetings response to
the spiritual issues concerning Immigration. Migrant and Border Concerns, and
what unity do you have in your Meeting regarding these concerns?

3. Further seasoning on Affiliation with Quaker Earthcare Witness
The Continuing Committee received minutes from a number of Monthly Meetings

last year in support of IMYM affiliating with and sending one or more representative(s)
to Quaker Earthcare Witness, and asked all the Monthly Meetings to give input on this
issue for further consideration at the Annual Gathering in June 2006. Responses from
the Monthly Meetings were incomplete, and some expressed the need for more
information and experience with QEW in order to have clarity. We are asking Meetings
once again to season this question, asking Friends to make use of materials on the
QEW website www.puakerearthcare.orq as well as minutes and other materials posted
at imym.org.

Query: How does your Meeting respond to the requests that IMYM affiliate with
Quaker Earthcare Witness and appoint one or more representatives to attend
their annual meetings?

We know that it can sometimes be a challenge for Monthly Meetings to find
effective ways to give full and informed consideration to these queries. We hope you
will use whatever mechanisms seem most appropriate for your local setting to inform
Friends about these issues and provide whatever clarity you can offer for consideration
at the Continuing Committee meetings in Denver in January 2007. It is not necessary to
come to unity in a formal minute-- it is often more helpful to our search for unity in the
Continuing Committee or the Yearly Meeting Business Sessions if the range of ideas
and responses from all the Meetings can by shared fully and then considered in the light
of the Spirit. Meeting responses should be sent to Eric Wright, by e-mail to
imymccclerk(yahoo.com by the end of December if at all possible.

A one page “IMYM News” is attached listing these queries, noting the dates for the
Continuing Committee meeting and next year’s Annual Gathering at Ghost Ranch, and
reporting on some other items of interest for including in newsletters, handing out at
Meeting, e-mail distribution or other uses if it seems helpful to you.

We look forward to hearing from all of you, and seeing as many of you as can be
there at Yearly Meeting next June. May each of your Meetings continue to thrive in the
light of the spirit, experiencing anew “the force of truth and the power of love.”

Eric Wright Rebecca Henderson
Continuing Committee Clerk Clerk, Intermountain Yearly Meeting

imymccclerk(yahoo.com imymclerkhotmail.com



For IMYM Continuing Committee, January 2007

How does your Meeting respond to the requests that IMYM explore affiliation
with Friends General Conference?

Boulder. Boulder Friends reviewed the background information on FGC and heard from Friends who have
either participated in FGC activities or used the materials provided by FGC. As an umbrella organization for
unprogrammed Friends, FGC provides speakers, a variety of pamphlets, and other educational materials
including First Day School curricula. The advantages and responsibilities associated with Friends General
Conference affiliation were reviewed. Noting that IMYM is one of a few unprogramined yearly meetings that is
not currently affiliated with FGC, along with an appreciation for the programs from which we have benefited
for many years, strong support was expressed for IMYM affiliating with FGC. Minute Approved

Durango. To understand this issue, Durango Friends express a need for considerably more information than
furnished by the background material and our own experiences. Our discussions raise several questions:

1. Do we feel unity in belief and practice with FGC Friends?
2. Will FGC become a source of spiritual strength for the Yearly Meeting or will the added activity further

expend already stretched organizational energy and commitment? Do we have other places where our
participation and support will make more difference to the Quaker world and be more transformational
for us? Are we willing to make the fmancial adjustments necessary to meet the additional cost with
fiscal responsibility?

3. Will affiliation with FGC eventually erode our historic and current affiliation with the western
independent Quaker community, now carried most directly through Friends Bulletin? If PYM and
NPYM continue to pursue FGC affiliation, is the western independent community a reality or is it
imagined? (IMYM currently allocates about $5,000 annually to the Friends Bulletin affiliation.)

4. Are there intermediate avenues to support FGC work and create a connection? Can Monthly Meetings
increase their commitment to participate and support FGC as led? Can IMYM both receive reports
from individuals and Monthly Meetings/Regional Meetings who choose FGC involvement, and
consider fmancial contributions to recognize FGC’s role in generally supporting unprogranimed
Quakerism?

5. Are we willing to make the financial adjustments necessary to meet the additional cost with fiscal
responsibility?

Durango Friends cannot in this level of consideration find answers to these questions. The query has certain
factual and administrative dimensions that would be well-served by a detailed, balanced informational report to
help us discern whether or not FGC affiliation would indeed strengthen Quakerism within IMYMs Monthly
Meetings. We recommend that IMYM consider appointing a study committee whose membership would
include Friends who seek affiliation, Friends who understand the nature of the western independent
Quaker community and its value to IMYM Friends, and Friends experienced in the administrative and
fiscal capacity of today’s IMYM. The fmdings of such a study committee would be useful to Durango Friends
in considering this matter with care.

Fort Collins. Fort Collins Monthly Meeting is in support of affiliation with FGC.
FCMM feels that affiliation with FGC would fonnalize the relationship between IMYM and FGC which
already benefits from workshops, books, speakers and other contacts with FGC. Affiliation would help
community building, mutual support, education, and emphasize our solidarity with the Arizona Half Yearly
Meeting.
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Las Cruces. We have been helped greatly by the Meetinghouse Assistance Fund of Friends General
Conference. We are pleased that Friends General Conference is becoming more active in the West, and that
Western meetings are becoming more involved in FGC. We are in favor of IMYM affiliating with FGC.

Logan. LMJvI Friends responded affirmatively to exploring affiliation with Friends General Conference.

Moab. After discussing the benefits of affiliation with Friends General Conference and also looking at the
costs and responsibilities involved our monthly meeting thinks we should proceed with exploring affiliation.
We liked the idea of being involved with a wider circle of Friends.

Tempe. We remain in unity with AZ Half Yearly Meeting’s desire to affiliate with FGC through the Yearly
Meeting should the Yearly Meeting so decide.

Albuquerque. Minute AMM 12.06.2 The Albuquerque Monthly Meeting appreciated learning that IMYM is
being encouraged to join FGC. Many members feel very positively toward the organization, but we feel that this
commitment needs further seasoning. We recommend that IMYM be attentive to the following considerations:
- More individual monthly meetings’ participation in FGC.
- Strengthening relationships with organizations we already belong to.
Yearly Meeting doesn’t have enough resources (money as well as people) for representation in all the groups it
is currently affiliated with. There has been an intentional effort in the past to limit national obligations and
memberships so that adequate support can be given to more local organizations.

Colorado Springs. The Meeting expressed support for the Yearly Meeting to explore affiliating with Friends
General Conference (FGC) and Friends United Meeting (FUM). We feel it is good to explore both options.

Pima. Pima Monthly Meeting initiated the Minute suggesting affiliation with FGC. PMM continues to express
its desire that JMYM pursue affiliation with FGC.

Salt Lake. This is a body doing good works that follow along with the callings of our members in many ways.
Members have attended annual gathering, as well as benefited from programs and services delivered through
FGC. There was discussion regarding the practical considerations of this affiliation, and agreement that the
Yearly Meeting should not affiliate without making plans and commitments to engage and participate.
Specifically, concerns were raised regarding what the actual costs would be, both in terms of direct fmancial
support as well as travel costs and other possible commitments. Also, the need to task our IMYM Nominating
Committee with seeking clearness for additional representatives from the ranks of our Yearly Meeting’s active
participants. We ask that IMYM designate members to evaluate these and other details in depth and report the
Continuing Committee or Meeting for Business. There were also concerns that IMYM become diluted from the
focus on Annual Gathering, fellowship and visitation among our member meetings. Salt Lake has little fmancial
carrying capacity at present with our recent purchase of a meetinghouse and the associated costs.

Santa Fe. We did not specifically discuss affiliation with FGC, primarily due to lack of time (and scheduling
foresight). There seemed little interest in discussing the query, and in spite of repeated invitations after worship
to contact the IMYM representative with concerns or comments, no one did so.
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April 10, 2006

TO: CLERKS OF INTERMOUNTA1N YEARLY MEETING

FROM: PIMA MONTHLY MEETING

RE: AFFILIATION WITH FRIENDS GENERAL CONFERENCE

Pima Monthly Meeting requests that Intermountain Yearly Meeting consider affiliation
with Friends General Conference, an organization well known for its enhancement to
communication among Friends, as well as such programs as Traveling Ministries,
Meeting House Fund, Quaker publications, Annual Gathering, etc.

We understand that there are concerns about commitments to provide representatives to
too many organizations, but feel that there would be many mutual benefits to affiliation
with Friends General Conference. Currently, Friends in the West of the country are not
affiliated with that organization, but a closer connection would provide opportunities for
reciprocal sharing of interests.

The background to the request at this time is as follows. During 2005, Arizona Half-
Yearly Meeting has looked into the possibility of direct affiliation with FGC, although
traditionally most FGC affiliated groups are Yearly Meetings. The Monthly Meetings in
Arizona have explored and discussed the topic. However, at its Spring meeting in March,
2006, AHYM approved asking IMYM to pursue the affiliation, a course that would
provide more strength and harmony for all. Since AHYM is not a constituent “member”
of the Yearly Meeting, our requests are coming directly from Monthly Meetings in
Arizona. We understand that a similar proposal has been made in the past and not taken
up, but we urge renewed consideration.

Pima Meeting therefore requests that IMYM place the proposal on the agenda as soon as
is feasible; perhaps it could be included in the Fall 2006 Queries to Monthly Meetings.



May 25, 2006

Dear Martha Roberts--I’m so glad you will be talking about the question of affiliation
during Intermountain Yearly Meeting sessions this spring. I’m attaching some
information you may find useful. The first piece “Changing and Growing” is an article
on the history of affiliation I wrote for FGConnections a couple of years ago. The major
change since then is that we have accepted an additional monthly meeting as a direct
affiliate: Central City, Nebraska, which is part of Great Plains Yearly Meeting.

The second is a piece Central Committee approved a couple of years ago explaining in
more detail what affiliation means. The third is the basic policy on yearly meeting
affiliation, which you have probably seen since it is posted on our website.

Here is the current list of affiliates (and you’re absolutely right that it should be on the
website!)

Alaska Friends Conference
Baltimore Yearly Meeting
Canadian Yearly Meeting
Illinois Yearly Meeting
Lake Erie Yearly Meeting
New England Yearly Meeting
New York Yearly Meeting
Northern Yearly Meeting
Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
Piedmont Friends Fellowship
Southern Appalachian Yearly Meeting & Assoc.
South Central Yearly Meeting
Southeastern Yearly Meeting

The directly affiliated monthly meetings are:

Central City Friends Meeting (NE)
Davis Friends Meeting (CA)
Heartland Friends Meeting (KS)
Horry Friends Meeting (SC)
Manhattan Friends Meeting (KS)
Olympia Friends Meeting (WA)
Oread Friends Meeting (KS)
Sacramento Friends Meeting (CA)
Topeka Friends Meeting (KS)

North Pacific and Pacific have not requested affiliation, but there are a growing
number of Friends from the west coast active on FGC Central Committee, either as
representatives of one of the three directly affiliated monthly meetings (Davis



Sacramento and Olympia), or as unaffihiated yearly meeting “observers”. There have also
been sizeable contingents of west coast Friends at the Gathering in recent years. The
decision to hold a Gathering on the west coast was an experiment in expanding our
vision. We initially thought of holding it in British Columbia, since Canadian Yearly
Meeting is an affiliate, but we found the cross-border legalities too daunting. It took
some time to agree to have it in an unaffiliated yearly meeting because it might look like
we were pushing affiliation, which we don’t want to do. Pacific and North Pacific have
been mulling over the question of affiliation for many years, and they may need many
more years before they feel comfortable requesting it. In the meantime, it seemed a bit
discriminatory not to respond to all the individual Friends asking for a Gathering in the
west. The fact is that our services are offered to everyone who wants them, regardless of
affiliation. Holding a west coast Gathering is in the spirit of extending services, not
promoting affiliation (and it promises to be a great success!).

I hope this answers some questions. You may be hearing from Martin Kelley, who is the
part time staff person for Advancement and Outreach these days. Please let me know if
you have any more questions.

Peace,
Deborah Haines, clerk
Advancement and Outreach Committee of FGC



Benefits of Affiliation with Friend General Conference

Friends General Conference is an association of fourteen yearly meetings or regional groups,
and seven directly affiliated monthly meetings. It is a network of “Friends serving Friends.”
FGC exists to increase communication among unprogrammed Friends, to bring Friends
together across yearly meeting lines, to enrich the spiritual life of the Religious Society of
Friends, and to provide resources and services to Friends and Friends meetings. It is not a
governing body. It does not establish policy for its member meetings, or seek to speak for the
Religious Society of Friends.

FGC services are available to all Friends and attenders, regardless of affiliation. Current
FGC programs and services include:

QuakerBooks of FGC (the FG’C Bookstore);
The annual Gathering of Friends, held during the first week in July;
Religious Education and spiritual enrichment materials for children and adults;
Small conferences and workshops;
The annual Young Quakes conference for high school age Friends
The Traveling Ministries Program, which arranges for seasoned Friends to visit

meetings requesting such support;
Couple Enrichment Workshops and Retreats
The Friends Meeting House Fund;
The new Ministry on Racism, helping Friends overcome old prejudices and open

doors to diversity.
www.QuakerFinder.org, a new website offering a searchable directory of

Friends meetings and worship groups in the U.S. and Canada

These services and opportunities are currently available to all Friends and meetings.

So, Why Affiliate?

• Affiliation connects you to a network of Friends in the United States and Canada. The
chance to meet and work with Friends from distant meetings is exciting, especially for
those from small or isolated meetings. It’s like discovering you are part of an enormous
family you never knew you had.

• Affiliation lets your voice be heard. All meetings have important insights and
experiences to share. There is no center of authority in FGC; we learn from each other as
we come together to work and worship.

• Affiliation helps your meeting become more familiar with the programs and services
offered by FGC, and more likely to take advantage of them.

• Affiliation gives you a voice in shaping FGC programs and services. Most of the work of
FGC is done by volunteers, particularly those who serve on our 160 member Central
Committee. As an affiliate, your yearly or monthly meeting would appoint one or more
representatives to Central Committee, based on the meeting’s total membership.

• Service on the FGC Central Committee provides wonderful opportunities for spiritual
growth. FGC is committed to “modeling” Quaker process, including business sessions



grounded in worship, and decisions made on the basis of corporate spiritual discernment.
One member wrote of our annual Central Committee session:

1 won ‘tjust say that I was deeply touched, because what touches you is outside of
you; I was deeply moved and that is within me, still. After it was over.. .1found
myselfso moved by the many powerfiii messages, emotions, and actions
experiencedfrom Thursday through Sunday that I had to pause, head in hands to
gain composure and to honor the experience with silence and stillness — and not
afew tears and deep breaths. And this was from attending to what was at its
essence a three-day Meetingfor Worshivfor Business! Imagine that.’

• Service with FGC provides many opportunities for personal growth. FGC program
committees provide a broad field of action for those with particular concerns, including
religious education, interfaith relations, ministry and spiritual development, publications,
social justice, and outreach. On Central Committee, Friends from your meeting can use
their gifts in the service of others, and gain valuable Quaker experience through practice
and leadership.

What does Affiliation Cost?

As an affiliate your monthly or yearly meeting would be expected to make it possible for
your representative(s) to travel to Central Committee meetings. You would also be expected
to make an annual contribution to support the work of FGC. Regular annual yearly meeting
contributions to FGC vary widely according to the size and financial resources of the yearly
meeting. In fiscal year 2002, yearly meeting giving ranged from $600 to $28,000, that is from
$2.40 to $6.03 per capita relative to total yearly meeting membership. The average
contribution, based on the giving of all fourteen affiliated yearly meetings, was $2.70 per
capita. Your meeting would not be expected to give more than feels comfortable.

What about Dual Affiliation?

FGC sees itself primarily as a service organization, not a separate branch of the Religious
Society of Friends. Several of our yearly meetings are also affiliated with FUM, and include
programmed as well as unprogrammed monthly meetings. We do not expect our affiliates to
alter their identity or give up other ties or affiliations. In fact, we welcome this kind of cross-
fertilization, and believe it enriches our shared spiritual life. FGC wants to serve Friends and
nourish their spiritual growth, not define their beliefs or direct their spiritual journey.

Summary

Affiliation with Friends General Conference is as much about serving as being served.

As Friends, we have much to offer each other, and much to learn from each other. The
mission of Friends General Conference is to help nurture vital Quaker meetings, so that
Quakerism remains an opportunity for transformation in the world. We would be glad to
welcome you more fully into our network of “Friends serving Friends.”

Final draft 10/02



Growing and Changing
By Deborah Haines

When FGC was organized in 1900, it was made up of seven yearly meetings,
extending from the northeast--New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore--to the upper
Midwest-- Ohio (later laid down), Indiana, Illinois and Genesee Yearly Meeting
(western New York state and Ontario, Canada). A hundred years later, FGC is affiliated

• with fourteen yearly meetings and associations covering the eastern half of the US and
all of Canada, with a small but lively west coast anchor in Alaska.

How did this growth come about? The answer lies largely in the “independent
meeting movement”, which began in the 1920s and 1930s, and is still going strong.
“Independent” meetings are those for whom the nineteenth century Quaker schisms
simply have no meaning. They are not “Hicksite”, like the six yearly meetings that
gave rise to FGC, or “Gumeyite”, like the Christ-centered, largely pastoral meetings of
Friends United Meeting (FUM) and the Evangelical Friends International. They are not
even “Wilburite” like the independent “conservative” yearly meetings which separated
from the Gurneyites over issues of written creed and programmed worship. Virtually
all of the independent meetings of the twentieth century practice unprogrammed
worship. They find God in the living silence. They know Quakerism experientially,
not on the basis of tradition and established practice. They are inclined to fiercely
protect the flame they have lighted from outside interference.

But they are not separate from the larger body of the Religious Society of
Friends. The independent meeting movement in the 1930s resulted mainly from
increased geographic mobility among Friends, especially those involved in education.
Quaker teachers or students transplanted to a college town with no meeting (or no
unprogrammed meeting) nearby might very well look for other Quakers interested in
holding a silent meeting for worship. A cluster of a few families or committed
individuals is all that is needed to start a worship group, which may blossom into an

* established meeting. From Cambridge, Massachusetts to Ann Arbor, Michigan, and in
dozens of smaller communities in between college meetings took firm root in the 1930s.
Retirees and other Quaker migrants in some of the southern states played a similar role
in seeding new meetings.

Often these small meetings or worship groups receive invaluable assistance from
larger Quaker bodies. In 1930, AFSC created what became known as the “Fellowship
Committee” expressly to nurture independent meetings. The plan was to correspond
with and officially recognize meetings which had no yearly meeting affiliation, thus
giving their members membership in the Religious Society of Friends. Although AFSC
regional staff was in a good position to get to know independent meetings in their area,
not 411 Friends were convinced that AFSC had the standing or the right to concern itself
with membership issues. In the mid 1930s, Rufus Jones undertook to shift this
responsibility from AFSC to a nominally independent Fellowship Council. From 1937
on, the Fellowship Council shared office space and staff with the newly created Friends
World Committee for Consultation (Section of the Americas), which subsequently took
over formal responsibility for its work.

Friends General Conference was also interested in reaching out to independent
meetings. Barnard Walton, who served as FGC’s general and “advancement” secretary



from 1915 to 1951, traveled tirelessly, seeking out isolated Friends and new meetings as
well as those affiliated with FGC. Afier his retirement in 1951, he became a traveling
field secretary for FGC. His repeated visits to new meetings in Florida, three ofwhich
had been established in the 1940s under the care of the Friends World Committee,
helped bring Southeastern Yearly Meeting into being in 1962. His contribution is
commemorated in the annual Walton lecture.

In 1971, however, when Southeastern Yearly Meeting finally chose to request
affiliation with a larger Quaker body, it chose dual affiliation with FGC and FUM.
Only dual affiliation could adequately capture both the sense of independence and the
range of concerns within the new yearly meeting. This ecumenical impulse is typical of
the entire independent meeting movement, and it has had profound consequences for
FGC. In 1900, FGC was an organization of Hicksite yearly meetings (with distinct
Ptogressive overtones). By now it is something entirely different, and the independent
meetings are the primary cause.

In 1944, Cambridge Friends Meeting became FGC’s first new affiliate.
Cambridge was itself a combined meeting. It began in 1910, when Friends General
Conference brought together about thirty transplanted Friends from FGC yearly
meetings who were living in the Boston area. The unprogrammed meeting for worship
thus established also attracted quite a few refugees from the Gurneyite Boston Friends
Meeting, which had become increasingly evangelical and resistant to lay participation
over the previous two decades. The resulting group was clear that it was neither
Hicksite, nor Gurneyite, but some combination of the two. In 1937, Cambridge created
its own non-profit corporation to hold property for the meeting, and to give it a legal
identity. When the Fellowship Council offered to extend recognition to Cambridge
Meeting in 1940, the offer was refused. Cambridge Friends felt no need to be
recognized by any outside authority, or to affiliate with any established Friends body, in
order to justify its existence.

Cambridge Meeting did not, however, 7anE to be separate from the larger world
of the Religious Society of Friends. Very active in AFSC projects and peace work,
cosmopolitan in outlook as a result of diverse membership, Cambridge Friends played a
key role in the ecumenical movement which resulted in 1944 in the creation of a united
New England Yearly Meeting, combining both the old Gurneyite (programmed) and
Wilburite (conservative) yearly meetings, with the strong independent monthly
meetings in Providence, New Haven, the Connecticut Valley, and Cambridge. In that
same year, Cambridge completed its formal merger Boston Monthly Meeting. But
being part of a united Gurneyite/Wilburite Yearly Meeting did not completely express
Cambridge Meetings sense of ecumenical identifi. It also affiliated, independently and
directly, with Friends General Conference.

In the Midwest, the same kind of ecumenical spirit surrounded the creation of
Lake Erie Yearly Meeting. Lake Erie had its beginnings in 1939, as an informal
association of about a dozen unprogrammed worship groups, mostly in Ohio and
Michigan, an area formerly served by Ohio Yearly Meeting (Hicksite), one of the
founding members of the FGC. But Ohio Yearly Meeting had dwindled and died a
decade or two earlier, and these meetings were not Hicksite, but independent. They
were mostly in college towns. Many were nurtured by the Fellowship Council, and
came under the care of the Friends World Committee after 1937. By the 1950s, the



Lake Erie Association included meetings ranging from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania to
West Lafayette, Indiana; and from Morgantown, West Virginia to Kalamazoo,
Michigan.

In 1957, several meetings in Michigan, including Ann Arbor, Detroit and
Kalamazoo, organized themselves into Green Pastures Quarter, under the care of
Friends World Committee, and began seeking ways to fit themselves into the ongoing
concerns of the Religious Society of Friends. In tlüs they received support from the
Ohio office of the American Friends Service Committee, where Marshall Sutton was
exploring ways to encourage ecumenical dialogue among Friends. The result was the
Continuing Committee on Greater Unity, which brought together Friends from
Wilmington Yearly Meeting (FUM), Ohio Yearly Meeting (Conservative), Indiana
Yearly Meeting (FGC), and the Lake Erie Association.

For the next several years, the Continuing Committee organized activities to
bring Friends together across yearly meeting dividing lines. Peter Blood, whose family
was active in Ann Arbor meeting, recalls these get-togethers fondly. During a family
camp at Barnesville, Ohio in the summer of 1961, he remembers, the evening folk
dances, which were a tradition of Lake Erie Association gatherings, had to be called
“folk games” out of deference to the Conservative Friends testimony against dancing.

Out of this ecumenical ferment, Lake Erie Yearly Meeting was born. Friends in
the Lake Erie Association had gotten to know and appreciate the several yearly
meetings in their region, but none fully suited them. They were not Gurneyite, or
Hicksite, or Wilburite, but something new and different. They needed their own yearly
meeting, reflecting the energy and spirit of the independent meeting movement. In
1963, most of the meetings of the Lake Erie Association joined the newly created Lake
Erie Yearly Meeting. Four years later LEYM affiliated with FGC.

The ease with which this decision was reached reflected, in part, changes in
FGC. New England Yearly Meeting, following the lead of Cambridge, affiliated with
FGC in 1959, while maintaining the conviction that its primary identification was with
Friends United Meeting. Baltimore and New York Yearly Meetings were also newly
reunited, and maintaining dual affiliations with FGC and FUM. South Central Yearly
meeting, covering a vast area in Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and Louisiana, affiliated in
1962, anchoring FGC in the heart of the continent. By the mid 1960s, FGC was far less
parochial than it has once been, in terms of both theology and geography. It was no
longer simply a Hicksite organization, and it was no longer confined to a small area
radiating from Philadelphia. From 1963 on, off-year conferences were held in the
Midwest or southwest, to express this new sense of identity.

By 1980, FGC had added five more yearly meetings or associations with roots in
the independent meeting movement: Southeastern Yearly Meeting (1972); Piedmont
Friends Fellowship (1975); Northern Yearly Meeting (1979); Southern Appalachian
Yearly Meeting and Association (1979); and Alaska Friends Conference (1979). In two
of these instances, independent monthly meetings (Twin Cities and Friendship) had
joined as directly affiliated meetings before their yearly meetings were organized or
ready to affiliate. There are at present 8 directly affiliated monthly meetings, in South
Carolina, Kansas, California and Washington state, and the possibility that these will
pave the way to further affiliations.



I would like to point out two major lessons which can be drawn from this story
of affiliation over the years. First, affiliation with FGC often grows out of the
ecumenical yearnings of Friends. Meetings do not come to affiliation out of a desire to
separate themselves from other branches of Quakerism. They come wanting to express
their own true identity, which usually includes ties and formal affiliations with several
different branches. Often, as in the case of Cambridge and Green Pastures Quarter,
they come only after an intense period of building bridges and engaging with Friends of
various persuasions and practices The more ecumenical FGC becomes, and the more it
supports and encourages bridge building and dialogue, the more likely it is to grow.
But surface ecumenism is not enough. The independent meeting movement has
fostered meetings hungry for real, vital, living Quakerism. The desire to build bridges
grows out of a deeply felt need to engage with basic questions of faith and spiritual
growth. This is a challenge all of us should embrace with joy.

The second lesson is that FGC has changed profoundly over the years, and that it
will certainly change more. This is due in part to an influx of new seekers--even in
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting “convinced” Friends now outnumber those born to Quaker
parents--in part to the spiritual revitalization movement now transforming liberal
Quakerism across the country. But the independent meeting movement has also played
an important role, within the older yearly meetings as well as in the newer ones. FGC
has grown and changed as it has embraced an increasing number of independent
meetings monthly and yearly meetings. One barrier to affiliation has always been a fear
of falling under the sway of “Philadelphia Quakerism,” but FGC has not been
dominated by an old east coast Quaker elite for decades. Since the 1970s at least, much
of.the leadership has come from the newer formerly independent yearly meetings. The
vitality and spirit of independent meeting movement, the sense of coming to Quakerism
fresh and untrammeled, is very much alive in Central Committee and among the FGC
staff.

A quotation from Rufus Jones, lifted up in the first session of the new Lake Erie
Yearly Meeting, captures this vision:

“The ‘open’ type of religion for which I am pleading, the movement-type, is
uncongealed, fresh, free, formative, and in vital contact with the creative stream of
divine life.”

This is the spirit of the independent meeting movement, and, I think, the spirit of FGC
today. May we honor it and follow wherever it may lead.



Process and Procedures for a Yearly Meeting To Afffliate with
Friends General Conference

Background: Friends General Conference is a Quaker organization in the unprogrammed
tradition of the Religious Society of Friends which serves the needs of Friends and
meetings with resources and opportunities that educate, inspire, and empower Friends in
living their faith. FGC pursues this mission through seven program committees, assisted by
nine administrative committees, a staff of seventeen, and numerous volunteers. Current
FGC programs include planning and oversight of the Annual Gathering of Friends and
other smaller regional conferences, preparing, selecting and overseeing publication of
resources useful to Friends for their religious education, outreach, and spiritual nurture.
FGC also distributes a wide range of books and materials to Friends through the FGC
Bookstore. Program committees oversee and support the Couple Enrichment Program and
the Traveling Ministries Program which promotes extensive intervisitation among Friends
and meetings. FGC programs also provide personal visits and workshops, support and
encourage religious education activities of meetings; and connect us with other Quaker and
non-Quaker organizations, including the World Council of Churches.

In general, FGC’s resources and programs are available to all Friends. The Annual
Gathering, the Bookstore and religious education materials, and the Friends Meeting House
Fund are used by Friends everywhere. Groups affiliate with FGC to participate in setting
priorities and planning and implementing FGC programs through their appointees on
Central Committee. Their Central Committee members bring back knowledge of resources
available and ways other Friends are meeting the challenges and opportunities they face, as
well as experience with the wider world of Friends and with Quaker business process in
many settings.

FGC endeavors to be faithful in its Quaker practice, believing strongly that in worship and
openness to God, the right order of business will emerge, and that in worship Friends can
discern God’s guidance for decisions and choices. Membership on Central Committee
involves fellowship with Friends from all over North America; consideration of business,
budgets, and new leadings with other experienced Friends; and working together to nurture
and educate Friends and seekers. Friends working together across yearly meeting lines are
in a position to be aware of the current and emerging issues and concerns of Friends, to
address these concerns when appropriate, and to learn how others are addressing them.

Governance: FGC is governed by the Central Committee, which is composed primarily of
appointees from the yearly meetings, associations of meetings, and monthly meetings
affiliated with FGC. Central Committee is responsible only for the programs andpolicies
of FGC and not for those of affiliated yearly and monthly meetings. Affiliated yearly
meetings and regional associations of meetings are asked to name two appointees to Central
Committee for every 500 members (groups with fewer than 1000 members are asked to
name up to three representatives). Central Committee makes policy decisions about
programs and approves the annual budget. Members of Central Committee are also asked
to serve on at least one program or administrative committee.



Affiliation Procedure: When a yearly meeting, association, or other group of meetings, is
ready to consider affiliation with FGC they should write to the FGC Advancement and
Outreach Committee outlining their interest. The Advancement and Outreach Committee
considers the situation and either meets with the group or appoints visitors to meet with
members of the group to consider the request and possible affiliation more fully. When
Friends are clear that affiliation is appropriate, a formal letter of application is prepared.
Then the Advancement and Outreach Committee, on behalf of Central Committee, will
consider the application and present a recommendation to Central Committee for its
consideration.

An affiliated yearly meeting or association of Friends is expected to name an appropriate
number of appointees and to support their participation in Central Committee functions to
the extent possible. One Central Committee member is also appointed as the group’s
representative to FGC’s Executive Committee, which generally meets twice a year. Yearly
meetings are expected to cover the costs of appointees (as needed) as they attend the annual
sessions of Central Committee, and provide some assistance with travel by one
representative to Executive Committee also.

Affiliated groups are also expected to contribute financially to the support of FGC
programs to the extent possible. There is no set amount expected and per-member
contributions vary widely. Affiliated groups also provide the FGC office with an updated
mailing list twice each year. While those using FGC services may receive other mailings,
FGC sends two mailings per year to all Friends on these lists: the Gathering Advance
Program and a direct appeal for contributions. FGC does not share its mailing list
information with other organizations.

Currently Affiliated Yearly Meetings and Regional Groups: Alaska Friends
...Conference, Baltimore YM, Canadian YM, Illinois YM, Lake Erie YM, New England YM,
New York YM, Northern YM, Ohio Valley YM, Philadelphia YM, Piedmont Friends
Fellowship, South Central YM, Southeastern YM, and Southern Appalachian YM and
Association. Directly Affiliated Monthly Meetings: Heartland (KS), Florry County (SC),
Manhattan (KS), Olympia (WA), Oread (KS), Sacramento (CA), and Topeka (KS).

Resources for Further Information: These include the FGC Annual Report,
“Explanations about FGC and Expectations of Appointees to FGC Central Committee,”
“Committees within FGC,” program brochures, and other materials. Those wanting a very
detailed explanation of FGC structures may request a copy of the “Organizational Blue
Book” from the office. Any of these may be obtained by calling or writing:

Friends General Conference
1216 Arch Street, 2B

Philadelphia, PA 19107
(215) 561-1700

E-mail: fgc@fgcquaker.org
Web: http://www.fgcquaker.org



For IMYM Continuing Committee, January 2007

In light of the Iowa Yearly Meeting (Conservative)’s proposed minute on
immigration, what is your Monthly Meeting’s response to the spiritual issues
concerning immigration, migrant and border concerns, and what unity do you
have in your Meeting regarding these concerns?

Boulder. Boulder Friends had a program hour on this issue on the 3’ Sunday in November with
representatives from AFSC and others.

We read and discussed the following minute from the June meeting of the IMYM Committee on Migrant and
Border Concerns:

“We dedicate ourselves to study and to prayer on local and global issues ofmigration and human solutions to
situations ofeconomic injustice. We commit to support migrant and immigrant individuals andfamilies. We
commit ourselves to active witness, and to support those ofour Meetings and otherfaith andjustice
communities who may suffer consequences for such witness.

- We oppose the militarization of the Mexico-US. border, including the building ofwalls and the deployment
oftroops. We callfor immediate and adequate provision to assure the safety ofpersons who migrate for
economic reasons as well as for those who seek refuge. We call upon the US. to honor its treaty obligations
and to observe international law in these, and in all respects.

- We support comprehensive immigration reform, including: provisionsfor reasonably regulated safe passage
ofmigrants and refugees; legalization ofpersons now living and working in the US., t’ho now contribute to
the well-being ofour economy and communities; supportforfamily reunfIcation; consideration offuture
migration flows; and, respectfor the rights and dignity ofall, including the protections oflabor and civil
rights.

Claire Huntington, an Immigration law professor at University of Colorado spoke briefly to the complexity of
these issues. The economic impact of documented and undocumented immigrants, for example, is very
complicated and depending on location, industry and other factors, not clearly all positive or all negative.

One friend pointed out that by committing ourselves to active witness, we are willing to break the law and be
willing to take the consequences of our actions. It was agreed that such a conscious decision would require
considerable seasoning within the meeting.

Many support changes in US policy, but felt the statement as presented is too broad and vague. Others felt it
didn’t emphasize economic injustice as a driving reason for this query. Some support some of the ideas but
felt more seasoning is needed.

IMYM is asking for our level of unity regarding the issue of immigration and there seems to be no unity
within the meeting at this point. We concluded we are at the beginning of the discussion, not yet ready to
formulate a comprehensive minute. For example we felt the need to explore more fully the history of US
immigration as well as the experience of those facing the consequences of past and current US policies.

We are not in unity at this time to approve the entire minute from the Committee on Migrant and Border
Concerns yet agree that it has stimulated us to seek additional information about this issue and other issues of
economic inequality. We acknowledge our need to address this issue but feel the need to season this issue
further and perhaps hold one or more threshing sessions. Religious education or peace and social justice
committee are encouraged to propose additional ways to explore these issues in more depth.

However, we are in unity about opposing the militarization of the border and agreed to minute the following



statement: We oppose the militarization the Mexico-US border, including the building of walls and the
deployment of troops. We call for immediate and adequate provision to assure the safety of persons who
migrate into the US for economic reasons as well as for those who seek refuge. Approved

Durango. Durango Friends were asked to look beyond today’s domestic politics of immigration to consider
our spiritual relationship to strangers in our land, and move beyond opinions and arguments to identify our
beliefs and their sources. This is a difficult challenge for all of us. Using the minute from IYM (C) and other
Quaker and Christian passages as reference, Durango Friends spoke and wrote the following (in summaiy):

• Who owns the earth?
• We find it difficult to validate illegality. If we can manage the passage into and out of the country

using accurate and valid documentation and travel records, then we can better provide fair, regulated
treatment of newcomers who are not breaking a law from the beginning of their stay. This requires an
adequate form and level of border management.

• Biblical wanderings of peoples bringing strangers into our land surely reflected the context we know
today, namely that strangers may bring ill-will, take my job, strain the community’s resources, and
aggregate into my neighborhood. The biblical teachings to welcome strangers remain relevant today.

• The economic disparity that drives much of today’s immigration comes from several forms of social
injustice that should be the focus of Quaker witness.

• It is God’s will for me to love my neighbor, despite the many earthly difficulties in overcoming my
fear of differences and threats. It becomes a less dangerous world when we have a face for the
stranger, when we reach out to the stranger.

• Remember that Jesus belongs with the least of our brothers.
• National borders begin as lines largely indifferent to culture and justice. It is our moral responsibility

to question the function and role of these borders in today’s world.
• Do I have the right to carry into my home the fruits of your labor without also welcoming your

physical and spiritual being into my home to share those fruits?
• The Iowa Minute should not have further use without clarifying a rhetorical flaw in the slavery —

illegal immigration parallelism.
• Durango Friends fmd unity in the belief that the current treatment of undocumented people in the US

is unacceptable. We do not find unity on the broader issues of border concerns, but will continue to
attempt discernment in these matters.

Fort Collins. Fort Collins Monthly Meeting did not fmd unity with the proposed minute from Iowa Yearly
Meeting focused on immigration, migrant, and border concerns but found unity in the fact that all human
beings are indeed worthy of a decent life. We feel that God is speaking to us, leading us to find humane
solutions to the current situation where we see a profound lack of compassion and dignified treatment of our
fellow human beings. FCMM’s recently revived Faith in Action committee found that they have a shared,
deep interest in the national discussion of issues surrounding immigration and decided that they will focus
their efforts toward that issue, finding unity and creating a minute in this coming year.
FCMM found that we have strong and varying feelings concerning immigration, migrant and border concerns.
One friend noted that the Iowa Yearly Meeting’s proposed minute spoke to a moral issue without supporting
any particular action. One friend asked whether or not we could take a position that immigration is a human
right, and that all humans are worthy of a decent life. A friend responded by saying that they felt they may
not necessarily agree that immigration is a human right but certainly that all humans are worthy of a decent
life. They also pointed out that we should consider the burdens of ininiigration policy costs that are heavy on
near-border communities. Finally one friend noted her feeling that nationalism and boundaries between
countries are contributing factors in our immigration issues, and noted the trend in demomzing immigrants
and made comparisons to slavery. The friend went on to say that this is a world that we all inhabit together
and we have created nation states which keep people out with force and the direction we are going is to create
more of that and to not take a stand would be the same as remaining silent in the face of a great injustice.
This fmal remark captured the sense of the meeting.



Las Cruces. The Las Cruces Monthly Meeting met and addressed the border query as stated in the IMYM
letter. After a meeting for worship sharing it was evident that, though relatively close in view, we did not
have unity concerning the query. We plan on taking the issue up in 2007 and keep addressing the question
that if not reaching unity we will at least be better informed and clearer on the depth of this IMYM query.

Logan. Friends in attendance at the threshing meeting found this query very challenging. All in attendance
agreed that humane treatment of individuals should guide any action. Many concerns were expressed
including:

• Immigration is a complex issue which cannot be diluted into a simple statement (like the Iowa
minute).

• Supporting the infrastructure of countries like Mexico would go to the root cause of immigration.
• Businesses in the US who hire illegal (undocumented or illegally documented) should be held

accountable.
• Friends expressed much confusion about what action to take out of spiritual acknowledgement of that

of God in all regarding this issue.
• Fix policies regarding immigration and citizenship specifically address the root causes of economic

inequity.
• Prevention vs. intervention
• Guest Worker Program
• Friends were less clear about how to act on Migrant & Border Concerns.

Moab. Our meeting found much to discuss concerning this issue that could not be formulated into a response
at this time. We are proposing a discussion group to explore this more fully.

Tempe. Minute #8 - 5/14/2006 Tempe Monthly Meeting asks our representatives to IMYM Continuing
Committee (LaDonna Wallen and Gretchen Reinhardt) to urge IMYM to adopt a minute addressing
immigration reform. Five resources were commended:
* The portion of the minutes from our called meeting on 23rd, Fourth Month 2006 addressing immigration
reform.
* The eight principles from the Mennonite Central Committee
(http://www.mcc. org/us/washingtonlissues/immigrationlprinciples.pdf)
* Joining FCNL’s sign on letter regarding the Hagel-Martinez compromise
(http://www.fcnl.orglissues/itern.php?itemid=1 846&issue_id=69)
* AFSC’s principles for comprehensive immigration reform
(http:I/www. afsc. org/irnmigrantsrights/documents/principles.pdf)
* Juan Pascoe and his ideas.

Called Meeting for Business, Fourth Month, 23rd, 2006 - Immigration Reform Portion
The importance of attention to immigration reform was on our hearts, and we hoped that immigration reform
would become a significant element within FCNL efforts to “Restore and assure full civil liberties for all
persons in the United States or under its jurisdiction, and promote human rights around the world through
international institutions and treaties.” We are concerned that increased militarization of our border continues
to be considered by many in this country as a solution, while we remain aware that militarization is costly in
terms of human life as well as in dollars, and that it has a strong record of being unsuccessful. We experience
our country’s policies as denigrating human life. We sense that meaningful solutions will require close
cooperation between the United States, Mexico and other countries, and that the economics of immigrant
home countries must be addressed. Solutions should be focused on supporting positive norms such as keeping
families together, discouraging policies that lead to people stranded in the desert, and providing adequate
paths for legal immigration that meet the existing needs. We also felt a need to highlight our concern at the
increasing criminalization of humanitarian aide provided to those attempting to cross the desert in our area.

Albuquerque. Meeting did not feel prepared to take a position on the third query in December. A panel
discussion was scheduled in early January which included David Henkel, David Lujan, Andrea Plaza, Rachel
Lazar, frma Aceves, and Pedro Rios. The Peace and Social Concerns Committee has asked that the report and



minute from the IIVIYM Committee on Migrant and Border Concerns be on the March agenda. From Peace
and Social Concerns minutes 1/14/07: We dedicate ourselves to study and to prayer on this very important
issue so we can support appropriate legislation.

Colorado Springs. After discussion, the Meeting approved uniting behind the concept that “inunigration is
a fundamental human right, but not an unqualified political right.” The Meeting also found unity with the
three minutes from the Committee on Migrant and Border Concerns of IMYM as follows:

1. We dedicate ourselves to study and to prayer on local and global issues of migration and humane
solutions to situations of economic injustice. We commit to support migrant and immigrant
individuals and families. We commit ourselves to active witness, and to support those of our
Meetings and other faith and justice communities who may suffer consequences for such witness.

2. We oppose the militarization of the Mexico-U. S. border, including the building of walls and the
deployment of troops. We call for immediate and adequate provisions to assure the safety of persons
who migrate for economic reasons as well as for those who seek refuge. We call upon the U.S. to
honor its treaty obligations and to observe international law in these, and in all respects.

3. We support comprehensive immigration reform, including: provisions for reasonably regulated safe
passage of migrants and refugees, legalization ofpersons now living and working in the U.S. who
now contribute to the well-being of our economy and communities, support for family reunification,
consideration of future migration flows, and, respect for the rights and dignity of all, including the
protections of labor and civil rights.

Pima. PMM’s October Meeting for Worship with a Concern for Business discussed this concern but there
was not unity in the response. There were some questions as to what the Minute/query asked us to do.
Reference to the Report on Immigration, Migrant and Border Concerns made in June 2006 by the Committee
on Migrant and Border Concerns was felt to be an important document in this discussion, A few members of
PMM expressed a whole hearted acceptance of that report. One Member felt that the Query misidentified the
problem as one immigration, missing the real cause of suffering of migrants, believing that we need to call for
a dramatic reform of global and national economic policies that have caused this suffering.
At November Meeting for Worship with a Concern for Business, Friends did want more time to discuss the
hrnnigrationlBorder query, and it was suggested that Peace and Social Concerns Committee get involved.
They set up a program for January 7th with Rick Ufford-Chase to speak and lead a discussion. About 35
people attended.
Rick Ufford-Chase gave an impassioned and well informed presentation regarding the Immigration and
Border Issues calling it the New Sanctuary Movement. It was felt that economic injustice is at the core of
these concerns. Friends were urged to contact their senators and congresspersons in the next few weeks while
the window of opportunity is open for immigration reform. It was noted that time is crucial as our elected
representatives may be less responsive once the upcoming election becomes imminent. Several times during
our discussions, Friends referred to a play that was performed in Tucson last Fall by Borderlands Theatre, and
in which one of our members, Roberta Streicher, appeared. The play, “A Visitor’s Guide to Arivaca (Map
Not To Scale),” illustrates the very complex issues of the border. We would like to see the play presented at
IMYM but to do that professionally seems too ambitious.

PMM proposes that a simpler theatrical form of illustrating these issues be presented at Yearly
Meeting in June 2007 under the guidance of Roberta, and we thus ask that Continuing Committee
schedule this as an event to be available for the whole Yearly Gathering community to attend. PMM
does request a response or action to this proposal. The purpose would be to deepen our understanding
of the human condition at our borders from several points of view. Pitna Monthly Meeting looks
forward to going deeper with the spiritual issues concerning this query.

The Clerk recommended that Friends check the Friends Committee on National Legislation website at
www.fcnl.org/issues and communicate with the FCNL staff person appointed in 2006 to study immigration
issues. Clerk also recommended that Friends work with our local AFSC office on these concerns.



Juan Pascoe also reminded us that involving the people of Mexico is imperative and they need to be part of
the dialog. It was also suggested that talking to our friends and neighbors would help to shift the culture, a
major goal in helping to “fulfill our covenant to be a holy people”, by Jim Corbett as quoted by Rick.

Salt Lake. All comments noted the frustrating and often terrible consequences of the current policies of the
United States, and expressed concern for those persons caught up in these circumstances. Some expressed
support for a working permit program or other more proactive approach for those wishing to come to the US
to work. And there is strong support for some kind of naturalization program to allow people who have
moved to the US and have families here, so their citizenship status can be accommodated. There was no unity
on support for the minute from Iowa, however. Some expressed concerns that political borders are political
creations, and that we can “leave unto Caesar those things that are for Caesar”. There was no strong sentiment
expressed that immigration could be considered a human right, and some comment that it is not an issue that
is on the same level as human rights such as freedom from servitude or from hunger.

Santa Fe. 16 persons attended the meeting on this query, most staying for most of the discussion. There was
broad agreement on the importance of the issue and a strong desire to see IMYM engage the issue, but there
was also a general feeling that we didn’t really know enough to give an informed response.

One person stated that “Rather than making declarations, we should be raising questions.” Another observed
“the whole inrmigration problem is related to global economic policies” including those of the US. And
another said that we must be conscious of the local effects of global issues. There was agreement that we
need IMYM to help us educate ourselves. There was strong agreement on two points:
*Ip1jgratjon and the border should be a high priority for IMYM, and 1MYM should consider providing
fmancial support for an FCNL project to address it
*IMYM should consider devoting the 2008 yearly meeting to the issue, perhaps specifically addressing the
economic impact of immigration



Attachment 22 from the Minutes and Attachments for the 32nd Annual Session, June
14-18, 2006.

The Yearly Meeting actions related to this report are reported in the Minutes as:
IMYM 06.35 The Migrant and Border Concerns Committee report was accepted as the account

of their concerns.

IMYM 06.36 IMYM approved the following: the clerks will ask the Executive Committee to
determine the best way for Monthly Meetings to season the issues raised in the Migrant and Border
Concerns Committee Report.

Report on Immigration, Migrant and Border Concerns
By the Committee on Migrant and Border Concerns

Inter-Mountain Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, June 2006

“The strangers who sojourn with you shall be to you as the natives among you, and you shall love them as
yourself; for you were strangers in the land of Egypt.” (Leviticus 19:33-34)

“What you do to the least of my brethren, you do unto me.” (Matthew 25:40)

We, as members of the Religious Society of Friends, and as residents of the Mexico-United States border
region recognize that immigration to the U.S. and to other countries is part of a natural pattern of economic
and social exchange that existed before the creation of this border, and that continues to benefit both
countries today. We also recognize that much of the current high level of migration results from war and
economic deprivation closely linked to the domestic, foreign and economic policies of our government and
of US and multinational corporations.

While we support the right of the government to enforce its just laws, we recognize that many U.S.
immigration laws are not just and are not defensible or enforceable in any practical, moral or ethical sense.
We as Friends are called by our faith and practice to see the dignity and worth of every person, to oppose
exploitation and oppression, and to witness and advocate for change to unjust laws and systems. We are
called to work for a sustainable peace in our border region and throughout the world.

While we recognize the need to protect the national security of the U.S. and of each nation and community
worldwide, we also recognize that “national security” is often used as an excuse to engender fear of the
“other” in our society and to maintain our own way of life even at the expense of the lives and the civil and
human rights of others. We observe that this engenders nationalistic, xenophobic and racist expressions in
our society. We see clearly that true national security for the U.S. lies in the building of fair, just and
sustainable social and economic systems.

We now witness the implementation of low-intensity warfare strategies along the U.S.-Mexico border — we
see the most powerful and richest nation on Earth waging war against the poor. We see the increasing
militarization of the Border closing off safe migration routes and causing the horrific deaths of hundreds of
human beings every year. We know that many thousands of men, women and children have died in this
crossing, in the past 10 years. We see that this border militarization separates families and destroys social
networks and communities on both sides of the border. We note that these unjust and ineffective
immigration policies and the militarization of the border have had the unintended effect of “stranding” many
migrant workers on the U.S. side of the border by disrupting their traditional patterns of working in the U.S.



while maintaining their homes and families in Mexico and Central America. We see billions of dollars,
desperately needed for infrastructure and economic development, and for health and education, wasted
instead on a fruitless and misguided effort to stem historical and economically important migration.

We recognize that our current national policy creates an untenable and unjust situation wherein 12 million
people live and work in the U.S. without legal rights or protections. We see that this disenfranchisement
leads to systemic violation of human, civil and labor rights and protections. We observe that this leads
directly to disruptions in wage scales and working conditions for all workers, and to disruptions in the
essential labor supply for many industries and agricultural businesses in the U.S. and elsewhere. We note
the contradictions between the free flow of capital, materials, goods and services across international
boundaries versus the constriction of the movement of working people.

We recognize that we, as privileged residents of the first world, benefit from the labor of those who suffer
exploitation and deprivation on both sides of the border as a result of discrimination and unfair wages. We
admit our ignorance and complicity in these unjust systems, and our failure to recognize how we benefit
from the oppression of others in order to support our individual consumerism and corporate greed. We
recognize our complicity in dehumanizing and demonizing the migrant in our midst.

The Committee on Migrant and Border Concerns of Inter-Mountain Yearly Meeting [IMYM] of the Religious
Society of Friends, meeting in Ghost Ranch, Abiqulu, New Mexico in June 2006, therefore minutes the
following:

— We dedicate ourselves to study and to prayer on local and global issues of migration and humane
solutions to situations of economic injustice. We commit to support migrant and immigrant
individuals and families. We commit ourselves to active witness, and to support those of our
Meetings and other faith and justice communities who may suffer consequences for such witness.

— We oppose the militarization of the Mexico-U.S. border, including the building of walls and the
deployment of troops. We call for immediate and adequate provision to assure the safety of persons
who migrate for economic reasons as well as for those who seek refuge. We call upon the U.S. to
honor its treaty obligations and to observe international law in these, and in all respects.

- We support comprehensive immigration reform, including: provisions for reasonably regulated safe
passage of migrants and refugees; legalization of persons now living and working in the U.S., who
now contribute to the well-being of our economy and communities; support for family reunification;
consideration of future migration flows; and, respect for the rights and dignity of all, including the
protections of labor and civil rights.

IMYM will send this minute to Quaker organizations including FCNL and AFSC, to local and national
media, and to our executive, legislative and congressional representatives, urging their attention to and
pursuit of humane, fair, reasonable and comprehensive reform of U.S. law. We will urge them to work with
us to relieve these conditions above enumerated, and to participate with persons of good will worldwide in
building a just, fair and sustainable system of trade and economic development.

Submitted in love, witness and solidarity by these members of the IMYM Committee on Migrant and Border
Concerns:

Danielle Short David Baird Eric Wright
Jonathan Cartland Tom Kowal Jose L. Ramirez
David Perkins Karen Fleming Theresa Walker
David Herikel Mary Burton Riseley Judy GotteN.



For IMYM Continuing Committee, January 2007

How does your Meeting respond to the requests that IMYM affiliate with Quaker
Earthcare Witness and appoint one or more representatives to aftend their annual
meetings?

Boulder
Two meeting members recently attended the Quaker Earth Care Witness Annual Meeting at Ghost Ranch and
reported that QEW is going through a reexamination of its organization, including discussion about redirecting its
resources. Boulder meeting members expressed appreciation for their valuable educational materials, workshops and
consultations with Friends meetings. The discussion also raised important questions about how we support
environmental concerns within the meeting community. Greater attention to issues of chemical sensitivity was urged.
Individual members are encouraged to continue contributing to QEW as they feel moved. At the same time, Friends
also expressed concern that IMYM may be spreading itself thin with multiple organizational affiliations. It is not clear
at this time that formal affiliation of IMYM with QEW should be considered until their organizational restructuring is
complete.
Minute Approved.

Durango. After reviewing some background on QEW and IMYM and considering the QEW vision and mission
statement, Friends offered the following statements (summarized):

As a community, Quakers are not at the forefront of the environmental movement in the same way that
Friends have been in peace, prisons, equality, etc. The principles of environmentalism as embodied in our
testimonies have been laid out by popular secular voices that have already led many Friends forward into
environmental concern and committed action? Can QEW help provide a Quaker voice that will speak more
clearly to IMYM Friends than these popular secular voices? Can QEW help bring conservation and sharing
of the earth’s resources squarely within the traditional Quaker testimonies of simplicity, equality, justice and
peace?

• Will a broader affiliation with Yearly Meetings, and IMYM in particular, help QEW clarify and strengthen its
spiritual basis for commitment for environmental stewardship?

• The IMYM practice has been to affiliate when there is sufficient demonstrated interest? The environmental
witness has lingered around IMYM for nearly two decades without quite fmding a real opening among
IMYM Friends. Yet the importance of a witness may be inverse to the size of the crowd. Can IMYM support
the faithful witness of even a few Friends in a leading that we all know to be fundamental to our Quaker
beliefs and values? Despite the various practical obstacles of time and budget, is this simply the right thing to
do?

• Are we willing to make the fmancial adjustments necessary to meet the additional cost with fiscal
responsibility? Are we willing to really listen to the additional reports and make the additional appointments?

• Care for the enviromnent is on all minds, but Durango Friends cannot report unity on affiliation at this time.

Fort Collins. Fort Collins Monthly Meeting is dedicated to caring for our immediate grounds and larger community
in an environmentally sustainable manner. We do not feel strongly that affiliating with the good cause of QEW would
strengthen or enhance our commitment to environmental stewardship or that we have the resources in terms of time
and individuals that could serve as representatives to QEW.

Las Cruces. After discussion we agreed that we strongly support Quaker
Earthcare Witness, and we are in favor of IMYM affiliating with it.

Logan.
• QEW fills a role that nothing else within Quaker structure does.
• Supports the Quaker tenet of simplicity
• Focus of QEW is sustainable examples, 200 acre organic farm, education programs, and support of Monte

Verde farm in South America.
• Friends felt that supporting QEW would not take away from personal responsibility to act locally for

environmental Earth causes.



Moab. Our meeting is in agreement with affiliating with Quaker Earthcare Witness and sending the appropriate
number of representatives to their annual meeting. We especially were in agreement with their emphasis on the
spiritual issues behind our environmental crisis. We would encourage exploring ways of conducting business that
would have the least impact on the environment. This concern extends to all the organizations where we send
representatives.

Tempe. Durango, CO Monthly Meeting shared a minute recommending that Intermountain Yearly Meeting consider
creating a tangible witness to responsible stewardship of the earth by establishing a formal affiliation to Quaker
Earthcare Witness for a three-year trial period.
Tempe Friends did not fmd Unity to join with this minute, but neither were specific or concrete stops or obstructions
expressed. While Friends wondered if our human resource pooi might be overly taxed, we were confident that the
fmancial burden would be manageable even if it were to require an increase in assessments.

Albuquerque. The concerns we have regarding IMYM membership in FGC apply to IMYM support of QEW at this
time. We do expect interest in this effort to grow in the future. Individuals can support this program.

Colorado Springs. The Meeting believes that it had already expressed approval of affiliating with QEW, and would
be glad for IMYM to appoint representatives. (See attached letter).

December 11, 2005

To the Clerks
IMYM

Dear Friends:

We of the Colorado Springs Friends Meeting recognize that the Earth community is in crisis. We witness the
accelerating depletion of world resources, the alarming decrease in biological diversity, and the increase of toxic
contaminants in our soil, air, and water. These threats to global ecological integrity stein largely from uncontrolled
industrial production, growing human population, and unrestrained personal consumption. Our concern is in accord
with both our call to be good stewards of the earth and of its resources and our call to lead lives of simplicity and
integrity.

We are aware that Quaker Earthcare Witness (QEW, fonnerly Friends Conmtittee on Unity with Nature) was
established specifically to support individuals, monthly meetings, and yearly meetings in their efforts to articulate and
live out the expressions of these concerns found in our Quaker testimonies and faith.

QEW is inviting yearly meetings in North America to appoint one or two representatives to its Steering
Committee. We believe that the appointment by IMYM of representatives to the QEW Steering Conrurittee could aid
the flow of resources and information in response to environmental concerns felt within this yearly meeting and its
constituent monthly meetings. We understand that fmancial assistance is available through QEW Travel Fund to
enable participation in QEW Steering Committee meetings by yearly meeting representatives who would otherwise
fmd it difficult to do so.

We recognize that IMYM and those Quakers who attend its next annual session will be deliberating on this
concern, hoping to come to clarity on the matter of such representation. We suggest this undertaking. Friends from
our meeting will be in attendance and will hold IMYM in the Light at that time.

Faithfully,

Bill Durland, Clerk
Colorado Springs Friends Meeting
On behalf of the Meeting

Pima. QEW was supported last spring when it was discussed. PMM continues to support the affiliation proposal.
We, as a Meeting, have begun to take up the issues of various enviromnental concerns. We had two threshing



sessions on the topic. We now have an Ad Hoc Committee on Enviromnental Concerns that is bringing reports and
suggestions to the Meeting throughout the year.
At PMM’s November Meeting for Worship with a Concern for Business, the possibility was discussed about uniting
with other faith communities to rent billboard space and post simple statements about our love for and dependence on
the earth environment. The sense was that the Meeting is not ready to go forward with this concern, while uniting
with other faith communities is encouraged. Following this Ad Hoc Committee’s recommendations, PMIvI will hold
Meeting for Worship outdoors at least once a year. PMM’s House Committee is asked to consider what measures
from the “Green Faith Guide” we can adopt for out Meetinghouse. A Proposed Action Plan was presented to
Business Meeting during November diagramming several levels of action that we might take.
PMM will hold this ad-hoc committee in the Light as they continue their much valued work. Our rising interest
speaks to greater involvement. PMM continues to express with enthusiasm its desire that IMYM pursue affiliation
with QEW.

Salt Lake. Friends in Salt Lake are interested in environmental concerns, and some see QEW as a voice tied closely
to out Quaker testimonies. Others expressed their sense that environmental considerations are better addressed from
the perspective of our testimonies ofjustice, simplicity and equality. We heard that perhaps QEW is seeking more to
have support from membership than a fmancial level of support, but are not able to determine if costs are a true
consideration. It was noted that IMYM has been pursuing an on-and-off discussion of QEW and its predecessors for
many years. Again, some expressed concerns that 1MYM will lose focus, that our power to accomplish things in the
real world is affected by our focus, and that Annual Gathering and the quality of fellowship and retreat may decrease
if we become overextended.

Santa Fe. The meeting to consider joining QEW attracted perhaps 15 persons who sat through most of it, plus a few
more who drifted in and out. Several persons were strongly committed to having IMYM affiliate with QEW, and
there was no strong opposition, but several persons had some hesitation and concerns:

*Although Rebecca pointed out that the QEW board would pay travel costs, several persons wondered whether QEW
would also expect contributions from IMYM
*More polluting travel to meetings would be required, thus defeating part of the purpose of QEW; also why couldn’t
they meet via video or phone?
*Santa Fe Meeting already has a high level of engagement on this issue, and our efforts are better spent working with
local churches, such as the Unitarians, so what would QEW add?
* What practical or specific difference would it make for IMYM to join QEW -- isn’t it just more talk?
* Sounds like one more organization that will absorb energy that might be better used elsewhere
*UpJess QEW has a strong spiritual orientation, it is duplicating what other organizations such as Sierra Club are
doing

At the December business meeting we agreed that “Santa Fe Meeting is in favor of IMYM affiliating with QEW
(Quaker Earthcare Withess), which would include appointing representatives from Yearly Meeting to QEW.”

Maiy Ray Cate has also requested an opportunity to present a play (“Mother Earth vs. World’s People”) at the yearly
meeting this June.
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THE QEW STEERING COMMITTEE is the governing body with authority under
the QEW Bylaws to make decisions on behalf of the organization. Of the 50 seats
on the Steering Committee, half are made up of representatives appointed by
affiliated Quaker Yearly Meetings. The rest are at-large members, appointed to
serve at the Annual Meeting from a slate prepared by the Nominating Committee.

Officers of the Steering Committee are: Clerk, Assistant Clerk, Recording Clerk,
and Treasurer.

The Steering Committee
currently currently meets
twice a year, spring and
fall, for the primary
purpose of allowing
Steering Committee
members and members of
their committees (including
some who are not on the
Steering Committee itself)
to conduct face-to-face
business. These gatherings
also allow fruitful informal
discussions and spirit-lifting
programs and activities.
The spring Steering
Committee meeting is held
in a permanent central
location with good access

to public transportation, currently Chicago, Illinois. The fall Steering Committee
occurs in conjunction with the QEW Annual Meeting & Gathering, which is at
different locations around the United States and Canada to heighten awareness of
different regional ecological issues and develop relationships with Friends and
Friends Meetings in those areas.

Work of the QEW Steering Committee is reported on this website in terms of:

• Minutes of plenary sessions at the Spring Steering Committee Meeting and
the Fall Steering Committee Meeting.

• Reports from Yearly Meeting Representatives.
• Reports from Yearly Meeting Visitation.
• Reports from Clerk and Staff.
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There are three main groupings within the QEW Steering Committee: 1)
Standing Committees who oversee organization functions, including Finance,
Personnel, Nominating, Publications, Spiritual Nurturance, Outreach, and
Continuing Counsel. 2) Project Committees who oversee QEW-supported projects,
including the Ann Kriebel/San Luis Project in Costa Rica, and 3) Interest Groups
who focus on ecological issues where QEW has agreed corporately that it has a
unique witness to offer as a spiritually-based organization. These groups include
Sustainability: Faith & Practice and Quaker Earthcare Witness for National
Legislation (QNL). (Other ecological issues, including energy, agriculture, genetic
engineering, climate change, native wisdom, cosmology, etc. are being addressed
informally by QEW members.) In between face-to-face meetings, these groups
conduct their business by mail, e-mail, conference telephone calls, and other
media.
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There are three main groupings within the QEW Steering Committee: 1)
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unique witness to offer as a spiritually-based organization. These groups include
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December 11, 2005

To the Clerks
LMYM

Dear Friends:

We of the Colorado Springs Friends Meeting recognize that the Earth community is in
crisis. We witness the accelerating depletion of world resources, the alanning decrease in
biological diversity, and the increase of toxic contaminants in our soil, air, and water. These
threats to global ecological integrity stem largely from uncontrolled industrial production,
growing human population, and unrestrained personal consumption. Our concern is in accord
with both our call to be good stewards of the earth and of its resources and our call to lead lives
of simplicity and integrity.

We are aware that Quaker Earthcare Witness (QEW, formerly Friends Committee on
Unity with Nature) was established specifically to support individuals, monthly meetings, and
yearly meetings in their efforts to articulate and live out the expressions of these concerns found
in our Quaker testimonies and faith.

QEW is inviting yearly meetings in North America to appoint one or two representatives
to its Steering Committee. We believe that the appointment by IMYM of representatives to the
QEW Steering Committee could aid the flow of resources and information in response to
environmental concerns felt within this yearly meeting and its constituent monthly meetings. We
understand that financial assistance is available through QEW Travel Fund to enable
participation in QEW Steering Committee meetings by yearly meeting representatives who
would otherwise find it difficult to do so.

We recognize that IMYIvI and those Quakers who attend its next annual session will be
deliberating on this concern, hoping to come to clarity on the matter of such representation. We
suggest this undertaking. Friends from our meeting will be in attendance and will hold IMYM in
the Light at that time.

Faithfully,

Bill Durland, Clerk
Colorado Springs Friends Meeting
On behalf of the Meeting



Approved Jan. 8, 2006, Durango Monthly Meeting

Minute Recommending IMY1’I Consideration of QEW Affiliation

Living in a way that the natural systems of the earth can support, and sharing the earth’s resources
equitably, are expressions of the Quaker testimonies of peace, simplicity, equality and community.
As Friends, we look for ways to reduce our own consumption and witness to careful stewardship of
global resources and environmental quality as we seek a right relationship with God’s Creation.

We recommend that Intermountain Yearly Meeting consider creating a tangible witness to
responsible stewardship of the earth by establishing formal affiliation with Quaker Earthcare
Witness for a three year trial period. This affiliation would involve appointing a representative to
the QEW Steering Committee. The representative’s responsibilities would generally be to: (1)
attend the QEW annual meeting, (2) represent the Yearly Meeting’s concerns to QEW, (3) report to
the Yearly Meeting on QEW activities, and (4) support involvement by monthly and regional
meetings in matters of environmental stewardship.

Background for the Minute

1. Quaker Earthcare Witness attempts to provide witness of Friend’s concerns about the natural
environmental and the uses of global resources through domestic and international projects,
personal experiences, publications, liaisons with groups of similar nature, and community-
building among Friends called to earth stewardship action. Information about QEW can be
found at http://www.ciuakerearthcare.org?. An important QEW objective is to support the efforts
of FCNL in their work with environmental and natural resource issues. QEW’s relationship with
FCNL requires that QEW have good representation from yearly meetings.

2. QEW also attempts to help Friends seek a deeper spiritual basis for our relationship with the earth
to guide the Quaker witness in the complex and often politicized public consideration of
environmental conservation and equitable resource consumption. Quaker concern for the proper
use of God”s Creation is explored in old (e.g., John Woolman) and new writings. The emphasis
on God’s manifestations and the belief that peace and justice are linked with sharing resources
direct QEW’s work to reflect Quaker value.

3. Intermountain Yearly Meeting has traditionally held to the principle that the Yearly Meeting
should be prepared to fund the travel and other expenses incurred by its appointed
representatives. Creating a new representative position incurs additional financial liability for
the Yearly Meeting. (That QEW has a travel assistance fund for representatives may or may not
be a relevant factor for Yearly Meeting consideration.)

4. Intermountain Yearly Meeting is currently reviewing the number of representative positions and
the substantial cost of funding their activities. The impetus for this review is the reality that the
Yearly Meeting is unable to fund the travel of all representatives in any given year, but rather
depends upon a certain portion of representatives to travel on their own and another portion
unable to fulfill their travel commitment (for reasons other than cost). During such a review may
be an appropriate time to consider whether or not the Yearly Meeting should affiliate with QEW
and add one more representative.

For more information about this Minute, contact Jim Mills, Clerk, Durango Monthly Meeting, P0
Box 3052, Durango, CO 81302. millsj(4fortlewis.edu; 970-247-0538



Pacific Yearly Meeting Committee on Unity with Nature,
Friends in Unity with Nature

and
Quaker EarthCare Witness

with

Intermountain Yearly Meeting

Minutes from 1976 and 1977 provide the basic principle of affiliation, representation and
financial support of organizations outside the Yearly Meeting by Intermountain Yearly Meeting
depending, first, on ‘specific interests arising among individuals within the Yearly Meeting and,
second, on interest in local meetings and discussion groups at 1MYM.. Page 2

The remaining minutes in this extract are of Intermountain Yearly Meeting’s response to various
concerns brought to it on concerns with respect to the environment.

Summary of the extracts
In 1986, the Yearly Meeting responded to a minute from Pacific Yearly Meeting, inviting
participation with its Committee on Unity with Nature. Page 2

In 1987 and 1988, the activities of the IMYM Environmental Concerns Work Group set up in
1986, were reported. Page 3

In 1990, responding to a minute from Tempe Monthly Meeting, Intermountain Yearly Meeting
urged its Meetings to study the concern. Page 4

In 1991, Intermountain Yearly Meeting gave its attention to not affiliate with but to provide
representation to Friends in Unity with Nature. Pages 4 - 6

In 1992, a concern group provided a report on its study in depth of the reasons for the difficulty
of Intermountain Yearly Meeting Friends coming to unity on providing representation to Friends
in Unity with Nature. Their report appears as an attachment to the minutes and is not mentioned
therein. Pages 6 - 8

In 2001 and 2002, Sandra and Tom Farley visited Intermountain Yearly Meeting representing
Friends Committee on Unity with Nature. Page 8

In 2004, Ruah Swennerfelt, of Quaker EarthCare Witness, presented its “Vision and Witness” to
a plenary session of Intermountain Yearly Meeting. Page 8 - 9

In 2005, Quaker Earthcare Witness representatives Ruab Swennerfeld and Louis Cox, displayed
their interest for a formal relationship with Intermountain Yearly Meeting and, also with its
monthly meetings. Page 9
The following are extracts from the minutes of Intermountain Yearly Meeting.
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Intermountain Yearly Meeting, June 1976
1976-18 Other Friends Organizations

- Associated Committee of Friends on Indian Affairs
- Faith and Life Movement
- Friends Committee on Economic Responsibility
- Friends Coordinating Committee for Peace
- American Friends Service Committee

These and other Friends organizations outside of IMYM have kindly invited the participation of
IMYIvI in their activities, representation, and in some cases, affiliation with them. The Meeting
approved the adoption of the general principle: That representation with other Friends
organizations be made as specific interests arise from among individuals within the Yearly
Meeting.

Intermountain Yearly Meeting, June 1977
1977-14 Other Friends Organizations Four organizations — Friends for Human Justice,
Quaker Center for Prisoner Support Activities, United Society of Friends Women, and Quaker
Office at the United Nations request representatives, correspondents, and financial support
from IMYM. Following the previous minute 1976-18, interest in local meetings and discussion
groups at IMYM is needed before representation and financial aid is provided by IMYM.

Intermountain Yearly Meeting, June 1986
1986-35 The Yearly Meeting approved the following minute:

As our religion touches all life and all acts, we of IMYM recognize our fundamental
responsibility as planetary stewards. Among our concerns at the 1986 IMYM was that of the
damage being done to the ecological system of which we are an integral part. To this concern
we have given considerable, although clearly insufficient, attention, including the discussions of
several of our interest groups, an evening presentation, reflection within a number of our worship
sharing groups, and considerations with our business meetings of minutes from Pacific Yearly
Meeting and the New Mexico Quarterly Meeting. We feel a deep sense of appreciation for all
who have contributed to our added sensitivity to the nature and spiritual dimensions of this
complex problem and to the need for increased study, spiritual seeking, and direct action on our
part. Recognizing that there are many unanswered questions and deep unresolved fears at work
in any call for change in lifestyle and human management of the earth’s resources, we call upon
all Friends in Monthly Meetings and Worship Groups:

1 } to study, carefully reflect upon, and write queries regarding Friends’ responses to
problems in ecosystems, both local and global;

2) to give testimony and wimess to how we can best become better stewards of the
earth, and partners with God in caring for Creation;

3) from this year of study, to bring back to Continuing Committee seasoned
recommendations of ways that Friends can be most faithful to the directions of the Spirit in
choosing appropriate actions.

The Yearly Meeting encourages interest Friends in IMYM to form a working group to study
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these issues and to act as a resource for Monthly Meetings. The Clerk of IMYM will act as a
contact for the Pacific Yearly Meeting Committee on Unity with Nature.

Intermountain Yearly Meeting, June 1987
Business Session I 11 June 1987
Richard Lang presented the report of the IMYM Environmental Concerns Work Group
(attachment 1).
IMYM 1987-2 The Yearly Meeting encourages its Monthly Meetings and Worship Groups
to consider the call of IMYM 1986-35 to examine our relationship to environmental concerns.
Monthly Meetings and Worship Groups are encouraged to send any reports to the IMYM
Environmental Concerns Work Group.
IMYM 1987-3 The Yearly Meeting accepts and approves the 1987 reports of the IMYM
Environmental Concerns Work Group

Attachment 1 is accompanied by minutes from six monthly meetings and a statement of
consensus from one monthly meeting.

Intermountain Yearly Meeting, June 1988
Business Session I 9 June, 1988

Item #3 Environmental Concerns Work Group Shin Olmstead presented the report
(attachment 3). The convenor, Dick Lang, recommended that the work Group be reconstituted if
a need be felt.

IMYM 1988-3 Yearly Meeting accepts and approves the 1988 report of the
Environmental Concerns Work Group and recommends that the IMYM Work Group be
laid down for the present, but urges Monthly Meetings and Worship Groups to continue
discussion and action at the local level.

The attachment (#3) to the above minute notes that the Work Group was formed according to
IMYM 1986-35. It is a page in length and seems to be adequately summarized above. It does
report that, “communications have come from meetings and individuals in Arizona, Colorado
and New Mexico. Although they have been relatively few in number, and no new queries or
extensive commentaries on the 1986 IMYM minute (1986-35) have been received since the first
half of 1987, the letters, postcards, and telephone conversations provide a body of information of
interest to this meeting.”

Intermountain Yearly Meeting, June 1990
Business Session I 6 th month, 14th day, 1990

Item #9. The Clerk of Continuing Committee discussed Tempe Monthly Meeting’s minute to
consider affiliation with Friends in Unity with Nature.

The request is that monthly meeting’s weight the proposal this year and report to the
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continuing committee in February of 1991. Further, Continuing Committee suggests a copy of
the organization’s newsletter, Befriending Creation, be attached to the IMYM minutes, C-6.

Ted Church indicated that Yearly Meeting had a committee on environment until 1988 when
it was laid down with the suggestion that month meetings carry the concern.

The national organization meets three times annually, usually in conjunction with other major
meetings such as FWCC or Friends General Conference.

Yearly Meeting urges monthly meetings to weigh this broad concern of unity with nature,
giving careful attention to the spirituality of all creatures and all living things.

The attachment to the above minute, # C-6:
PROPOSED MINUTE TO INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING

The destiny of the planet is in human hands. The technology that has been created in the past
century has brought chaos t our ecosystems. Humans now have the responsibility to reverse the
destructive behaviors and acknowledge all life is interrelated and sacred. Friends Committee on
Unity with Nature envisions a spiritually rooted network for education and exchange of
environmental issues. The minute from their Ben Lomond conference reads:

Our concern for the earth is a spiritual one. We feel the need to examine our
faith and practice in the context of this concern. We invite and celebrate the Light
that each Meeting has to shed on this.

Intermountain Yearly Meeting has not yet joined hands with Quakers of the United States and
Canada to accept the invitation to send a representative to the Friends on Unity with Nature
meetings. Tempe Monthly Meeting proposes that such action be discussed in monthly meetings
and worship groups throughout the regions and that Friends meetings subscribe to the newsletter
BeFriending Creation to learn more about the group and action proposals that it makes. After
consideration, we ask that Meetings bring recommendations to the February 1999 meeting of the
Continuing Committee. By our participation in Friends Committee on Unity with Nature, we
can affirm our spiritual relationship with nature and the unity divine creation.

Intermountain Yearly Meeting, June 1991
Business Session I 13th Day, 6th Month, 1991

Item #5 Tom Carr, Clerk of Continuing Committee, reported:
a. There is no unity in monthly meetings regarding Intermountain Yearly

Meeting affiliation with Friends in Unity with Nature. Continuing Committee recommends that
activity be at the local level.
91-2 The Continuing Committee report was accepted and approved with one exception. It was

requested and approved that we reconsider the request that 1MYM affiliate with Friends
in Unity with Nature.

The Friends in Unity with Nature request will be put on a later agenda.

Business Session IV 15th Day, 6t1 Month, 1991
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Item #6. Marshall Massey spoke concerning possible misunderstandings by Friends of
precisely what was requested concerning possible representation by
Intermountain Yearly Meeting to the FRIENDS IN UNITY WITH NATURE. He
requested that Meetings be asked to reconsider the request previously put forward
to send a representative to dialogue with Friends in Unity with Nature, not
necessarily to affiliate as a yearly meeting. The clerk noted the original minute
from Tempe Monthly Meeting (1990) mentioned representation. Much
discussion ensued.

A Friend suggested returning the issue to Monthly Meetings to consider sending a
representative to dialogue with Friends in Unity with Nature. Financial support
must also be considered.

A Friend noted that Monthly Meetings and members may not wish to contribute
financially to imym attendance by a representative to dialogue with Friends in
Unity with Nature.

A Friend spoke to the importance of Friends in Unity with Nature and that it
provides information and curriculum for Friends with environmental concerns.

One Friend objected that he needed a representative from IMYM to represent him
to the organization.

Another Friend expressed surprise that there would be any reticence to send a
representative or to affiliate with the group.

A Friend restated the concern of those who chose not to send a representative, or
someone to dialogue with the organization.

The Clerk, recognizing the lack of unity concerning sending a formal
representative or one representing IMYM to dialogue with the group, noted that
Friends of Intermountain Yearly Meeting are free, as individuals, to attend
Friends in Unity With Nature meetings and report to our annual sessions
concerning the dialogue.

91-23 Friends approved that a traveling minute be written by the Clerk for any
person called or led to attend the Friends in Unity With Nature meetings.

The Meeting fell into silence.

Friends offered ministry concerning the incremental nature of progress as well as
the need to love those who differ in their leadings.

Martin Cobin, Clerk Designate, felt charged to evaluate the leadings of persons
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seeking a traveling minute.

Another Friend noted that two different forms of minutes can be written:
1. A charge of the Yearly Meeting to represent IMYM; and
2. A recognition that Friends travel to Friends in Unity with Nature as
members of Intermountain Yearly Meeting to attend their sessions.

The Clerk Designate noted his willingness to issue minutes of the second sort.

Intermountain Yearly Meeting, June 1992

The minutes for IMYM- 1992 do not appear to contain a reference to the Concern Group
meeting during Intermountain Yearly Meeting, Sixth Month, 12, 1992 on the Friends Committee
on Unity with Nature, however, there is a report from the Concern Group as the last attachment
to the minutes. The report of the Concern Group follows.

Friends Committee on Unity With Nature

Report of the Concern Group
Meeting During Intermountain Yearly Meeting
Sixth Month 12, 1992

The concern group was convened during IMYM 1992 with the hope of eliminating confusion
about why IMYM Friends were reluctant to accept FCUN’s invitation to identify a representative
of IMYM to interact with it. Afier all, Friends have been washing plastic bags for years, even
before it became fashionable, and nearly every Friend acknowledges a spiritual dimension to the
relation of humans to the non-human. The concern group helped clarify the matter.

The resistance to affiliation with FCUN comes from a combination of deeply held Quaker values
of simplicity, veracity and speaking to that of the Deity in everyone, on the one hand, and lack of
familiarity with FCUN on the other. Not being familiar with FCUN, traditional values and recent
experience with Quaker organizations make IMYM Friends cautious about involvement with
FCUN.

Simplicity requires resistance to unnecessarily complicating our lives, our organizations and our
searching. Some Friends believe that FCUN does, or may, duplicate the activities and
approaches of other environmental groups. Duplication is complication. If FCUN is unique,
IMYM Friends are not aware of that. Some Friends, who are already focused on environmental
concerns and active with environmental groups, do not have time to affiliate with another. These
Friends are reluctant to have flvIYM join FCUN if it is in name only. Such affiliations are
confusing and insincere. Some IMYM Friends are opposed to a perceived trend in our society to
compartmentalize issues. Such compartments proliferate, each with its own expert or experts and
jargon. Others believe that because dealing with environmental issues engages many traditional
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Quaker values, process and projects, affiliation with FCUN may provide unique opportunities to
synthesize leadings, values and witness. Some IMYM Friends believed that the first contacts by
FCUN were addressed to the yearly meeting level. They thought this “top down” process felt
artificial. These Friends have no objection to affiliation with FCUN, but not until interest and
commitment to it is demonstrated at the monthly meeting level.

Veracity requires avoidance of even the appearance of insincerity or ill considered speech.
IMYM’s affiliation with any organization is a statement to other Friends and the world at large.
In view of the recent controversy regarding the policies and practices of AFSC, with which
IMYM has long been affiliated, IMYM Friends are properly cautious about lending the name
and support of IMYM to an organization about which many feel ill informed.

Speaking to that of the Deity in each human forecloses from Friends some tactics which have
given notoriety for some environmental groups. Many IMYM Friends are unfamiliar with
the activities of FCUN. Affiliation would be improper unless its approach and perspective is
unique to Friends.

One participant who knows the editors of the FCUN publication described them as quintessential
Quakers. This sharing suggests that IMYM Friends should make it a point to get to know them
and FCUN better.

Another participant shared with a concern group the conclusion of a group of diverse religious
leaders that we are witnessing the emergence of a world religion, reverence for the earth. (To
say that there is that of the Deity in every ecosystem rings oddly in the ear only because of the
mix of traditional and technological language; it is intuitively true. Because of Friends’
reluctance to be boxed in by concepts of language, because of Friends’ traditions of decision
making through collective insight, because of Friends’ commitment to passivism, we have a lot
to offer and gain from involving ourselves in the emerging world dialogue. Where does FCUN
fit in?

The concern group proposes that IMYM adopt a minute encouraging all monthly meetings and
regional meetings to facilitate awareness of the spiritual dimension between humans and that of
the Deity which is worldly and not human. It also proposes that IMYM facilitate opportunities
for Friends to gain inspiration from addressing environmental issues. Further IMYM and its
constituent Meetings should encourage the use of FCUN as resource, perhaps by subscribing to
its publications or making available monthly meeting directories to FCUN so that it may send
written material. Finally, IMYM should encourage those monthly and regional meetings that
feel led to do so to affiliate directly with FCUN.

Intermountain Yearly Meeting, June 2000
Introduction of Visitors and Roll of Monthly Meetings and Worship Groups
After a brief session of singing together, Ted Church, the clerk to Intermountain Yearly Meeting
(IMYM), asked that visitors introduce themselves. We were pleased to meet the following:
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Sandy Farley, bringing letters of introduction from Friends Committee on Unity with Nature
and Palo Alto Monthly Meeting

Intermountain Yearly Meeting, June 2001
1. Introduction of Visitors and Roll of Monthly Meetings and Worship Groups

The following visitors to the Yearly Meeting introduced themselves to this and subsequent
meetings:

Tom Farley, representing Friends Committee on Unity with Nature, Palo Alto Monthly
Meeting, CA.
Intermountain Yearly Meeting, June 2002

1. Introductions
a. Introduction of visitors
The following visitors to the Yearly Meeting introduced themselves to this and subsequent
sessions:

Sandy and Tom Farley, representing Friends Committee on Unity with Nature; Palo Alto
Meeting, CA (see introductory letter, Documents-in-Advance)

Intermountain Yearly Meeting, June 2004
Page 4
Guest Introduction
Co-Clerk Hal Wright introduced several guests of Intermountain Yearly Meeting

Ruah Swennerfelt, Quaker EarthCare Witness

Page 10
The Quaker EarthCare Witness Report was presented by Ruah Swennerfeld.
Of the thirty-five (35) Yearly Meetings I North America, fifteen (15) —IMYM is not among
these—send representatives to Quaker EarthCare Witness meetings. The organization’s “Vision
and Witness is as follows:
“WE ARE CALLED to live in right relationship with all Creation, recognizing that the entire
world is interconnected and is a manifestation of God.
“WE WORK to integrate into the beliefs and practices of the Religious Society of Friends the
Truth that God’s Creation is to be respected, protected, and held in reverence in its own right and
the Truth that human aspirations for peace and justice depend upon restoring the Earth’s
ecological integrity.
“WE PROMOTE these Truths by patterns and examples, by communicating our messages, and
by providing our relationship with the Earth.”
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Intermountain Yearly Meeting, June 2005
Page 9
Quaker Earthcare Witness representatives Ruah Swennerfeld and Louis Cox spoke of their desire
for a formal relationship with IMYM and their hope of finding Monthly Meeting representatives.
They invited Friends to explore their website, <quakerearthcare.org>
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